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Legal Issues

Joint Custody Advocate

INTRODUCTION

on November 9, 1992, the
the Workforce conducted an
The purpose of the hearing
child custody: determining
the mediation process, the

Senate Select Committee on Women in
interim hearing on child custody.
was to discuss issues relating to
custody, physical vs. legal custody,
court system, visitation.

Senator Leroy Greene, Chair, Senate Select Committee on Women
in the Workforce, Senator Herschel Rosenthal and Senator Bill
Greene were in attendance. Staff present included Elva Raish,
Committee Consultant, Sara McCarthy, Consultant to the Senate
Office of Research, and Donne Brownsey, Consultant to Senate
President Pro Tem David Roberti.
The four-hour hearing covered a variety of issues relating to
child custody. Witnesses included legal scholars, researchers,
women's advocates, mediators, joint custody advocates and
individual fathers and mothers. Women's advocates expressed
concern that a gender bias and inequities exist in both the
court system and the mediation process, and that interpretation
of existing law places restrictions on the mother's ability to
move for reasons of employment. Researchers discussed their
recent work on the psychological effects of custody disputes on
children and the impact of various custody and visitation
arrangements. Mediators pointed out the advantages of mediation
and its strengths and weaknesses. Joint custody advocates spoke
to the advantages of joint custody arrangements. Individual
mothers and fathers told their personal stories of custody
disputes and involvement with the court and mediation systems.
Over thirteen suggestions for legislation were made, ranging
from a primary caretaker presumption to a joint custody
presumption. Several suggestions were made to modify the
mediation process; others to change the language used in the
family law codes.
The issue of child custody is, understandably, an emotional
one. But the Legislature must sort through emotions to make law
based on fact, as fair and impartial as possible. This is a
difficult task and not everyone will be satisfied with the
results. This hearing gathered much information which, we hope,
will be of use as the Legislature struggles with the many issues
surrounding family law.
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SENATOR LEROY F. GREENE: Ladies and gentlemen, let's just start off by
introducing ourselves up here, and to your far left is Sara McCarthy, from the
Senate Office of Research. Then next to me, again on your left, is Senator
Rosenthal, from Los Angeles.
I'm Senator Leroy Greene, and next to me is Elva
Raish, who is the committee staff of the Women in the Work Force, and then Donne
Brownsey from Senator Roberti's office.
This is the Senate Select Committee on Women in the Work Force and it's our
hearing on child custody. As the Committee Chairman, we decided to come down
here to Los Angeles and let's see what you people have in your minds and in your
hearts as to what you think is best for the future.
With us today, we have, as I said, certain staff members, and one of the
members of the committee. The others are scattered to the four winds, they're
all over the place at this point in time, so we couldn't get them here.
our purpose here today is to listen to some of the concerns raised by
women's advocates about existing joint custody laws.
Is there a gender bias in
the court and in the mediation process? Are we focusing on the best interests
of the child in custodial decisions? If there problems, what kinds of things
can the Legislature to fine tune the current law, or, is there a need to look at
a completely different method of determining custody arrangements?
We will hear from those who wish to see major changes, we will
from those who believe that our current system is working well, and
examine some of the recent research in the field. We do not expect
such a complex issue in any one day. We hope only to explore ideas
Legislature may wish to pursue in the coming session.

also hear
we'll
to resolve
that the

We've got a tight agenda. We will hear from the scheduled witnesses first,
then we hope we will have time at the end of the hearing to hear public comment.
If you have not already contacted the Committee regarding public comment, please
sign in at the Sergeant's desk and we'll have a limited public comment of a
couple of minutes each. We'll accommodate as many people as we can. This
hearing is being recorded and a transcription will be prepared and persons may
also submit written comments to the Committee.
Because of airplane schedules,
we are previously committed to wind up this meeting at 3:00 p.m. this afternoon
in order to make arrangements to get back to the airport.
We'll begin with Marilyn Kizziah, who will-- Will all witnesses please
identify yourselves for the record as you start your conversation with us?
MS. MARILYN KIZZIAH:
I just wanted to say, Senator Greene, the Coalition
for Family Equity is grateful to you and members of your committee and your
staff for agreeing to holding this hearing.
I'm Marilyn Kizziah and I'm the
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Chair of the Coalition for Family Equity, which is a network of diverse women's
groups and individuals in California, who have come together for the sole
purpose of promoting family law legislation that will insure economic equity for
women and children of divorce in this state.
The Coalition for Family Equity was formed in June, 1987, under the
auspices of the Los Angeles Chapter of the National Council of Jewish Women to
provide support and to lobby for passage of family law legislation that had been
proposed by the State Senate Task Force on Family Equity. The Task Force was
created in response to the unexpected social and economic consequences for women
and children of divorce in the country following California's no-fault divorce
laws, which discriminated against women and resulted in increased poverty for
children of divorce. In the 1987-88 legislative session, of the six bills
sponsored by the Coalition, three were signed into law, one was vetoed and two
failed in the Legislature.
The measures that were enacted have far-reaching implications for families
of divorce. They made major changes in the law relating to spousal support, the
family home and child custody. Each legislative session since 1987, we have
supported legislation, the most notable being the fiduciary responsibility and
marriage bill, authored by Senator David Roberti and passed by the Legislature
in 1991. This is the first such law in the nation.
Today, you will be hearing from experts and women who have lived through
the several areas of great concern to us, joint custody, mandated mediation, and
travel restrictions which have proved to be a hardship for women and their
children.
Again, we want to express our deep appreciation to you, Senator Greene and
the members of your committee and staff, for holding the hearings and,
hopefully, to begin addressing our concerns in this area.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Thank you. I appreciate your introduction to the subject
at hand. Now, can we hear from Sheila Kuehl, who is the Director of the Women's
Law Center? Sheila.
MS. SHEILA KUEHL: Thank you, Senator Greene, Senator Rosenthal, and Ms.
McCarthy, Brownsey and Raish; happy to see you all here and very grateful to you
for holding this hearing and staffing it.
I'm very pleased to have the opportunity to testify to this committee about
a set of family law issues that have profound significance in the lives of
millions of California's women.
The California Women's Law Center, of which I am a managing director, sees
the issues of custody, support and court-mandated mediation in family law cases
as central to the safety and economic well-being of women and their families;
and, therefore, we focus on family law as one of our five primary issue areas.
I was also a member of the California Judicial Council's Advisory Committee on
Gender Bias in the Courts, where I chaired the Subcommittee on Domestic
Violence, and prior to working with the Law Center, I was a professor at the
Loyola Law School, teaching Gender and Law, and Family Law, and for a time
before that, was in private practice as a sole practitioner in the family law
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area.

So, clearly, this is an area I have spent a few years worrying about.

Modern considerations of the issue of the custody of children and how to
divide that responsibility between mothers and fathers has engrossed
legislatures, attorneys, psychologists and advocacy organizations for the entire
latter half of this century. Depending upon which cultural point of view had
preference, the custody laws would follow.
This is not a new circumstance, however, in the history of the human
family.
From the late 1800's to the early decades of the twentieth century,
before child labor laws were enacted, fathers were given custody of their
children and the right to the fruits of their labor after divorce.
By the
mid-point in the century, however, when children were no longer allowed to help
support the family, a psychological and sentimental theory evolved concerning
the need of the child for his or her mother. Women were given great preference
in custody of young children with a concomitant lessening of expectations of the
responsibilities of fathers for the day-to-day care of these children.
In the 1970's as the women's movement began to attempt to articulate the
aspirations of American women, the dream of shared responsibility for the care
of children escalated. There was also the sense, since women would clearly be
allowed to enter the work force without any discrimination, that the provision
of support would soon even up as well. Unfortunately, this was not to be the
case. As Chief Justice Neeley of the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals
points outs in an article I believe has been provided to you in the packet, the
dream. of shared responsibility gave way to the kind of family arrangement we see
most often now.
Both father and mother work, and mother does the lioness' share
of the child care and the house care.
However, the rising expectations of women led to a similar surge of what I
would call hopefulness from men. Surely, if they had their fair share of their
children's time after divorce, they would turn into the caretakers they had
never been allowed to be. Consequently, in the 1980's, there grew an
ever-larger men's movement, dedicated to making sure that fathers were not
overlooked in these custody decisions.
In order to facilitate this inclusion of
fathers, two major theoretical initiatives were undertaken, more or less at the
same time. One of these was a campaign to establish the credibility of and a
preference for joint custody. The other was to install court-ordered mediation
as a preferred solution to conflict. Now, in the '90's, after more than a
decade of experience with both of these, I submit to this committee that the
fact that most courts now take for granted that some sort of joint custody is in
the best interest of every single child of divorce and now appear to believe
that mediation is the best way to work out custody and visitation arrangements,
I submit that these unsubstantiated assumptions have been a great boon to men
but have had devastating effects on the on-going lives of women and children
trying to cope with a disintegrated family.
Several recent studies show that children who shuttle back and forth
between parents are no better off psychologically than children who reside in
single-parent families.
In some cases, indeed, their anxiety levels are much
higher. Slavish adherence by the judicial system to California's legislative
admonition that children should have frequent and continuing contact with both
parents have led to thousands of court orders that do little more than wreak
hardship on the piece of mind of children and on their P+imary caretakers.
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The situation was made worse by the invention of a new kind of joint
custody:
joint legal custody.
Even where one parent had received primary
physical custody and, indeed, again, the lioness' share of the responsibility
for the children, the new kind of sharing made sure that she would not be able
to truly govern the lives of the children under her care. Someone else needed
to agree on medical treatment, on religious upbringing, on recreational
activities, on school. What has resulted could not possibly have been intended
by a well-intentioned legislature.
The Gender Bias Advisory Committee reported that in California, threats of
requests for joint custody by non-caretaker fathers, mostly, are used as
bargaining chips to lower child support by agreement below guideline amounts.
Justice Neeley reports the same thing from his extensive experience in his
article. Women, mostly, have been put in the worst possible position. In
struggling to maintain custody of the children they have provided primary care
for, they are forced to bargain away the very support they need to keep those
children healthy, fed and clothed.
The rule in California that gives a deduction in child support for
practically every minute of time spent with the non-custodial parent without
regard to whether there are any actual savings because of the visitation to the
custodial parent exacerbates the problem. The answer is for California to move
to a primary caretaker custody standard. Such a rule gives a preference in
physical and legal custody to the person, either mother or father, who has
provided a significant number of the caretaking roles needed by the child.
The benefit of such a legal presumption goes to the stability of the
children and the inability of a non-caretaking parent to raise a request for
joint custody as a threat or a bargaining chip.
It prevents the so-called
divorce conversion of non-caretaking parents suddenly insistent on their fair
share of a child's time without regard for the well-being of the child or the
family.
It also removes the ability the bargain away child support in order to
try to salvage the best interests of the children.
Too many California families are impoverished by the results of a divorce
in which child support awards are so low as to be ridiculous, even when they are
paid. The effect on working women is devastating. They want to continue to
take care of their children, often pay the full amount for caretakers, spend a
large percentage of their income on the children, getting little help from the
non-custodial parent. And the myth that shared custody was supposed to lead to
more non-custodial parents dutifully making their support payments because they
got to see their children has been shattered by the ever-increasing failure to
pay, even at the same time as orders for joint custody are at an all-time high.
What is needed? Is the presumption of primary physical and legal custody
to the primary caretaker? The California Women's Law Center would be happy to
provide any technical assistance necessary to draft a number of different
versions that this statute might take. The primary caretaker presumption would
also help to alleviate another growing problem for primary custodial parents.
Thousands of families have moved to California seeking better jobs.
In
addition, thousands of women have moved to California relocating to be with
their husbands.
It is more often the wife who moves with the husband than vice
versa, despite cultural mythology to the contrary, which has imagined a new kind
of equality not found in reality.
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At divorce, often a woman who has left her family or who has a job
opportunity back where she grew up, where she has contacts, asks the court
please to modify an existing joint custody order so she can move. Up until only
a few years ago, such orders were routinely granted. Custody and visitation
arrangements would be altered so the children could spend longer periods of
time, less frequently, with the non-custodial parent.
Suddenly, however, a few years ago, courts began
routinely
requests
to move, no matter how compelling the reason, based on a strict definition of
the existing statutory requirement of frequent and continuing contact with both
parents. Mothers with custody are suffering for this definition, as you, I
think, will hear throughout the hearing today.
They are denied the basic right to pursue employment or to be with their
natural families without being threatened with a full loss of custody. Even if
there had not been frequent and continuing contact actually under an existing
order, requests to move are now routinely denied; indeed, we've heard two judges
tell us in just the last two weeks they thought their hands were tied. They saw
the need for the woman to move to change her job or lose it where she was, but
they felt their hands were tied by the language, "frequent and continuing
contact."
In one case you will hear about, a woman who had been allowed to move was
ordered back to the original jurisdiction without regard for the business she
had established, or the stability of her son and told if she didn't want to
move, well, the child would just have to move back alone and the father would be
given full custody.
What is needed is a presumption in the law that the parent with primary
custodial responsibility for the child or children has the concomitant right to
determine their residence.
Period. Courts can then work to fashion
arrangements that will allow the non-custodial parent sufficient contact with
the children, but not through unrealistic orders concerning joint legal custody,
or by denying the custodial parent the right to move, which is related to her
constitutional right to travel. Telling women they can move, all right, but
they can't take their children with them, is placing an unconstitutional burden
on their right to travel, and the Legislature should express in strong language
that this is not an acceptable solution to the problem.
Nor is any of this helped by mediation.
Indeed, almost from the first case
of court-ordered mediation under the Civil Code, the incidence of "agreements"
for joint custody zoomed up.
Never in court-considered cases had there been so
many cases where the baby was treated like Solomon's worst nightmare and
actually cut in half.
In an arena where two people are expected to move each
other by insistence on solutions in their own best interests, women are at a
constant disadvantage in mediation. Especially where mediation, as in
California, only involves custody and not child support, it's easy for a husband
who has had emotional primacy in the marriage to insist on a full custody he has
no intention of ending up with, and then appearing to most graciously and fairly
give ground to the point of joint custody; or to give ground so that he only has
joint legal custody, which still gives him an enormous amount of power over the
futures of the family.
Mediation is a great boon for men and they are overwhelmingly more
satisfied with the results of mediation than are women. Now, I know you've been
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given a study that was conducted by court-employed mediators in
which tends to show little difference in satisfaction with mediation experienced
by men and women. However, an independent study, conducted and then replicated
a year later by three University of Virginia psychology professors, shows quite
the opposite. Both their studies show that while women are about equally
satisfied, or perhaps we might say dissatisfied, with mediation and litigation,
men are overwhelmingly more satisfied with the results they achieve in
mediation. They express a lot of dissatisfaction with judge-run courtrooms
where they feel disempowered. In a one-on-one with their ex-wives, however,
they express that they can really get most of what they want. It is an arena in
which emotional muscle serves well and women are at a disadvantage.
All of these concerns are exacerbated, of course, when there has been
violence in the family. And now, even the American Medical Association has
concluded from its own studies that one out of every three women a doctor might
see for any reason is a battered woman. The FBI estimated over ten years ago
that half of all American women will be battered in a relationship at some time
in their lives. That's a lot of battered women going through our court systems.
And violence escalates when a woman tries to escape or separate from her
batterer. Consequently, she may be at even greater risk at the time of divorce.
She should not be forced to negotiate for the children in a so-called equal
arena that is about as equal under those circumstances as the Christians and the
lions. Battered women should be exempted, totally, from court-ordered
mediation. This is the case now in a majority of states.
A primary caretaker presumption, in addition, would protect her from the
coercion to give up support for the custody she fears to give up to the
batterer. She would be allowed to move as well, to a safer place, and not
dangerously detained by a preference for frequent and continuing contact by the
children with the batterer.
Finally, while the case of the battered woman is special, it is important
for this committee to note and understand that women, generally, are
disadvantaged by mediation, by preferences for frequent and continuing contact
and by assumptions that their jobs and their lives are so marginally they may be
denied permission to move when they are trying to improve their lives and the
lives of their children. And they're denied the ability to move simply to
satisfy the needs of a non-custodial parent who refuses to compromise and change
visitation schedules.
I thank this committee for considering these concerns. Now that we have
had more than ten years of
with current law, it
time to
re-evaluate the assumptions that led to their adoption. In that context, I
encourage this committee to sponsor legislation that moves this state toward a
primary caretaker presumption and end the court-ordered mediation, leaving
voluntary mediation programs intact, and a presumption that the primary
custodial parent may decide the residence of the children.
Thank you very much.

MS. KUEHL:

Yes

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

sir.

You've indicated that

and large women

ect to

mediation, feeling that they are not on equal footing.

Why?

MS. KUEHL: Well, I think that the styles in which men and women are
raised, as much as we would like to imagine that women have the same toughness
and the same ability to-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. KUEHL:

No, they don't.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. KUEHL:

In mediation, do both sides bring attorneys with them?

Okay.

They're not allowed to, by law.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: All right, they're not allowed to. So that generally
speaking, there are three people in the room or maybe somebody taking records.
MS. KUEHL:

No records.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. KUEHL:
psychologist.

Right.

No records, so you have mediator and a man and a woman.
The mediator is a psychologist or a licensed clinical

CHAIRMAN GREENE: What do we know about the mediator? Is the mediator-this is just for my own information-- is the mediator more or less like to be a
man or a woman?
MS. KUEHL:

It's sort of half and half now in California.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Sort of half and half. But what is there about the
mediation where if a wife and husband are in the mediation, she feels that she's
at a disadvantage here? What is it that gives her that feeling?
MS. KUEHL: Well, it could be one ot two things, but it generally is one of
two things. One is, we don't know what the relationship was in the marriage and
I would assume that even if we looked among our friends, that in a great many of
the cases, it's easier for a man to sort of move the mediation and negotiation
along than for the woman, in terms of negotiating between themselves.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Then you're saying that in a mediation environment, the
male is the better negotiator than the female.
MS. KUEHL:
Better negotiator, little more emotional muscle.
It's an arena
in which men seem to feel comfortable and seems very fair. What you do is you
just push your own point of view and you say, well here's this neutral third
party, they're going to keep it fair; so my job is to advocate my point of view
and keep advocating it. Women, however, are trained to be mediators in a sense;
honestly speaking, Senator, we feel as though compromise is a very good thing.
Consequently, many times women, and I work with a lot of these women going
through divorces, they feel that they should come in and kind of compromise for
the children's good and they tend to give up a lot more in mediation. And
afterwards say, I just felt like I had to do that; but he doesn't really budge
so much. Or if he budges, it's more toward fifty-fifty time; mathematical
precision, something equitable, to him.
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CHAIRMAN GREENE:
So she is both advantaged and disadvantage by being more
prone to be the more emotional of the two?
MS. KUEHL:
You could say she would be advantaged because there might be a
sense that she's more sensitive to the care of the children, and I certainly
think that's true, but we're not talking about the mediator making an agreement
or a psychologist making the agreement, it's the two people. That's the point
of mediation, so she gives up a lot.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
does there not?

But in this mediation, there has to be a written record,

MS. KUEHL:
There is no written record. This is like a school yard fight,
in a sense, where two people square off against each other-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. KUEHL:

--with a referee.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. KUEHL:

This is then a referee's thing--

--this is what I think you ought to do.

The referee may say that or may not.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: All right.
But then if the referee does not say that,
then what was the point of the mediation?
MS. KUEHL:
For the two people to -- There's a fantasy in California that
the fairest way for us to come to decisions about our own children is just the
parents to sit down in a room and work out an agreement.
And what is not taken
into account is the disparity in power.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Yes, but what is the obl
or reject the agreement?

MS. KUEHL:

There is no obligation.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
agreement.

ion on either party to accept

They can always go to court.

All right, there is no obligation to accept the

MS. KUEHL: There's a lot of pressure,
There is a lot
psychological pressure, because
're unreasonable.
Remember, that the
cooperative
is also under the-~
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

As a male, I'm saying, nuts to that pressure--

(laughter)

MS. KUEHL: That's right. But you know, in the law, it also says there's a
preference in custody to the cooperative parent. So there's a pressure right
there to be reasonable and sort of come to the middle.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. KUEHL

Yes,

f we're in mediation, the law's not present.

The law is present in the sense that if you don'
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agree in

mediation and you go to court, you're characterized as an uncooperative parent.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Well, I'm sorry, I don't know where that would come from.
All I can say is that, now I want to advise all women going into mediation, hey,
you don't have to take this stuff.
MS. KUEHL:
I do, too. But even battered women go into mediation not
knowing that they have a choice.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Now, a different point-- The matter of "frequent
contact," etc. Suppose instead of eliminating that in the law,-- Of course the
point you were making was that some judges were saying, my hands are tied
because this is the way this reads. Suppose we just add a little phrase on the
end of that "frequent" etc, and simply says, "unless otherwise determined by the
court."
MS. KUEHL: Well, the problem is really with the word, "frequent," and that
seems to give two signals to the court.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But I'm saying that unless otherwise determined by the
court, suggesting that the court can take other matters into consideration.
Say, here's a norm. We would like to see that both parents are in "frequent"
etc. with their progeny, with their kids. But if there's something going on
here that the judge perceives that this is not such a good idea, that's the
norm, but we're saying that unless otherwise determined by the court.
MS. KUEHL:

Well, the problem with that is that the court has that ability

now.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: The difficulty with this is that there isn't going to be
a solution to this problem. There's no singular way that will be right for all
occasions.
People who are willing and concerned with the best interests of the
kids, people who are pulling and hauling at each other, people who are not
interested in the kids at all are fighting over money--so there isn't going to
be "a way" that says, "behold, we finally have written down the ten commandments
on child custody and this is it. Line up, everybody."
MS. KUEHL: Well the problem with this is that the Legislature has already
come up with a solution and it's loaded toward joint custody.
I guess what we
want is a way to even it up and it's not simply judicial discretion that does
it. Because judicial discretion-- We had an 800-page report on gender bias in
the courts done by the courts themselves; consequently, we know that there are
judges who don't see this the way we do.
I would suggest, rather, that if we
could do something to amend the word, "frequent," away, so that there would
instead be a presumption that the primary custodial parent has the ability to
determine the residence of the child, but the court is then required to fashion
an order that gets to continuing contact with the child. The word, "frequent,"
makes judges think somebody can't move because the kid can't fly back and forth
every Wednesday and Saturday. No one has an objection to "continuing contact."
Most mothers and fathers want the other parent to have continuing contact with
the kids, at least once they get through their initial anger. And the court
shouldn't deal with that anger, the court should require continuing contact.
Nobody's trying to cut off the ability of fathers to help raise their children.
Everyone loves it.
But the word, "frequent," makes people say, I'm sorry, you
can't move to Northern California, because the kid would have to fly back and
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forth.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Well, human failure is such that you're going to have a
great number of judges who are going to make decisions where another judge would
not make the same decision under the identical set of circumstances; and that is
beyond us.
MS. KUEHL: Well, not exactly, I think that's what the guidelines are for.
I mean, you did child support guidelines with very clear guidelines.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

I'm talking now about the interpretation of guidelines.

MS. KUEHL: Well, but the best interests of the child, for instance, we
managed to amend a couple of times, as I know you remember, so that judges have
to take, for instance, violence in the family into account, which they never
did.
They said it didn't relate to children.
And so, I think what I'd like to see is perhaps if the California
Legislature would like to look at what some other states have done-(end of tape)
-- and the ways in which they've fashioned their custody laws, sometimes
they have a laundry list negotiated between you could say, mothers' rights and
fathers' rights groups.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. KUEHL:

Do you advocate the West Virginia system?

I do.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: All right.
other questions? Thank you.
MS. KUEHL:

Any

Thank you, Senator.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Pam Besser?
experience, a private citizen?
MS. PAMELA BESSER:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. BESSER:

Thank you very much, appreciate it.

You wish to describe some personal

Hi.
Hi.

How are you?

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
voice on the record.

Just state your name, Pam, so we'll get it with your

MS. BESSER: Great. My name is Pamela Besser. Thank you for having me.
I
live in the San Francisco Bay area, but I have had a ten-year, on-going custody
case in Ventura County, sixty miles northwest of Los Angeles.
I was married in
1975.
In 1981, when I was five months pregnant, my then-husband ordered me to
have an abortion or told me the marriage was over.
I refused the abortion and
in my ninth month of pregnancy, I was served with divorce papers.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Did you have any children at that time?
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MS. BESSER:

No.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

MS. BESSER: One month later, my son, Joshua, was born. Mike, my
ex-husband or now ex-husband, never held Josh, never went into his room, never
called him his son. He did, though, continually tell me to, "take your kid and
get out of here. Take your kid and go back to Chicago." Which is where I'm
from, where my family is. Our divorce went through in 1983.
I was granted sole
physical custody, which was really no surprise at all, since my ex-husband
really had no interest in the child. He did, though, in the papers, have
reasonable rights of visitation defined.
I really didn't think he would even
see the child, because at that point, he lived two miles away from us and over a
year's period, never saw the child.
As soon as the property settlement was signed, though, and I was going to
go home to Chicago, to be with family, Mike then became what some lawyers have
called the "born-again father," and he wanted full custody of my now
15-month-old son. My child had no idea who this man was. We were ordered out
for a psych eval and although the report came back recommending I have custody,
the court ordered I have physical custody except when Josh was with Mike, which
was to be alternate weekends, holidays and summer periods.
Josh was now 18 months old, he did not fare well going back and forth.
I
was living in San Diego and working in the computer industry. Working with
psychologists, we tried many different schedules to accommodate my young son.
By age three, Josh was going to see his dad, Mike, one week per month. This was
to continue until he began kindergarten.
In 1985, I was offered a career advancement position in Silicon Valley and
with full court permission, we moved to the San Francisco Bay area. Josh would
now fly one time per month for a week, accompanied by a parent, for his
visitations.
In 1987, when Josh was to begin kindergarten, I requested we work out a
visitation schedule conducive to his schooling. Much to my amazement, Mike
would not agree. We ended up in court and the court ordered that this
five-year-old child was to stay on the schedule of three weeks with me in the
Bay area and one week with Dad in Ventura. This meant that Josh would attend
two different schools, 400 miles apart, each month. To our knowledge, Josh was
the first child ever to be ordered to do such a thing to satisfy a joint custody
arrangement.
At that point, I was given 63 percent custody and Dad had 37 percent.
That's how it was divided. Academically, socially and psychologically, this
arrangement did not work out for my five-year-old child. Even though the school
districts involved were up in arms. The Ventura County School District stated
that state law prohibited them from passing Joshua to the next grade if he only
attended in their district five days per month. That meant that no matter what
grade he was in in the Bay area, he would always be in first grade in Ventura
County.
Also, just to keep him on this joint custody visitation schedule and keep
him up on his studies, he had to be tutored. This went on for a full year. At
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the time they told us this was to continue until he was 18 years old. After one
year of this arrangement, with even the San Mateo County Child Abuse Coordinator
declaring that Ventura
was
child abuse on Josh with this
schedule, I
to have the court relieve Josh of this and allow him to
attend one school.
What the court did was order me to move back to Ventura County and they
gave me one week to do so or to rel
custody. That meant I had to give up
my one-year-old business, which was
in the black, my home, our roots
of almost four years, and disconnect Joshua from everything he knew and loved.
I was not even
the
to
30
' notice where I lived,
thereby losing both rent
I also had no job to go to and nowhere
to live in Ventura. The court did not care.
Our court mediator recommended that the court order me back to Ventura
because I didn't own a home. I had sold it to pay lawyers, earned less money
than Mike and to the mediator and
the court, it made no sense to have
Mike move to where Josh was rooted and settled. When I told the mediator that.I
didn't believe this was in Joshua's best interests, he told me that was tough,
that he did, and I didn't have to agree, but he would tell the judge that that's
what was to be.
In Ventura County and it is my
different counties
do it different , but in Ventura
what the mediator says 90
of
the time is what the j
orders.
I moved.
I was completely at a loss as to what to do.
Each
went to wanted $10,000 to
,000 as a retainer to take on the case.
have that kind of money. As it was my
had
this
with loan after loan after loan to
estimated that we had spent over $100,000

I
I

didn't
up to
and

I turned to the National
for Women.
them, I was able
to connect with the ACLU of Southern California and the Women's Law Center of
Southern California. Both
offered to take on the case,
our
civil
had clearly been violated and that the court did not act in the
best interests of this child.

As the two
went to work on an appeal, they discovered there was no
transcript of the trial. Without a
Although
in criminal law and other
of law, it is my
forward with
trial without a court
recorder,
there's no such
in
law.

a process which
statement from which to work an
six, and I had to live in
Josh had
a
equal.

six months, creat
a sett
During that year Josh, now aged
It took me five months to find a job, and
into school and life there. Life became
wanted to
and everything

After
ordeal, the appeal was filed and
In
July 1990,
late Court ruled that Ventura County Superior Court had
abused its discretion and based a decision on
bias. The order was
vacated. We were free to move back to San Francisco, free to
with our
lives. or so I
I
the
would finally end.
I thought
Joshua would be free to have a childhood,
was wrong.
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Within 30
of this
ing decision and my ACLU
John Davidson, receiving calls from attorneys around the state, thanking him for
his work, I was again served for custody.
, Mike wanted full
the court ordered
evaluation. This was
be number seven
of the
evaluations over the years.
This time though,
also appointed an
to be Joshua's
Like the others, this psych report came back
should have full custody
and that "It is urged that the court look with disfavor toward any joint custody
arrangement between Josh's parents.
It is suggested that the court consider
Josh's needs as primary and seriously consider a sole custody arrangement. Josh
needs and wants to have a stable
life, which is normalized. This can
best be provided by his mother."
In January 1991, the court ruled that I was again to have sole physical
custody, with us having joint legal custody. This now took us to the point
where we had been eight years before in 1983. We were now truly free to move
back to the Bay area, but by this time the economy was really in a downswing and
jobs were very hard to find.
It took a full year until January 1992 for us to
find jobs and in late January '92, we moved back up north.
During this full year that we lived in Ventura County, after the appeal
decision, Joshua's court-appointed attorney only wanted to see Joshua one time
when there was a discrepancy over a holiday that was not defined in our
visitation schedule.
Interestingly, though, within one month of our moving back to the
area,
Joshua's dad, Mike, and the child's attorney decided that she would start being
in constant contact with him. When he was in Ventura, she would visit with him
and otherwise, she would call him.
I never knew when the visits were to occur,
I was never billed for them, this was strictly between her and the dad.
It was
very odd.
Because we had joint legal custody, both parents had to give their
individual consent on certain things.
Right before we had moved, it was
recommended that Joshua be tested for developmental and learning disabilities.
Michael would not agree to the testing and he tried to stop it. Attorneys had
to become involved. A simple event in the child's best interests became a major
event with much pain for Joshua. The doctor who saw him did find learning
disabilities; but she also strongly recommended that Josh have counseling at Dr.
Judith Wallerstein's center for the Family in Transition up in the Bay area.
Again, Dad Mike would not agree or consent; and again, attorneys had to be
involved. The court-appointed attorney for Joshua gave her consent, but then
after just one session, she stopped his counseling, saying he needed, "the
spotlight be taken off of Josh for a while and let him do regular ten-year-old
boy things.
He has had a lot of major changes this past year. Give him time to
get used to a new home, neighborhood, school and friends."
Strangely, though, after this, the attorney's visits and calls to Joshua
increased and two weeks after Josh went to see his dad this past summer, for
summer vacation, the attorney for the child filed papers to give Mike full
custody. This was to be my punishment for exercising my constitutional right to
move. This past August, I went into Superior Court Family Law Mediation and was
greeted by the mediator saying, "What can we do to make it okay with you that
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Josh lives in Ventura?"
spoke with me.

The mediator had made her decision before she ever

The following day, the Superior Court, ignoring the past seven
psychological evaluations of the past ten decided instead to go by a two-page
letter from this attorney for the child's hand-picked psychologist stating that
my ten-year-old son should live with his dad, because I made him wear a helmet
when he skate boards on the street-- excuse me-- and because I would not let him
hang around the shopping mall.
(pause) And the judge has now given temporary
custody to Joshua's father, pending a December 1992 custody hearing about three
weeks from now.
My ACLU and private attorneys both strongly feel that the child's attorney
overstepped her boundaries as an attorney for my son, as outlined in California
Civil Code 4606. They say she has lost her ability to effectively and fairly
counsel and rather has taken on the role of a surrogate parent.
I have been
stripped of my parental rights and do not even know why.
I have been ordered not to speak to my son about any of this and have been
denied the right to have him seen by an independent psychologist.
I have a
child crying to me that he wants to come home and he cannot.
I saw him
yesterday in Ventura and he cried for four hours because he didn't want to go
back, he wanted to come with me, and I had to send him back.
(pause)
I strongly urge this panel to start the process necessary to insure that
children of divorce and their parents have the right to get on with their lives.
As long as the parties have to live under the rules and roles of joint custody,
no one gets on with their lives and nobody wins. The children don't win, the
parents don't win. And everybody has the right to win and the right to go on
with their lives.
Joint custody requires that two divorced people try even harder than if
they were married to communicate and to work together. Chances are, if they
could do that, they wouldn't be divorced.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

Any questions?

You know, I guess on the one hand, life can be beautiful; on the other
hand, it so often isn't. That what we're dependent upon is knowledge, wisdom
and empathy for those involved in the various trials and tribulations that face
human kind. Unfortunately, it's not always available.
All right, Bonnie Sloan?

Equity Coalition?

MS BONNIE SLOAN: Thank you, Senator. My name is Bonnie Sloan, I'm Vice
Chair of the California Coalition for Family Equity.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Before you start-- Hilda Solis? Assemblywoman Solis,
where are you? Stand up, let's look at you.
I want to see what an
assemblywoman looks like from this area.
(applause) Hilda, would you like to
come up here and join us? You're a member.
(laughter)
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN HILDA SOLIS:

This is what happens now.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
I want you to know, you're not a member yet, right, are
you?
(laughter) You're a member-elect and she will become a member when she's
sworn in.
I guess that will be December 7.
So look on our work, oh ye mighty,
and beware of the fact that you, too, can be in public office.
(laughter)

But not in her district, leave her alone.

All right, if I may.

(laughter)

Sorry.

MS. SLOAN: Thank you, Senator.
I know we're running a bit over on time so
I'm going to make my comments very brief. Much of the material I was going to
comment on was covered very eloquently and thoroughly by Sheila.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Okay, can we have your name on the record?

MS. SLOAN: Yes.
Bonnie Sloan.
I'm Vice Chair of the California Coalition
for Family Equity.
I think that Pam's case, which you have just heard described
to you, might have been seen a few years as an aberration, as an example of the
worst that could happen to a custodial mother under our current joint custody
practices. The California Coalition for Family Equity has been hearing an
increasing number of cases like Pam's, so many that we are convinced that the
aberration is threatening to become the norm in cases like this.
The Coalition for Family Equity prepared for submission to the Senate
Select Committee a-- I guess you could call it a wish list-- of legislative
concerns that we have.
We don't expect all of these to be acted on at once, but
we would like to suggest that the subcommittee use them to open ways of
discussing possible changes in areas of custody and mediation.
Attached to this list of proposals is a copy of an excellent draft custody
law prepared by Professor Carol Bruch, of u.c. Davis Law School. You'll be
hearing from Professor Bruch in just a few minutes.
I want to say just a couple of words about the primary caretaker
presumption, because Sheila's already talked about it extensively, and you're
going to be hearing more about it later, also.
I speak as a parent from an intact family and I think that the primary
caretaker presumption has been talked about recently as if it had sprung
full-blown after the family became divorced. Actually, most families operate
with a primary caretaker, not because there's anything insidious about the
arrangement or because there's a power jockeying going on, simply because that
is the arrangement that seems to work in most families.
I think that many
fathers these days are trying to become more involved psychologically and
socially and emotionally with their children, but logistically speaking, when
one parent can be relied upon to do the kinds of scheduling the children need,
get them to school on time, meet with teachers, set up birthday parties, there's
a wonderful laundry list of primary caretaker duties that's included in Carol's
law and I love this list because speaking as a parent of small children, I can
tell you that it's based on reality and not on fantasy.
The Coalition firmly believes that since this arrangement works so well in
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intact families, that when the family does break up, it makes eminent sense to
keep the structure in place whenever possible after the divorce of the parents.
Certainly children benefit from frequent and continuing contact or certainly
continuing contact with both parents, especial
when those parents are loving,
but not at the price of jettisoning the stabil
and security which has shaped
and served their lives before the divorce. When our laws and our courts forget
this truth, then we get cases like Pam's, and some of the other women who will
be testifying today.
I'd like to mention two arguments that I have heard against a primary
caretaker presumption and just comment on those very briefly. I've heard it
described as a thinly veiled attempt to favor mothers in custody disputes. But
at the heart, I really don't believe that this is a gender issue, although
gender certainly enters into it because of economics.
I think rather it's an
issue of trying to look again with new eyes at the law so that we can make sure
that the law is based on reality of the way people really live their lives, and
so that the law also begins to acknowledge and encourage the on-going
contributions of the parent who is the
caretaker.
If fathers were
primary caretakers in marriage, the Coalition for Family Equity would still be
strongly predisposed to favor the continuation of that arrangement because we
believe that the issues are stability and security as well as gender.
Secondly, some people, and disappointingly some highly ranked academicians
have objected to a primary caretaker presumption because they feel that mothers
who object to court-imposed joint custody are pathological and have a desire to
deny reasonable access to fathers.
I have to agree with Martha Fineman, Law
Professor at University of Wisconsin, who feels that this attitude is deeply
misogynistic. Most mothers that I know and most mothers that she knows love
their children very much and welcome the
involvement of fathers in
their lives, both before divorce and after.
In closing, I would like to quote from an article you have
heard
referred to by Richard Neeley, who is former Chief Justice of the West Virginia
Supreme Court, who writes, "I believe that the West Virginia primary caretaker
parent rule represents the best solution so far to the problems of gender
neutrality and child custody bargaining. To the extent that fathers take an
active role in child
, they are not disadvantaged at all by this rule.
Yet at the same time, the rule
sham custody battles that are really
about money. By so doing, it removes a
or cause, though
not the
only cause, of the explosive growth in the number of poor households headed
women."
The Family
Coalition
ieves that
presumption into the law would be a
step
children fol
divorce.
It would decrease
litigation, the question of where the child or
many cases be settled in advance.
It
to those cases where joint custody
does
where both
and the children
want

caretaker
toward
the lives of
costly and emotionally damaging
ive, would in
arrangements
seem
benefit; namely,
that

We must make
sure that the laws and court
in our state
take into account the lives of women and the lives of mothers. Then we will
have made a
new
toward fairness and equity in our custody laws.
Thank

you~
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CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Carol Birch?

Thank you.

Professor,

PROFESSOR CAROL BRUCH:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

.C

Davis?

I'm

Bruch.

Bruch,

Please

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

1

B-r-u-c-h.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

How dare

teach--

1 that.
"Brookkk."

(Laughter)
One doesn't know how to call one's cousins, if they've been reared in
another country, because you don't know how the family's
, the
pronunciation there.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

You couldn't tell which
That's

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Brookkk" they

ived near?

That's right.

In any event, I would like to take the liberty of reversing the two hats
that I'm wearing today, as I see how the conversation has proceeded, I think it
might be more economical in the committee's time and my own.
I have testimony
of my own to offer, but I also am here on behalf of Robert Mnookin,a law
professor at Stanford University, and his co-authors to
their research
findings and I thought in line with Bonnie Sloan's comments about
, it
might be very useful at this
to set forth some of those research findings,
and it will save me a lot of time if I then -- where Bob is
testify
if I testify at that point and say, "gee, I agree."
All right.
Let me begin by telling you
a book called,
Dividino the
Social and Legal
by Eleanor Maccabee
and Robert Mnookin of Stanford University that will be coming out at any moment.
I understand it's gotten as far as the warehouses. Bob regrets very much that
his schedule precludes him from being here today. He has asked me to advise you
that he is happy to be available for any further consultations and assistance
that he might be able to give to staff or members as your work proceeds.
What I have done in my effort to realistically portray his findings is
simply to have circled aspects in the introduction and concluding chapters of
this forthcoming book that highlight his findings and I will try to give them to
you as much as I can in his own words.
I hope that I have been succinct enough.
This book grows out of a study that looked at 1,100 California families as
they made post-separation arrangements for their children. All of these
families had filed for divorce in either San Mateo County or Santa Clara County
between September 1984 and April 1985, and all of these families had at least
one child under the age of 16.
The study entailed a look at court records and three telephone interviews.
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The first interview was approximately three months after the petition was filed,
which is about six months after parental separation. The second interview was
about a year and a half after separation. The third interview was three and a
half years after separation.
Maccabee and co-authors of hers then did a follow-up on adolescents a year
after that, and so I will make a brief reference to that.
The book was concerned with identifying how parents made arrangements
concerning their children and how stable those arrangements were over those
three and a half years. They divided their work into four areas, and I'll go
through those in terms of their conclusions and their policy suggestions. They
did this in light of what they thought as the California legislative goals for
families, which was an effort to eliminate gender stereotypes to encourage
divorced fathers to remain more involved in their children's lives and to create
greater gender equity for mothers and fathers alike. They mention in connection
with this there were also procedural changes that were made which sought to
dampen legal conflict and diminish the adversarial nature of divorce.
California sought to encourage frequent and continuing contact with both
parents, to authorize explicitly joint physical custody and joint legal custody
so that they might choose to share, cooperative co-parenting not conflict was
the goal.
In terms of their
The first area of their findings which they
say, "The first and most basic finding of our study involves the extent to which
the roles of mothers and fathers differ after divorce.
Before the separation,
the distribution in our families was heavily weighted towards the traditional
end of the
although only 30 percent of the mothers were full-time
homemakers before the break down of the marriage, most of the mothers who worked
outside the home were typically employed either part-time or for substantially
fewer hours than the father, and even then, mothers who worked 35 hours or more
per week earned on average only 60 percent of what their husbands earned. In
any event, at the time fol
separation--" Oh, excuse me, I want to pick up
something else here.

basis."
on the second shift.

fathers were involved in the day-to-day lives of their
basis of other studies as well as their own, on an
spent much less time alone with the children and did not
in the responsibility of child care of an every day
instead of the mothers who were
full time who took

CHAIRMAN GREENE
Let me see if I understand what you're
talk about
where the mother and father are both
PROFESSOR BRUCH:

I want to
time.

Full time.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Full time. You've indicated she's making less money, but
I'm not interested
the money at the moment, I'm interested in the
relationship between the
and the child.
PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: What I'm curious about is that if both partners in a
marriage are
full time, still what's happening within the household as
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to who's taking care of this kid.
PROFESSOR BRUCH: He's
Let me
you his exact
"In
only about a quarter of our
were the earnings of the two spouses roughly
" So let's take this most extreme,
're both
We should note
that in quite a few of these famil
, the mothers were
more of the child
, a second shift pattern that is traditional in terms of
involvement with children, but not with
the provider
Then he goes on, "In a small minori
the families, about 10 percent,
the mother was the primary breadwinner, but this was almost
because the
father was unemployed,
, not because he
the child's
primary caretaker."
And then he goes on, and he says, "The fathers were
involved, but
spent much less time alone
the children,
not
normally share equally in the
basis.• But, he says, "The divorc
had very
of
how involved they were.
The fathers we interviewed tended to claim that they
had been much more involved than mothers as a group gave them credit for.
While
the large majority of mothers saw the pre-separation child
roles as
having been largely traditional, almost none of them believed the father had
been involved more than they themselves were." And this, then, does lead a
little bit towards when some of the
fights came about.
later on that it is dif
ions as to their roles in the household and
anger
fathers against mothers that were the two predict
factors in the
high conflict cases that ultimately went to trial.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But wouldn't the-- As a
ization now, not
specific, but
ly, wouldn't the bulk of all research in this area conclude
, without
that if you have a working family where both
are
with the
to how much money the father or the mother-- you
relationship,-PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Right.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
You're not
because I'm
as much money as you are; therefore, I should do twice
because you're taking the same-- It's still a 40-hour
less for it-PROFESSOR BRUCH:

For men it's a 40-hour week.

(end of tape)
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
--40-hour work week for both
, wouldn't the bulk
of all research in this area indicate that still, the female was the primary
care provider for the child.
PROFESSOR BRUCH: Oh, absolutely.
I must say, one of the most depressing
studies I saw said ·that the only thing that increased when the mom went to work
was the amount of time that dad spent in front of the television set.
So, I
mean, it really-- Yeah, it's-- The studies do show that.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
That would reflect on the question of bias regarding
something like the West Virginia format where men might say it's biased in favor
of women--
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PROFESSOR BRUCH: No, I don't think so, and I think that Bob Mnookin and
his co-authors deal with this rather well. He said the patterns that have been
set before the divorce are continued after the divorce;
even in what are
called-- what they call dual residence or what you and I might call joint
custody cases, it was still the moms who were
the children's clothes, she
was still responsible for the doctors' appointments, and in fact, even in half
of those, the kids were really living with her.
I mean, I hope I'm being
responsive. He is saying that the children-- The life's patterns have been
established. If a dad were a primary caretaker, the standard would protect and
what it's protecting is the relationship with the child and the pattern the
family itself chose. The pattern-- The family chose this pattern during the
marriage, and in fact, according to their study, it's rather dramatic. In the
vast majority of cases they maintain exact
the same pattern following the
marriage. That's the next
of this. They find very heavy-- Over 70 percent
of the cases where the children do reside with the mom by agreement of the
parents. The interest
and new parts of this, in addition to that, they were
quite surprised at how very little change there had been in how people played
out their lives. But one of the other very interesting things was that even in
the most progressive, if you want to call it that, or the most experimental
families, those with joint physical custody, the great majority of these cases,
in fact, actually, the children were living with the mother. The court order
didn't reflect the pattern.
found generally a shift towards maternal
custody with the
that I saw was that there were more children
living with their dads as the children got older than there were when they were
younger. But I think that's 10 percent roughly.
I understand that you'd rather not have me using Bob's exact language. Let
me
from yellow tab to
low tab and do my best to summarize. He found in
fact less
after divorce than before because he says, moms continue
to carry the
lities for child care and also take over a major
portion of the
ity. I'm not going to deal with economic
issues; there are
in this book I think that your staff and those of you
who have time will find it well worth while.
In terms of the
was really a conflict
notion that the
could make their

the issues before us today, he said there
, which doesn't surprise any of us, I think. The
of cases were those at the bottom where people
did so~ End of story. It's 70 - 75 percent.

The tougher cases moved on up so the cases
into mandatory mediation
were those that hadn't been able to work it out alone hadn't been able to work
it out
ions and he found this mix of some people
information,
pro per, I think, and those who
were
troubled. His point on this,
the way, is reflected in
the snapshot
Court Services ran showing the very high
number of troubled families
issues in mediation concerning drugs,
alcohol, abuse, so the
conflict goes up and they did find-- the two
variables most
related were the father's concern over the child's
well-being in the
household and the father's hostility toward the
mother.
the mother's hostil
didn't work out that way.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Something's disturbing me as you've been reflecting,
listening to
so far-- Back to mediation, where it's been indicated to
me thus far, that there is no need for any written record. You have a male, a

female and a supposedly neutral third party.
has no written record whatever,-PROFESSOR BRUCH:

And

Then this neutral third party, who

not a lawyer.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
--walks up to the judge and says,
think you ought to do for this reason.
And the j
says,
I'll do it,"
or he doesn't have to say that, but apparently your indication is that in the
majority of cases, he will.
I find that highly irrational, to me.
That, first
of all, if you're going to do that, I would say I would not allow the j
to
talk to that person unless there was a written record, because there's nothing
here to challenge. So there's something-PROFESSOR BRUCH:

You're exactly on

CHAIRMAN GREENE: There's something wrong right at that
, that unless
there is a written record, I say, if you're
to talk to the j
then
you're doing it in public in front of the attorneys for both sides,-PROFESSOR BRUCH:
This is exactly one of the major
Because there
is no record, there is no review.
The attorneys need not be excluded from
mediation, I only know of one county that includes them in mediation.
Generally, they are.
In what was planned to be my own testimony, but I guess we
can mix it up a little bit, I have very serious concerns about the very problems
that Sheila Kuehl identified.
No matter whether the mediator is a man or a
woman, the difficulty is they've all been socialized in our society, and if you
look at the literature on conversations with one man and one woman, you'll see
that the kind of domination that a man may do in a conversation would be to
interrupt the woman, where she isn't permitted to interrupt him-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

I beg your pardon.

I don't--

PROFESSOR BRUCH:
(laughing)
You did it to Sheila Kuehl, if you check the
record.
But that's simply that you're on the panel and she's testifying.
But
in any event, you've got it.
(laughing)
In practice.
Little things like this.
I've certainly had attorneys say to me, for
example, that if the client is the wife, she's being referred to
her first
name in mediation, whereas the husband is Mr. So-and-so. She's "Jeanie" and
he's "Mr. Jones." Very subtle things that have to do with who is paid attention
to.
It need not be knock down, drag out, but who is more credible, who-- We
think dads are absolutely super if they make the kids' breakfast one day a week.
I can show you the California Supreme Court in Berger ~ ~ cited the cases
in which moms lost custody, even though they were the person at home caring for
the kids because they didn't keep enough peanut butter and jelly in the house.
I kid you not.
It's in footnotes of Berger ~Gary.
Where we're real excited
if Dad's got peanut butter and jelly. So it's those kinds of more subtle things
that play into this.
Bob's conclusion isn't so much at the procedural issues, which I'll come
back to on my own dime a little bit later, but he does say, our most disturbing
finding with respect to legal conflict concerns the frequency with which joint
physical custody decrees are being used by high conflict families to resolve
dispute. And he then says, about a third of the cases in which the decree
provided for joint custody involved substantial or intense legal conflict, in
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about half of these cases, the children in fact resided with the mother, the
legal label did not reflect social reality. At another point, he does point out
that in the joint physical custody cases the moms were not getting enough child
support, because the orders didn't reflect what was going on. He does say they
found about 25 joint physical custody cases in which the children were in fact
dividing the residential time
equal
between parents who had substantial
legal conflict. They found a strong relationship between the intensity of legal
conflict and the ability of parents to develop cooperative co-parental relations
following the divorce.
It should not surprise any of us that a much higher proportion of those
families with substantial or intense legal conflict had conflicted co-parental
styles and many fewer were able to develop cooperative co-parenting
relationships. The place he goes with this is really to address a couple of
issues. He says at a later place that must be marked with one of my yellow tabs
that they were very disturbed at the numbers of joint custodies that came after
failed mediation, either as a result of a recommendation that was going to go to
the court, an evaluation; most of them happened on the court room steps at that
point, only something like 1.5 or 2 percent of their total universe of cases
went to trial.
But, of course, a large percentage of cases that came out of
mediation had joint custody in conflicted families and an even higher percentage
than I believe in those that went beyond that.
I should correct, perhaps, what might have been a misimpression that would
have been given earlier in the testimony today.
It is not invariably so that a
mediator will make a recommendation to a judge.
In California, counties may
differ on this.
For example, I understand that in Los Angeles County, if
mediation fails, that's the end of it.
It was done in private; in a sense, it
was
voluntary-- It wasn't voluntary that you had to come, but if you
didn't agree, you didn't agree. End of that part of story and then someone
else, somewhere else makes an evaluation, and makes a recommendation to the
judge.
In some
like Sacramento County, it is indeed the mediator who walks
into court on the basis of what was supposedly confidential information-CHAIRMAN GREENE: Question.
In this selection of the mediator, do the
conflicting sides, the parents in conflict, do they have a choice? Can they say
I reject this-PROFESSOR BRUCH:

I know that I have been

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Do

have to

PROFESSOR BRUCH:
I think in Sacramento now they have a form of some sort
of a challenge, which has been set up in-house; I do not believe this has been
instituted in state law.
I've been gone three of the last four semesters and so
things can change, but I think that's not there; but Sacramento, I believe, now
allows a certain amount of control, but usually not much.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Who selects the mediator?

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

It's really just who's up when the time comes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Who's up where?
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I mean, somebody--

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

In court-- in scheduling, when you go to court--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

This is within the court system.

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Right.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

So somebody has a list of people and--

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

And as appointments come in, there they go.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But neither parent can generally say, no, not that one,
let's talk about the next one.
PROFESSOR BRUCH: No, no, no.
permitted that at all.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

It would only be if local court rule

Do you see any point here?

PROFESSOR BRUCH: Oh, absolutely.
I have-- You have many of the
procedural concerns that I have had. My personal position is that you ought to
be able to challenge a mediator, either the way you can with the judge, maybe
one free challenge without reasons and certainly for cause.
I think that is
only appropriate.
I also think in light of the privacy, the lack of protection
for due process that you ought to be really voluntary.
You go, if you don't
agree, you don't agree.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

See, I'm playing my proper male role, I'm interrupting

you.
PROFESSOR BRUCH:
conversation.

Fair enough.

If you don't, we'll never have a

(Laughter)
CHAIRMAN GREENE: This is a little different.
I think we understand it's a
little different environment here.
It would seem to me that maybe the way you
would do this, if it's a strict rotation, is that here's the first one: do you
two agree or not, and so on. Maybe you've gone through three, four or five, and
if you're not going to agree on them, then the judge will pick them. Let the
judge or somebody pick them, rather than the parties.
I wonder what is said in
biases as whether the mediator is a male or a female.
PROFESSOR BRUCH: As I suggested, my own sense is that you can have some of
the worst bias from some of the female mediators, as well.
We've all been
socialized in the same system, and I think they are very differential.
I think
mediators are trying to deal with these problems, but-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Has anything been suggested in the literature as to
whether mediators are pro-husband or pro-wife?
PROFESSOR BRUCH: What they are, to leave Bob's material and go to my own,
although his support that:
They are pro-settlement, they are pro-compromise.
In fact, we didn't even have in our statutes that a goal was the best interests
of the child until relatively recently.
They want an agreement and I think what
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Sheila Kuehl said is really relevant.
If you've got two people in the office
and one is intransigent, and the other is malleable, and you want to get an
agreement because that's part of your job, you are going to pressure the person
who is malleable.
I think culturally that is more often the woman and I think
the danger then of what I would call strong-arm mediation, which is what some
mediators are calling it, is it will push you towards an unreasonable result.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
If the woman considers herself to be the injured party,
that ain't going to be very malleable.
PROFESSOR BRUCH: Well, it depends on whether she's injured or not.
I know
that Dr. Kelley, for example, that women, to the contrary to the what I've said,
feel themselves very much in control in relationships with children.
I think
this is a very difficult time and I think individual cases can go either way.
I
do think that on the whole, women are not used to standing up if it looks like
they're nasty.
They are much more worried that they might lose the child. The
friendly parent language is right here in the statutes and says that the making
of an order for custody for either parent, the court shall consider among other
factors which parent is more likely to allow the child or children frequent and
continuing contact. You are in deep trouble if you are not willing to go along
with joint custody. And lawyers have told women that.
If you read the writing
of the fathers' rights groups that got that language, that was their point.
And
it certainly has come to that result.
I now understand that joint physical custody is becoming the norm of the
orders in Sacramento County.
It is what sounds fair, what sounds nicer, than
everybody's going to do it.
I just want to cite one other authority, because
she comes from a very different angle and that is Laura Nader, who is a famous
anthropologist on the Berkeley faculty.
She's talked about mediation in part of
a larger scheme, a short but very interesting article, in which she said we have
moved away from the politics of confrontation and every one standing up for
their own rights to a situation where we want-- Our ideal is that people get
along. And if we cooperate and if we compromise and the responsibilities are
all your own if you're disfunctional, if you can't do that. And she says this
is part of the movement into mediation. My own sense is very much that if
people have an opportunity to sit and talk with someone who's trained to help
them deal with things in a non-violent situation, that may well help people make
agreements.
But that's different than coercion. That's different than saying
and if you don't agree, I'm going to tell the judge with no record, with no
attorney present and you're in trouble if you said, no I think that person is
drinking while driving and the child to go there and you're being told you're
controlling. Those are the dangers, things that might be of relevance and
concern, especially if you look at the snapshot study and they say, indeed,
there's a lot of drinking and drug use and abuse in these families.
That
someone feels there's wrong if they bring it up, can create, I think, a
counter-productive system for children.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
It seems to me that in these unfortunate circumstances
where there is dissolution of marriages and children are involved, that he is
looking to his rights and she is looking to her rights-PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Or to the children's welfare--

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Well, that's what they're both saying, but they're
looking to their right to control that child's welfare. You understand what I'm
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saying. That she will perceive that she is best to figure what is best for the
child; he may do the same. So then, there is the question of what is the
child's welfare? And I am moving personally in a direction of thinking that
perhaps the West Virginia model is better than what we're doing in California,
that it might be more
to one or another parent, but it might be more
beneficial to the child. No matter what the
is, it ain't
to work
right for everybody.
PROFESSOR BRUCH:
with you. They say-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

I think Professor Mnookin and his co-authors would agree

See, and I didn't write anything.

PROFESSOR BRUCH: Not a
Well, it's called coming back to common
sense. But it is refreshing when research holds up what you might have intuited
and this does. They say that most divorcing parents are unable to develop
cooperative co-parental relations, despite the policy changes.
In the end, I
will say in terms of what Bob and his co-authors find they are not very hopeful
that changes in statutory language can make much a difference. That's one of
the reasons they say people are still parenting the way they always used to
parent. On the other hand, he also has said to me, they have not looked at
modification requests. He does say they tend towards the primary caretaker
presumption, they are adamant
opposed to a joint custody presumption, they
feel a primary caretaker presumption should extend beyond the
childhood
years, more generally. You will see in the drafting that I have done that
that's mine-CHAIRMAN GREENE: Recently, in the last few months I talked to a woman
who's divorced with a child, and said that she had another interest in a man who
lived in another state, but she could not move to that state, she wouldn't do
that because she didn't want to separate the children from their father. Well,
if that's an attitude being expressed, you don't need the court, you don't need
anything. If that can be the relationship between the mother and father, who
can't get along with each other for whatever reason, but if that attitude could
be present, you don't need the court, you don't need anybody, you need common
sense and good will.
But, unfortunately, sometimes neither of those two things
are available to us.
PROFESSOR BRUCH:
In terms of the amount of contact, some material is here
on that and probably the most important point from Bob's perspective that he
would want me to share with you is that they found that visitation was
maintained over three and a half years best if the father had over-night visits.
But their recommendation is something like an over-night visit once a week or
once every other week or whatever that it is the regularity, rather than the
frequency that counts here. They felt over-night visits were better than
daytime visits because if there were schedule conflicts, which happens as kids
get older, at least if they're sleeping over, they'll still sleep over even if
they aren't there for dinner in the evening. Whereas, if it was just a dinner
date, you cancel the whole event.
But, that would be the most positive thing there. They clearly state their
understanding that parents have to be allowed to move and move on with their own
lives and that the contact is heavily in the mother's families and that it is
the primary custodial relationship that would be most valued.
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I think rather than take too much of other people's time--

CHAIRMAN GREENE: What would happen here-- Let me play devil's advocate.
Thinking of the fact that the man is the breadwinner, the money source and she
has been working maybe part time or not-PROFESSOR BRUCH:

During the marriage.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Yes, during the marriage. Now comes the separation, but
if the kids go with her, but she has no job tie and she's mad at that SOB that
she used to be married to, so she's going to take the kids and go home to Mama
who lives on the other side of the planet. Why is she doing that? Well,
because she's feeling very vindictive toward her former spouse. How do we
prevent that from happening or should we prevent that from happening?
PROFESSOR BRUCH:

I'm not going to put words into Bob's mouth,--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

See, one the things about that is--

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

--an area I'm concerned about is child abduction.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
I still see her as-- In herself, she's still a good
mother, that doesn't mean she's a bad mother, but she's taking a deliberate
action here-PROFESSOR BRUCH:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
recognizes it or not.

--in order---and she's using the kid as a pawn whether she

PROFESSOR BRUCH: One of my major areas of research has to do with child
abduction, which can involve precisely cases like this, so I'm very much aware
of these concerns; and fortunately, at least within the United States and an
increasing number of foreign countries, we now have models that will return
someone home if they try to take somebody without an order.
But if we have the situation, instead, of someone who wants an order to be
able to go home to Mom, in fact, given the statistics on child support, that may
be a very sensible result. Usually, there's a combination of motives, but I
think courts in the past, until we got into this recent what I would call
craziness, have been will
to distinguish between someone who's doing it out
of vindictiveness and someone who's doing it because that's where the baby
sitters are so that she can get a full job.
My reading of the case law -- in the Pam Besser case, we've not met -- was
that her dad, who lives in Chicago, had a printing business and was becoming ill
and wanted her to take over the business. She didn't mention to you, the court
denied her request to move to Illinois to take over the family business.
My late senior colleague, Birgetta Bodenheimer, wrote an article in 1978
concerning the right to relocate, saying she had looked at the cases, moms were
not being allowed to relocate and all of the writing I've seen since, the
history since, it is still that.
If Dad gets a great new job, we let him go.
If Dad remarries, that's fine.
But if Mom remarries, even to move from Santa
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Barbara to Arcadia, because her husband lost his job as a football coach because
Santa Barbara closed its football program, and he gets a coaching job in
Arcadia, the courts go bananas and don't understand that some of this is
inevitable.
It used to be that when you got a divorce, you had to make decisions:
where do the kids go. Now,
, for some kids, so long as it works
well,-- and no one, Bob Mnookin and his colleagues, none of us are suggesting
that joint custody should not be available for those families who want it and
who are going to put the effort into it.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

What it looks as

PROFESSOR BRUCH: But when that falls apart,
bullet and say, this is life, it happens,
for the kids.

we've
to bite the
to decide what's best

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Well, yes.
If you keep your eye on the target, which is
best for the kids.
But that target is
ly getting a little bit confused.
PROFESSOR BRUCH:
I think it definitely is. One of my concerns-- I've
been invited to a couple of psychological associations about the right to move,
because people-- I think they think kids belong to grass and trees. And I've
said if you had a military household that was assigned in Alaska and now
they're assigned to Germany, no one for a minute would think that that kid
should stay in Anchorage because the kid's friends are in Anchorage and the
school's in Anchorage. They know the difference between primary family
relationships and, of course, kids don't like to move and, of course, it's
upsetting.
But in the past, we used to remember that that intact family was
the-CHAIRMAN GREENE: That was interesting. You have just brought up a very
interesting one.
You've indicated some cases where the court has refused to
allow the wife to move.
PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Oh, lots of them.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

And what if she is in the military?

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Well, some of the same stuff may come up.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

What if she is in the military?

PROFESSOR BRUCH: Yes, yes.
I think we've sort of forgotten that there are
qualitative differences. No one likes to make tough decisions.
It's not easy
right now.
I'm going to hold a little time for my-- You're talking about what I want
to talk about, but I should let the other person speak in between.
I think I've
given you the gist of Bob's results, the highlights.
I do commend the book to
all of you.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

All right.

PROFESSOR BRUCH:

Thanks a lot.
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Thank you.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Dian Black, a mediator.
we've been discussing here today?
MS. DIAN BLACK:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Can you come and mediate what

Not a chance.
Not a chance.

MS. BLACK: Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to come before you.
If I seem a little bit rattled, I'm sharing this personal information. I just
was paged to have a personal friend in the family that has gone into emergency
at Cedars Sinai.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Would you pull that microphone closer to you, please?

MS. BLACK: My name is Dian Black.
I come to you from my personal
experience as a party and victim of domestic court system for over 16 years.
In
addition to that, I am also a professional mediator and arbitrator. As far as
my professional background, I'm a member of the Society of Professional Dispute
Resolution, the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, the National
Panel of Consumer Arbitrators.
I'm also a Commissioner for the Juvenile
Delinquency Prevention Commission.
The topic before us is joint custody.
I have a hard time because I usually
look at things as a neutral.
Looking at mediation in the non-family setting or
non-hostile setting is a lot different. When you're mediating a case of
business disputes, you're not worrying about the child or the person growing up
with long-time scars.
My experience in the courts with mediation in particular:

I'll start with

that.
I have gone to mediation, I would say, about five or six times in the 16
years that I was in the domestic courts. My experience has been less than
satisfactory, to say the least, and it was more difficult after I had gotten my
training as a mediator and an arbitrator to understand what I was being
subjected to, my kids and the entire family.
It just seemed wrong, it was the
wrong form for us to be in.
To back this up a little bit, I'll give you information about my divorce.
I divorced my husband in 1975. Even though our divorce was finalized only six
months after that, the issues of custody and visitation and joint custody and
visitation kept brewing in the courts for 16 years. My case, I guess, became
labeled as one of those messy divorce cases, but it wasn't about a divorce, it
was about visitation, it was about custody.
When I first left my ex-husband, he had threatened to kill me. At that
time, I couldn't get any assistance from law enforcement until something
actually happened.
I called the lawyer from a pay phone and he said, get out of
the house since he won't leave and you have to leave the kids with him. He
said, don't worry, we'll go to court.
The first time we had a court hearing was a month later.
During that time,
I had only seen my children once.
I didn't know where they were up until two
weeks before the court date.
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When we went into court, unbeknown to me, my ex-husband hired a fathers'
rights lawyer to go after custody of both children.
I didn't know anything
about lawyers at the time, I didn't know that I would be challenged for custody.
The person that I lived with was not the same person that I
to know the next
couple of years in court.
When we went to court for our first initial OSC, our older son was two
years and we had a nurs
infant I was still
who was nine months old.
The court liked to maintain the family residence for the kids
told me,
based on several circumstances and none of it was fitness of
that
they would like to keep the kids in the familiar home where
their father was living at that time, and the courts told me that
the courts I could support the kids on my own
can come back and
It took about a year and a half before I
that
time, I was on the other side of the fence as a lot of
with
visitation or trying to get visitation, phone cal s.
It was a horrible
nightmare in my life and everything that-(end of tape)
--on being the absent parent, I guess.
The same
that many other
people in this room have experienced, including a file of letters from other
women who have written to me for the same reason.
My children went through a lot of difficult times in that short span. When
I got the kids back, I was dealing with my older son who had severe night
terrors.
It was really scary, I didn't know what it was. My younger son was
afraid to be left alone with anybody except me. He clung to me.
I was working
full time. My ex-husband by that time was going through a second divorce.
My ex-husband asked me alternately between begging me to come back to him-He was also tell
me that I would have access to the kids forever, even though
I had custody if I'd come back to him.
I continued working full time and raising two children on my own. My
ex-husband remarried the third wife and
had two children.
During the years
from the time that we separated up until about three years ago I was in court
continuously. Joint custody, I believe, played a very big part in this. One of
the things that I've always been told in court is that if you appear
disagreeable, or emotional, that you're not fit to have your kids. And the most
emotional upsetting time in anybody's life is watching something happen to their
children and not being able to do anything about it.
I remember going to court and sitting in my conservative outfit, doing what
I was supposed to be doing, like Donna Reed, telling the truth, having factual
declarations, and listening to my ex-husband with these wild allegations of not
being allowed to visit the kids.
I didn't understand at the time what that had
meant.
Later, he was sure of himself enough to tell me what he was doing. He
told me if I show the court enough and the mediation court enough that you have
frustrated any visitation attempts-- it didn't matter that he was still seeing
the kids-- but if he had enough paper trail behind him, that he would get the
custody back.
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I lived in constant fear of losing custody.
In addition to that, I lived
in constant fear of the next court date, and before any court date, usually
meant at least nine months, maybe longer, of pleadings filed.
And each time a
pleading or some one knocked at the door was filled with terror. What I was
afraid of, I didn't know what was going to happen next. Two, I was afraid of my
physical safety and it wasn't until the later years that I watched his violence
escalate, did I worry that he might harm the kids.
During all the years that I was in court, most of the time I was
represented by counsel. When you have a lawyer, you're not allowed to speak.
That was very frustrating, because you pay your money to the lawyer. They give
it their best shot, you hope the judge listens. You hope the files are in the
court. You hope everything is together so when you're before the court-- I was
under the understanding that the court would have all the information to make a
sound decision. And for me, personally, every time I went to court, I think I
was playing-- It was like playing a crap game.
I had no idea.
It didn't matter that I was telling the truth.
It didn't
matter that I had support of documentation. One judge even told me, he says, I
believe you, and I believe you're telling the truth. However, he has a stack of
documents that say otherwise. And what I learned from that is the evidence, the
paperwork looked a lot better than my getting up and saying it's not right.
One of the problems that I found in mediation-- Normally, I would think
that's a great idea and I think mediation's terrific in a lot of different
avenues, but when it comes to domestic law and if there is any violence, child
abuse, domestic violence, out-of-control hostility, I think it's the wrong form
for that. And I know because I was subjected to physical violence from my
ex-husband and long-term emotional abuse.
I was terrified of this man, but
since I was in the domestic courts and following the law, I knew my only option
was to go to court and hope I had enough money for a lawyer.
One of the few times that I pulled looking at my mediation record that
stood out-- Just to give you an idea of the process, I was told that mediation
was an option.
Before we went to court, the judge had required that we had to
go to mediation.
I went into my ex-husband's filed motion to widen his
visitation, which was pretty liberal at the time.
It didn't bother me how often
he wanted to see the kids, as long as the kids wanted to see him as well.
I was
sticking to the visitation agreement to the letter.
He filed some court papers and it was a motion to let me know that he was
going to take me to court to tighten his visitation. One of the things that he
complained about in his declaration was that I had intentionally involved the
kids in
, one was in Little League and the other was soccer. He saw that
as frustration of visitation.
For me, that terrified me.
First, I'd looked at it and I'd thought, how
could anyone begrudge the kids for doing the only secure fun thing they're
doing. They had school, and they had their friends, but as far as a home life
and the conflict going on within the courts and my ex-husband, there was no
security for them.
The boys loved sports and one of the things that was brought
out when we had one mediation session.
Before we went in, the mediator let us
know that the mediator would make a decision after listening to both of us, that
decision would go to the court. What that told me was that the mediator was
essentially becoming a judge.
If the mediator came to a conclusion, instead of
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being a neutral, the mediator was stepping out of that role, and whatever the
mediator thought when you left was going to
in the rul
During the mediation process my ex-husband
up the fact that he
thought soccer was a very
ly
game.
I
that was
ironic considering his own
behavior, which
did
mediation.
It was ignored at the ime. The emotional harassment was
However,
did
about yes I
soccer could
be very aggressive,
the
they
want to do and
can do it
If both
want to
or
Little League, they
the sport and both should do that.
If one doesn't want
to do it, then that's
, but the kids are allowed one
This was what
came out of the mediation.
couldn't believe
but I knew
that I couldn't object, because f I said
more
said,
I would be looked at as disagreeable.
We went before the court.
It was one of the few times that I consider I
did have an angel on my shoulder. The j
looked at the conciliation
officer's report, listened to my ex-husband
that the
were
interfering with his visitation and the j
said, she watches the kids all the
time, she takes care of them all the time, do you really think she's
to go
out of her way to
them in
to frustrate your visitation? He said, if
you want to still see your kids, and you still want to have your visitation, all
you have to do is pick them up, take them to their game, sit on the bench, read
the paper if you're bored, he says, we all do it. He was real
light-hearted,
he was really kind of funny, but he'd listened to us.
He said, in this case,
I'm overturning the mediator.
I thought that was
My ex-husband did not go to any of the games after that.
The kids stayed
in their soccer, his visitation was shortened, he voluntarily shortened it, too.
He'd pick up the kids for a couple of hours very other
Years later, we
went into mediation and this was after years of
escalating, unrestrained violence and terrorism
my ex-husband and the kids'
father.
During one of these times, that was pretty
my husband showed
up at my house on Christmas
and demanded to see the kids.
He was
supposed to get them about six that
It wasn't in the order, but I
said, sure, you can pick up the kids if you want to see them.
we made our own
plans. Early in the morning, it must have
or nine, he arrived at the
house with his other two children--at the time I believe
were four and
five--in the back seat of the car.
He
out of the car and he was screaming
so loud that all the neighbors came out and were standing in their bathrobes on
Christmas morning.
He demanded that the kids get into the car and go with him
that minute because he took the time to come from Los Angeles to visit them and
he has a right as a parent and as a joint custodial parent to see the kids when
he wants.
I didn't know what to do, but the kids were older teenagers at that time.
I said, it's up to you, do you kids want to go now.
And they said, no, Mom,
they don't want to go at all, but they knew they had to go sometime; otherwise,
I might be held in contempt. So, the boys went out and told their father.
He
took off in the car without them, and he was yelling out the window as his other
kids were now crying in the back seat, he says, I'll bring the cops back.
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About half an hour later, he did. A male and a female officer showed up.
I explained the situation, I showed them my visitation orders, and they were
very sympathetic.
I said, whatever the kids want to do, they're old enough,
it's up to them, no one's ever listened to them. Do you want to give it a try?
I knew it was a new concept at this time, but the officers came upstairs, they
talked to the boys, the boys agreed they wanted to go together at 6:00 that
evening.
We went downstairs, the officers went out to tell my ex-husband what the
decision was, that it was strictly between the kids. He accused the officers of
possibly coercing the kids, to lean on the mother's side. When he came back to
pick up the kids about 6:00 that evening, I was at the store.
I had come back
home and the kids were home. They looked really upset and they were huddled
down in the downstairs bedroom and I thought it was odd, because by then, they
should have already been gone to their father's. And I opened the door, and
they looked like they had been beaten. My younger son was trying to be bold and
not to show that he was so mad that he could cry. My older son was so hateful.
They explained to me that they got in the car and their father had yelled
at them, yelled at all four kids, and said it was the reason that my older son
jockeyed the visitation dates is why he had to call the police, is why the
disruptive thing had happened that day, why the younger children were not
allowed to open their Christmas presents until their older brother and sister
joined them. He blamed everything on my older son and my older son was getting
pretty big by then, and he was lifting weights. He really was sick of being
shoved around.
As a protector, he became the protector of the four kids. He was
self-appointed. He told his father on the way out before they got on the
freeway, Dad, if you don't stop yelling at me, and don't stop scaring the kids,
I'm going to jump out of the car. He knew that the next exit would be a long
ways off. My ex-husband continued. My older son jumped out of the car.
They walked the rest of the way home. After he jumped out of the car,
their father only stopped to demand that they get back in the car because it's
not going to look good.
We went to court several months after that. Their father filed another
motion again saying that I was frustrating visitation. During that time, I had
already planned to bring up the fact that the kids' physical safety was now at
issue and we all need some
I would have done it right away, right after
it happened, we did file a
ice report, but they said, well, is he okay, are
there any broken bones? So far, it looked like emotional abuse.
When we brought it up, we went to court, there was another paper war. My
bills were at several thousand dollars at the time. He cut a deal. My lawyer
said, don't worry, we'll file contempt, don't worry, we'll do all this stuff.
In good faith, we went to the court, having this concept of what we thought was
going to be happening.
His lawyer told us, as well as my ex-husband, he said, look at it, if she
doesn't bring up that Christmas incident, we won't keep her in court in the next
motion. That was a real tough call.
Even though I documented in the Conciliation Court and all the records that
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this incident happened, it had to be stopped, we needed some help.
We ended up in mediation not too long after that and I heard that if you
tell them, or write to them, let them know that there is violence that they are
supposed to address it.
I made sure I
a clean fresh form from
an
application.
I filled it out and wrote there's
domestic violence.
I
even
a copy of it in case someone said later I never
it
When we went into the conciliation counselor's office, my two sons were
there, they were pretty hostile, because they knew once again they were being
forced to visit their father and at that age, they weren't listened to and they
were being my caretaker. They were worried that something ·,;ould happen to me if
they didn't go, which is
very awful position. The counselor looked up at the
boys and said, the reason that you're here
is so that you
will learn
how to understand your father.
I just about came
I was the
emotional woman.
I didn't scream and wave my arms.
I said, I can't believe it.
You're victimizing the kids once again. How could you do this?
Everybody looked around like they were in the wrong meet
The counselor
didn't know what to do, but he quickly scratched off the name of a new outside
therapist for us to see. We were out of there,
never dealt with that
issue.
My experience with the mediation as it related to me in a hostile,
aggressive, unsuitable situation was that there was a severe power imbalance.
I
was afraid to speak out more than I did.
I did get my two cents in, but not
enough to where I felt comfortable, because I was threatened that they would
take the kids away if we didn't agree. They'd put them in Juvenile Hall, they'd
put them in a foster home until we can agree, or the mediator would make a
determination as whoever appeared to allow the parent to have frequent,
continued visitation would be the one that would end up with the children.
I know this is not the way it's supposed to be in mediation, but if we had
early intervention and had assistance, I doubt that I would have been in court
for 16 years.
I doubt that my ex-husband would have had the guts to take his
last ex-wife and their two children through this same
in another
county.
I think new laws need to
looking at the best interests
word. Very rarely did I ever
all the years that we were in
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. BLACK:

be passed.
I think we need more
of the child.
I know that sounds like a nice
see it, not once did my children have a voice in
court.

Thank you.

One thing.

How old are your children now?

They're 18 and 20.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Eighteen and 20.

And this started when they were two

and-MS. BLACK:

Nine months and two years old.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Nine and two. Would you say it was more or less
continuous through the total period of time?
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MS. BLACK:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Up until now?

MS. BLACK: No, it quit about three years ago. The only reason it quit:
I
ran out of money, shocking, I ran out of money and I decided-- I knew that if
you're in pro per, the judge had to listen to you.
If you have a lawyer, you
can't talk.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Yes.

MS BLACK: so, what I did was, went in pro per-- Well, due to economics
was the main reason.
I filed a restraining order--a violation for restraining
order, and I also filed contempt for not paying child support and not paying
medical insurance.
It was interesting, the only thing that even stuck was my
attempt to get child support arrears set, the other portions of my pleadings did
not go through, because I could not personally serve him. He left the state,
and I strongly believe it was to avoid any legal ramifications.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
three times.
MS. BLACK:

Well, you indicated that he had been married a total of

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Then, one might very well presume that similar
circumstances were occurring with the second wife, who also had children?
MS. BLACK: The second wife moved in with him right after I had--apparently
a couple of months after I had moved out and they were married for about a year.
She had a child with him. My children had a family for a short time of a new
mom and a new sibling, which was after a year, they disappeared. What she did
was she filed for divorce and left him.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

All right, thank you.

Thank you very much.

Carol, you have three minutes.
(laughter)
PROFESSOR BRUCH:

All right, I'll just tell you everything I want done.

(Laughter)
Seriously, I came down for 15 minutes and I'd love to have the 15 minutes
and I've really done Bob's thing and not my own. So, I understand we have lunch
break. Maybe you'll be intrigued enough that you'll want me back to finish to
what I have to say.
Because I have lots of different sorts of things to say.
On mediation, I definitely would request
mediation consensual, i.e., you only do it if
mediator recommendations to the court, ever.
doesn't use any of the mediation materials if

that the Legislature make
you want to and private. No
An independent evaluation that
it needs to go forward.

Then, most importantly, and we'll come to that in my other recommendations,
make sure that the judges and the mediators understand the Legislature's value
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judgments to avoid the temptation to give joint custody as a compromise.
I just
want to say because there was some other comment earlier, restrict mediation to
custody matters. Mental health professionals, in my view, have no business
discussing financial matters, and that's always a
in California.
It's
been restricted so far.
I recommend a
caretaker presumption.
In three minutes
can't tell
you why.
I think that we need legislative
in the statute to
why we're doing that. And the research real
is increasingly clear and very
consistent.
I have a list of scholars who agree that a
caretaker
presumption makes sense, that what we need is
and reliable visitation,
not frequent and continuous. I have read Appellate Court
that create problems because of the
you've heard about this
My understanding from the mental
the
cutting edge research in this area is that
work
also shows it, it is not the amount of visitation.
It is the absence of
abandonment.
It is that if you know Dad is going to call on
calls on Friday night. Or if you're
to see him at
the summer, he really does it. He doesn't cancel out.
We would be so freed of so many of the
we have i
we understood
that it is that reliability and knowing that Dad is there that is
That is different than the dividing the kid up time-wise. All of the research-I had a couple of short quotes I was going to give you from
it
all goes in this direction.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Do you really think that
can work? You're talking
about a failed family unit.
It failed for some reason or other, all kinds of
different units. Now you're saying to this man, if you're reliable, if you do
this, if you do that-- hey, if you were
al those
in the first
place, one wonders whether the marriage would have failed.
PROFESSOR BRUCH: But the point is, if the court only
that, instead
of expecting 40 percent here, 60 percent here, three weeks in Northern
California, one week in Southern California, Mom's gotta to
in the
neighborhood. Mom doesn't gotta stay in the neighborhood on the basis of any of
these studies. They need to know that if Mom moves to
or to San Mateo,
that that kid will come for visits; that
're regular, not that they are
frequent, that there's a difference.
Being able to count on it is what's
important.
The dads that I was talking about at this moment are the dads who want to
see those kids, and there are a lot. We are talking about the edge, the areas
where things don't work well.
I think there's a real role for the law there,
but I think we need to remember that most families do work it out consensually.
But these histories are ones we should not be hearing. Some years ago, when I
wrote the definitions for joint custody that we have, Michael Wald at Stanford
had said to me, fine, if people want to have joint custody, but he would
recommend--and I placed this forward as his suggestion in light of these
cases--that if they ever came back to court, the court would have to order a
solo custodian. End of story.
In the McGinnis case, the Santa Barbara to Arcadia football coach case,
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that couple had been scheduled for mediation over a child's swim team, and the
Appellate Court talks about what a well-functioning, cooperative parenting it
was.
It is not if they are fighting over a swim team or Little League or
baseball.
It is the kind of high-conflict case that the studies are showing put the
kids in the middle and are the problems. We've got to get a lid on the
high-conflict case. Most of the families work these things out themselves, most
moms want dads to visit, a problem is they don't visit enough.
But there is
this small number that goes that way.
I would require a physical custody order in each case. Now, you might
think there is a physical custody order. There is not.
I've been reading some
of the appellate right-to-move cases, they gave joint legal custody, there was
no physical custody order. At most, it says Dad will have the child these days,
Mom will have the child these days.
I understand this is the norm out of
Family Court Services in Sacramento County now.
What it means, unfortunately, we have an Appellate opinion by Justice King
that says it, is that you then want to change, it's not a change-of-circumstance
requirement, this isn't a change of custody order, it's only a change in the
parenting plan. Children have been moved in one situation from spending the
school week with Mom to spending the school week with Dad without any proof of
changed circumstances or that the children's needs require this.
We need to go back to the old case law, we have good case law, that says
you have to show something before you start moving kids around. We need back in
the codes Section 213 of the Civil Code, it had been there since 1872 and it was
taken away just a few years ago. Apparently, while my back was turned.
I was
away.
(laughter)
It said, a parent entitled to the custody of a
tell us who the primary custodian is so we know who
has a right to change his residence, subject to the
restrain a removal which would prejudice the rights
such as the hostility you're talking about. We had
knew what to do before things got out of hand.

child -- I want courts to
has custody of tne child -power of the proper court to
or welfare of the child,
case law since 1872, courts

As to joint legal custody, another problem. There is -- I wrote the
definitions at the request of the Legislature a few years ago that we have
and we wrote a scheme which joint legal custody means either parent can make
decisions alone. Just like during marriage. You want the kid to go to the
doctor, you take the kid to the doctor. You want the kid to go on an over-night
with his Scout troop, the kid goes. And only put in where there were special
circumstances, the court could order a requirement for joint consent.
There are two forms now out of the Sacramento Family Court Services, it's
near where I am so I know what they do. One of them imposes on every agreement
coming out of Family Court Services, -- it was every agreement, not it's only
some -- that joinder be required for school, religion, after-school sports,
they've undercut the statute.
I think we need something-Which brings me to another point.
I would like to see a reasonable
standard of review on appeal.
I would like see that trial court decisions be
supported by the substantial weight of the evidence.
It is almost impossible to
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get any review, no matter how egregious the kinds of facts we're talking about.
I guess my last--and I zipped through my list of things here-- There is
another serious problem I've just been learning about in Yolo and Sacr~T.ento
Counties.
I had heard about it years ago from a Bay Area county, it may be
everywhere, I don't know.
In very serious situations where the court imposes supervision on visits,
it only happens if there's
use by a parent or alcohol use or sexual abuse
or physical abuse.
Those are the only kinds of cases where you have a
supervised visit, someone has to be there during the visit.
The courts I am hearing about now send that case out to a mental health
professional with the court order
, visits shall be
, the person
is to go into therapy or to take a set six-month course or six-week course or
whatever, and then it is up to the therapist to say when the supervised
visitation shall be lifted and normal visitation resumed.
Now, I am sorry, but that is number one, lawless. Modifications like that
ought to be done only on a proof that things have changed by independent
testing before a judge.
It places the counselor in an impossible situation. On
one hand, they're placed in a conflict of interest. They're going to get paid
as long as they keep treating this person.
If they're good enough guys and gals
that they don't succumb to that, they're going crazy with their practices, they
don't need any more headaches, there is also the possibility that they will
start to believe in their patient, believe that there is hope for treatment and
may relieve things inappropriately.
In either event, it just ought not be done. And it was a discussion group
with mental health professionals in which they brought that to my attention and
are deeply concerned.
I think it may be a tendency we need to know about.
So, I think I'm not too much over three minutes, because you got a couple
of minutes.
That's the short of it, and I will, of course, be available to aid
the staff and members in any way that I can.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

Appreciate your help.

All right, ladies and gentlemen, we will break for lunch at this time.
Either be back at 1:00 or bring a note from your mother-Or father.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

--or father, as the case may be.

(laughter)
Or both, this is-(laughter)
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
both, yes.

If you're a child of joint custody, I want a letter from
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LUNCH BREAK
(end of tape)
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. ELVA RAISH:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Are we ready?

Dr. Janet Johnston.

Who is not here.
Who is not here and will not be heard at this time.

Then how about Chris Littleton, Professor from UCLA.
either?
MS. RAISH:

She's not here

She's here, she's just not here.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

She's here but she's not all there.

How about Hugh Mcisaac?

Or is she--

Hugh?

Takes a ffi@ll to get things started around here.
MR. HUGH MciSAAC:

I wouldn't say that--

(crowd noises, laughter, boos)
MR. MciSAAC:

I would not say that.

(laughter)
MR. MciSAAC:

I didn't--

I would like to disagree.

(laughter)

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Incidentally, ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to
acknowledge the fact that my colleague, my brother, Bill, is also with us today.
Bill Greene? If you have any problem telling us apart, you'll notice he's much
taller than I am.
(laughter)
All right, Mr. Mcisaac, Director of Los Angeles County Conciliation Courts.
MR. MciSAAC: My name is Hugh Mcisaac, I've been the Manager of Family
Court Services for Los Angeles County for the past 15 years.
I've been the
Editor of the Family Conciliation Courts Review since 1986.
I participated in
developing California's mandatory mediation statute in 1981 and the original
joint custody statute in 1978-79.
I've been in this arena for probably too long and it's a very interesting
process.
I'd like to talk about--address the questions that were raised
earlier.
What are the benefits and weaknesses of the mediation process? The
benefits of mediation are-- And I think that what we tend to do is take some
egregious and very difficult and what everyone would recognize as very bad cases
and use them to create-- There's a risk of creating bad law from bad cases. I
think there is an importance to looking at these cases and learning from them,
but I think that the mediation process encourages family self-determination or
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private ordering and helps the family develop their own skills in negotiating
conflict in the future.
It creates a problem-solving planning forum as opposed
to the win-lose paradigm of the adversary system, which forces parents together
like scorpions in a bottle to decide who is going to be the primary parent, or
the parent who is in
The second is that it involves all the interested parties in the dispute
resolution process, permitt
involvement of grandparents,
and any
others who may have an interest in the child.
It's a richer forum that can
bring in other persons in this child's life who can help that child through the
path that every family has in bringing a child into a very complicated world.
The third is it removes the parental role from the
process, while
the distributive issues, that's property, support and those matters, are
protected through the court process, the integrative issues, that is,
relationships and others are resolved through mediation. The divorce and the
spouses are all not in the parental role. Parents are
forever. And to
the extent that they work and cooperate, the child will benefit.
It focuses on the future rather than the past and establishes principles of
future behavior rather than assess or blame or focusing on past conduct.
It
avoids positional bargaining of the adversary process, which freezes the parties
into two opposing solutions, detrimental to one, if not both, and creates a
problem-solving approach which yields a richer array of potential solutions
through applying criteria and identifying underlying needs.
The problem, I think, with much mediation is that it's really not
sophisticated or really thoughtful mediation; that is, mediation that is done in
a principled kind of way can be a very powerful way for resolving conflict.
We've seen it on the international scale, we see it in labor disputes, and
certainly, it should also apply to families.
Mediation promotes coordination between the courts, the attorneys and the
family. The attorneys represent the parties' adverse interest in distributive
issues and the mediation helps the parent work out agreements in the child's
best interests.
Seven.
It's more cost effective.
In Los Angeles County, we would need at
least nine additional judicial officers to handle the 5,600 cases resolved
through mediation in the Los Angeles courts last year.
Eight.
It encourages cooperation in joint problem solving because it's
mandatory.
Everyone who has a dispute is exposed to the process; it's not
mandatory that you participate; you can opt out; we have an orientation process
that allows the parties to understand t-Jhat it's about.
Ninety-five percent of
the parties continue, 5 percent would opt out. So I think there are ways to
screen or give a person a choice or chance to not participate if they don't want
to.
The only thing mandatory in the process is that the parties participate in
an introduction to mediation.
It is not mandatory they agree and principle
mediation requires solutions be tested rigorously before they are incorporated
into a final agreement.
It makes no sense just to reach an agreement, but every
agreement ought to be tested as to what the hypothetical results might be in
different situations. A good and skilled mediator will do so.
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What are the weaknesses? I think some of the weaknesses were discussed
earlier. Potential weaknesses in mediation are: mediation takes place in a
private setting, away from public scrutiny.
This privacy requires the presence
of attorneys and well-trained mediators operating according to standards of
conduct, such as those developed by the National Standards Committee funded by
the State Justice Institute or the Administrative Office of the Court Family
Services Standard.
Secondly, the parties should have the ability to opt out of mediation, at
any time. As I said earlier, we use a group orientation process. Over 95
percent want to continue, once they understand the process.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Mr. MciSAAC:

Absolutely.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

Yes.

This leads to the third point.

All right.

I think it's a very important point.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
of a change in law.
MR. MciSAAC:

It's not universally so.

Let me--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

Do they have it or should they have it?

They do in Los Angeles.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

You said, "should have the right to opt out"?

You're making a point here that that's a recommendation

Right.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Okay.

Thank you.

MR. MciSAAC: Mediation is particularly harmful when combined with the
evaluation process.
It becomes coercive and masquerades as self-determination;
in reality, the mediator/evaluator has become the judge without any of the due
process safe guards of the court. This process was the one used with Mrs.
Besser, cited earlier in the morning, and is not mediation.
It is a failed
evaluation.
Do you find gender bias in the mediation process was the question asked.
Mediators are trained in our court to avoid bias.
In domestic violence
situations, we have available protocol, similar to the one outlined in the
McGanier-Taylor article, sent to you under separate cover.
Both parents are
given a chance to opt out of the mediation process. We interview the parties
separately in cases of domestic violence. Maybe there's some situations that
don't belong in mediation. They really are not good candidates for mediation
and require some other form to resolve those disputes.
All of the responses-- The study conducted by the ALC-- Sheila Kuehl, who
I have a lot of respect for, sort of categorized this as, you know, these are
self-serving evaluations; that these were made by the mediators and were
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self-serving.
I would say that's not the case. These are objective studies.
There were 1,906 persons that responded to these studies. There was a 75
percent satisfactory rate on all scales and on four of the 11 scales, there was
a 90 percent level of satisfaction. There was no difference or minimal
difference between men and women.
We conduct-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Excuse me a moment.

Senator Bill Greene?

SENATOR BILL GREENE: Sir, could that satisfaction be based on not
expecting very much in the beginning?
MR. MciSAAC:

Well, let me read you a response.

SENATOR B. GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

No, I'm asking you a question.

Please, sir.

I don't--

SENATOR B. GREENE: Well, have you examined your studies to see if that
could be part of, could be one of the factors involved?
MR. MciSAAC:

Let me read you what a mother said.

Can I--?

SENATOR B. GREENE: Well, sir, you still are not dealing with the question.
The question is directed to you, not to that mother.
MR. MciSAAC:

I understand.

Do I think it's because they didn't expect

much?
SENATOR B. GREENE:
If you wish to say, you wouldn't feel comfortable
responding to the question, that's acceptable. That's obviously where you are.
MR. MciSAAC:
I think the question said, is it helpful or not helpful, I
think the parents generally found it to be very helpful, and that's been the
finding in our-- the ALC study as our study.
SENATOR B. GREENE: Could that based on the fact that they walk in not
expecting very much and they get more than they initially expect?
MR. MciSAAC: Well, maybe-- That's interesting.
It's a good question, I
really hadn't thought about it.
It's a good question.
SENATOR B. GREENE:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

I would suggest that maybe you add that the next time.
Since we're interrupting your testimony here, let me ask

one.
MR. MciSAAC:

Sure.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: What is your thought on when you've gone through
mediation but the parties are not satisfied or one of the parties at least is
not, and you're going to wind up in court, should the results of the mediation
be available to the court?
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MR. MciSAAC:

Absolutely not.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

Absolutely not.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

Should the mediator be allowed to talk to the judge?
It's absolutely the worst--

Is the mediator allowed to talk to the judge?

Not in Los Angeles County.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

But there's no law--

Los Angeles County-Is there any law on this subject?

MR. MciSAAC: Originally, when we proposed the legislation, it was that
there would be no contact, and then, in one of the hearings, because of the
objections of some counties, it was permitted by local rule that the counties by
local rule could make a report.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
If that were the case, let us assume that you leave it as
a county option as to whether or not you permit the mediator to discuss whatever
the matter is with the court.
If that is to be permitted, should it not be
required that it be in writing so that it could be challenged?
MR. MciSAAC: My personal thing is that mediation is a very poor form for
making these kinds of decisions; that is, very often it's for making an
evaluation.
It's a good form for helping parties reach their own agreements,
but very often, it is the person who has the most to fear that sometimes acts
the craziest. And if you don't check that out through a thorough evaluation,
then you really don't know what you're dealing with.
Secondly, it requires the mediator to do two very different things. One
is, they have to process the information as a mediator; that is, what does this
mean in terms of-- What are the options, what are the underlying needs and
interests, what criteria might we construct to make this construction? A very
different way of thinking about what's going on.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: But if the mediator-- The question in my mind is what is
the role, what is the precise job of the mediator? We have a man and a woman
and a child or children.
But let's take a man and a woman and a child. Is that
mediator presumed to be limited to consider what is the best for the child? Or
is he talking about the family unit?
MR. MciSAAC: The mediator is charged with the responsibility to help the
work out an agreement that is in the best interest of that individual
child. To the extent that parents cooperate, and work together, the child will
benefit. The father-absent paradigm won't-- Boys-CHAIRMAN GREENE: But what happens where we say that this woman wants to
leave the State of California and go to New York or anywhere, wherever it might
be and take the child with her, and the mediator is saying, now, wait a minute.
That is taking the child away from the other parent, the father, because there
is not that much money around, to be flying around every week or whatever it is.
Yet, this would change the mother's ability in terms of income and so on to do
her thing.
Now, if you're saying what's in the best interests of the child, you
may be saying, no, she can't move then, because there's two parents and you
shouldn't deprive either one of those parents ,Jf their natural right or whatever
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it is; as opposed to the fact that, on the other hand, gosh, this would be a lot
better economic situation for this woman if she were allowed to do this.
Because if she's not allowed to do this, I guess we can expect more money coming
from that man for that family unit, unless she's allowed to do this because
she'll have a better income position. Do these factors play?
MR. MciSAAC: You know, John Quincy Adams was removed from his father for
nine years while his dad negotiated the Paris Accord, and the way he stayed in
touch with his son, who then become the fifth President of the United States,
was through letters. There are lots of ways to maintain contact.

yes?

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Which went by ship across the ocean, about three months,
(laughter) And says, please reply at once.
(laughter)

MR. MciSAAC: The answer to that is: The physical custody-- a child can
be with a parent and be absent from that parent and have contact with that
parent in very meaningful ways.
I think there are ways to work these things
out. You need to do it through a negotiated process. You don't do it in a
courtroom, standing like two scorpions in a bottle, waiting for somebody to make
a decision for you. That doesn't make sense, because those decisions have to be
made in the future.
Every decision is a prelude to a new decision.
I think that a mediated process permits you to look at a broader range of
things and not saying, it's black and white and this is what's going to happen.
It's rather what's going to work with this family, what's going to work for this
child, and not to come to some-CHAIRMAN GREENE: What's going to work with this family, what's going to
work with this child? Which is a variable without a constant. We understand
that.
Are you familiar with the West Virginia system?
MR. MciSAAC:

Justice Neeley?

Sure.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Does this suggest to yourself that it's equal, superior
or inferior to what we're doing in California?
MR. MciSAAC: Well, I think it solves the problem of conflict much in the
same way that you eliminate fire by eliminating oxygen.
That is, you can
eliminate conflict by saying we're not going to have-- There's a primary
caretaker, and this person has all the responsibility, but you eliminate a
parent.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But right now, I'll tell you where I am. Right now, I'm
saying, I'm not interested in the parent; I'm interested in the child.
SENATOR B. GREENE:

There you go.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Now, if you accept that position, for a starting point,
what is best for the child, then what's your answer?
MR. MciSAAC: Two parents who love that child and can bring that child into
a very complicated world.
I've seen families come back to me, who've worked
together. They've cooperated in way that are very-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Sure, but they probably didn't need you or the law or the
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court or anybody else in the first place.
MR. MciSAAC: Oh, yes, they did.
They were in terrible fights and
conflict. Maybe we ought to bring these people back and have them talk. It
shouldn't be us who are talking. Maybe it's the parents and the children.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

Well, insofar as we could find them, we invite them.

I'll be glad to.

SENATOR B. GREENE:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Mr. Chairman.
Yes, Senator.

SENATOR B. GREENE: A senator's point. Let me tell you where I'm coming
from.
I'm in the same pocket as the Chair. When you're out here with the
people, you get a different feel from what you're saying.
I, personally, what I
know of and find in your legislation and your legislative suggestions, are
pretty bland.
I might also point out that I was born in November, I'm a
Scorpio.
(laughter)
I just threw that in, but that is correct. But what I know of the
legislative suggestions, they are pretty bland, and that's because I'm coming
from where the Chair is coming from.
See, I represent this area. You know how
many fathers or men have taken off and are not fulfilling their
responsibilities-MR. MciSAAC:

Absolutely.

SENATOR B. GREENE: --in my district, okay? Now, I do not see that your
legislative suggestions do a great deal to assist a legislator who is looking to
so-called experts in terms of legislative suggestions in terms of dealing with
that. Oh, yes, the legislator can go out and talk with constituents and talk to
other people and get on.
I'm not going to be here.
I'm leaving as of the end
of this month.
But, I will be replaced by a legislator who will be forced to be
as concerned with this subject as I am.
I mean, legitimately so.
And when you get into this subject and you're concerned with the child, I'm
a pretty hard nut.
I've been around a pretty long time, but I tell you there's
some heart-wrenching situations that you encounter; and anybody who is
attempting to be a half-way responsible elective representative in terms of
dealing with you and what happens in the family situation and represents this
area, they've got to take, number one, the position of the Chair: the child is
tantamount to the whole jewel and we've got to find some way to make people
fulfill their responsibility.
I'm going to be the same way if it's the woman
who's taking off and not fulfilling her responsibilities.
But, unfortunately, frankly, as a male, I'm ashamed of it. Unfortunately,
it's the male that's doing it and I do not see that from what I know of your
legislation, you really aren't bold at all when you deal with that factor.
If
you are elected and you're sitting out in a district office out here, at 9300
South Broadway, and you have individual cases coming in to you, you get a
different side-- It's not to say you people are not responsible people, or
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committed, dedicated people, but your legislative suggestions, in my humble
opinion, are pretty bland.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: These are something we got from you.
This is the Family
Court Services Conciliation Court, Los Angeles, and there's a summary of last
year's follow-up survey, tabulating 1,222 responses received as a result of the
survey they considered to be impressive.
First, it was that 81.5 percent of the
persons who used the service perceived it as helpful or very helpful-MR. MciSAAC:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: --and less than 5.2 percent perceived it as very
unhelpful. Then, in addition, 86 percent plus of the persons responding found
the counselor to be very impartial or impartial and less than 3.8 percent found
the mediator to be very biased.
Seventy-six point six percent found the
children's adjustment to the parenting plan satisfactory, good or excellent; 16
percent rated the adjustment as unsatisfactory or poor. The level of
cooperation between parents after the agreement was 65 percent, rating it as
excellent or satisfactory, and finally, 74 percent had no further additional
court documenting the success of the program in resolving disputes.
So that by
and large, apparently, mediation works.
In Los Angeles County.
But, you see, one failure for that family unit is 100 percent.
SENATOR B. GREENE:

Good.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Because each unit is each unit, so even if you can get to
zero failure, we'd be doing great.
In any case, excuse our interruptions,
please continue.
MR. MciSAAC: Well, I just wanted to finish with some suggestions for
legislation that might be-- It will just take a second.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Go ahead.

MR. MciSAAC: The first is, I think you absolutely have to have
confidential mediation.
I think that mediation that's not confidential, there's
loss of process dangers there, and ought to not be permitted.
The second is the administrative office of the court should provide
training and standards, under AB 245; this has been very helpful, this should be
strengthened, this should also consider training and certification of private
mediators.
Third: The language of divorce itself is very damaging. We talk about
custody and visitation.
Prisoners are in custody. We visit people in mental
hospitals and institutions.
It's a very damaging kind of way of characterizing
the way we work with our children and creates an ownership or competition for
the child or children.
Now, the State of Washington and England have changed that and they talk
about a parenting plan, they talk about sharing of responsibilities and other
language that encourages cooperation. The results in Washington are promising
in reducing conflict following dissolution.
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I think California should consider similar legislation.
In fact, there was
a Bates bill in 1990 which introduced the initial concept, but it didn't get
very far. We worked with your office in trying to promote that.
Four is require courts to convene domestic violence task forces, develop
training for court personnel and local protocols for handling domestic violence
cases in mediation.
We have a special task force in Los Angeles County that has been extremely
helpful to us. We have developed a protocol that protects the parents. One of
them is an illusion. You think people are safe in the adversary system, most of
the damage and harm occur in the hallways or the parking lots. At least, in
mediation, you can arrange it so somebody leaves early or has a separate
interview. You can refer the case if there is the potential for abuse for
further investigation. There are a lot of things that can take place. So that
maybe a refined mediation process in a court system, operating according to
solid and thoughtful protocols might be a very useful tool.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Wait a minute now. You first said that the mediation
should be confidential. Now you're talking about within the court system.
MR. MciSAAC: No, we make a report; like for instance, the child abuse.
That is, we don't make a report to the court, we don't tell the court; but if
there's abuse or there's some threat of neglect or the children are in danger,
or there's a terror situation where somebody's been threatened, then you have a
duty and obligation to warn that intended victim; so that's those are exceptions
to confidentiality. But we don't go to the judge and say, this is what I think
you ought to do in this situation.
It's a little different.
Fifth would require all counties to conduct a client satisfaction survey of
participants in mediation. Our clients' satisfaction survey is very helpful to
us in terms of looking at the population or persons who use our service. They
ought to be the persons you listen to first.
Is it helpful? Is it useful? I
think that would help address some of the concerns.
I think expanding the availability of reasonable legal representation for
low and moderate income families.
I'm astounded by the cost it takes to use our
court system.
I mean, you're talking about $100,000.
You could send a kid to
Harvard for that.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

For a week.

(laughter)
MR. MciSAAC: That's true.
I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
I
guess there's one other thing that we've used that's been very helpful is we've
developed some educational programs. We have a contemner group, which is
fascinating.
The judges have sent families to this, it's sort of like this
process which helps parents really see the effect of their behavior on their
children. Parents often don't see that, but through the eyes of others and
looking at the effects of this upon children;
it's a six-session model and it's
a very powerful way to sort of get at some of the behavior that's very
destructive.
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These are just some ideas and I wish you the best in your efforts and thank
you very much.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. MciSAAC:

Thank you, Hugh.

Okay.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

Dr. Johnston?

DR. JANET JOHNSTON: Good afternoon.
First of all, my apologies.
I'm
running down here from San Francisco between classes at Stanford.
I'm Jan
Johnston, Ph.D.
I am Director of Research at the Center for Family in
Transition in Corte Madre, and I am a consulting associate professor at Stanford
University in the Department of Sociology.
For the last 12 years, we have
and sole custody in different kinds
briefly the results of three recent
limitations of the research that we
policy with respect to custody.

been doing studies of the outcomes of joint
of families.
I want to describe very
studies and then talk to you about the
have done and the implications to social

The first study was of a community study of 93 families, ones with the
oldest child between three and 15 years of age.
It was predominantly white and
upper-income families, well-educated. These people were seen in 1982 to '83 and
followed up one and two years later. The importance of follow-up interviews is
that you can really tease out the effects of the custody arrangement on the
families from what those families were like in the first place in terms of their
ability to cooperate.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
is this random?

Were these families chosen for some particular reason or

DR. JOHNSTON: None of these samples were random. They were chosen by
people who were asked-- All people who went through the courts in two counties
were sent letters -- Everyone who filed for divorce were sent letters inviting
them to participate and the first 150 families were chosen and this is the study
of the 93 families that we were able to follow up over two or three years.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
first 150-DR. JOHNSTON:

So then you decided that your sampl

group would be the

During that period of time.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
--and of that 150, you actually had the opportunity of
working with approximately 93 of them.
DR. JOHNSTON:
--93 of them. That's right.
able to follow over a three-year period.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:

They were the ones we were

You wouldn't know--

--How these differ?

CHAIRMAN GREENE: --no, how many cases were there altogether in that period
of time? You said 150, well, out of what?
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DR. JOHNSTON:
counties.

I think about 20 percent of the population in those

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:

That 20 percent.

So you have five times that number?

Right.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

All right.

Well, that's a fair size sample.

DR. JOHNSON:
It's actually a reasonably small sample of each one of them.
We acknowledge that.
The results of this will show that 38 percent of them had joint physical
custody. Now I'm going to talk only about physical custody from this point on
and compare it with sole custody.
I'm not going to talk about joint legal
custody. At the end of two years, 38 percent of the sample had joint physical
custody and the rest of those we looked at were a mother-only custody. The
number of father custody was so small that we left them out of the analysis.
The findings were that the custody and visitation arrangements had no
relationship to the children's adjustment one and two years later. Rather, it
was various family relationship factors that explained how well kids were doing.
In particular, the parents, the mother's and father's emotional adjustment,
their anxiety and depression and the degree of conflict between the parents is
what predicted outcome rather than the custody and visitation arrangements.
Now to go on to the second study. This is a study of failed mediation of
ongoing litigation. This was of 100 families, all of them had failed to settle
in mediation, or even if they had gone through mediation, they were continuing
to dispute. The custody and visitation arrangements that they were living under
were those that were more or less involuntary; some of them had been imposed by
the court, by court order; some of them had been the outcome of recommendations
made by either the mediator, we don't have confidential mediation up there in
these counties, or it was made by recommendations of the evaluator.
These children were seen at the time of the litigation and their families,
and they were studied two and a half years later. The findings from this showed
that, again one-third, 35 percent of the children lived in joint physical
custody arrangements and 53 percent were in sole mother custody, and 12 percent
were sole father custody.-(end of tape)
--partial and behavioral problems.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:
physical custody--

Excuse me.

Those who were in joint custody were more disturbed?

Yes.

Joint physical custody and to those that were in sole
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CHAIRMAN GREENE: Relative to what?
What are you comparing against?

You said they were more disturbed.

DR. JOHNSTON: We're using standardized measures of child adjustment.
We're comparing the outcome of children that were in joint custody and also
those that had very frequent visitation. So we're looking at the actual amount
of time the children were in -CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:

We're comparing it with families that had sole custody--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:

But what are you comparing that to?

All right.

--and had very infrequent visitation.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Then you're saying that sole custody is this sense was
superior to joint custody?
DR. JOHNSTON:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

DR. JOHNSTON:
Sole custody and children who had frequent visitation in
sole custody arrangements was not-- It was not just sole custody.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:

That's the only outcome that I am concerned about.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
DR. JOHNSTON:

Well, our interest is in the child, not the parents.

Yes, I understand.

I understand.

I'm not talking about the parents here.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
I understand that. That's your interest and ours right
here, right now. However, as an academic point of interest, do we know anything
about the parents?
DR. JOHNSTON:

Yes, we do.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Were they more likely to be in satisfactory circumstances
when there was sole custody or otherwise?
DR. JOHNSTON:

What we know about the parents was--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
the other.

In other words, I'm looking to see whether one reflects

DR. JOHNSTON: What we found was in the first study that I mentioned, the
parents' adjustment was not impacted by the custody and visitation arrangements.
That's the first study.
In the second study, the parents that where the
children had more frequent visitation with both parents and where they were in
joint custody arrangements, the parents were intended to have more verbal and
physical aggression between them, which was in turn clearly associated with
problems with their children. That's the second study.
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The third study is of high conflict and violent litigating families.
This
was of 60 families with 75 children that were studied just recently in '89-90.
The families were again referred by the courts because of violence between the
parents, or because they were in high, ongoing conflict of a no-violent kind.
These children-- This was 80 percent white and 20 percent other races. Again,
they were measured in a very comprehensive way and again, 36 percent of them,
almost the same, had joint physical custody schedules. Again, there was
indication that-- I'm sorry, 36 percent were in joint physical custody, 57
percent were in mother custody and 7 percent were in father physical custody.
The importance of findings here, again, that the girls were rated by both
their mothers and their father and by commissions as having more emotional and
behavioral problems when they had more access to both parents. The
(inaudible)
did not discriminate between the kids that were having a lot
of access and a few access. The (inaudible)
ratings.
Those who were rated by their fathers as doing more poorly when their
fathers had less access to their sons; that is, the fathers looked at their boys
and said their boys were doing less poorly when they had less access to them.
But neither the mothers', teachers' nor clinicians' ratings could confirm this
finding-CHAIRMAN GREENE: Less poorly or more poorly.
You said something about the fathers said-DR. JOHNSTON:
didn't have--

I missed something here.

The fathers said their boys were more disturbed if they

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

If they did not have--

DR. JOHNSTON: --have very much conflict with them.
But these findings
could not be confirmed by clinicians', teachers' or mothers' ratings. The
relatively more important predictor of children's adjustment, however, was the
quality of the family functioning. A history of physical violence in the family
was the most consistent and strongest predictor of emotional and behavioral
problems with these children, especially the boys.
In addition, the parents'
own psychological adjustment predicted how disturbed the children were.
Parent-child relationships were more disturbed more pathologically in maritally
violent families.
Now, I want to talk about the implications for the findings for social
policy. We find that among relatively normal divorcing families within the
broader community, the principal findings are that the actual physical custody
and visitation arrangements are less important than the quality of the family
relationships.
So the things that one should be looking for is the parents'
emotional adjustment and the parents' degree of tension and conflict that's
going on.
Custodial parents who are anxious and depressed and those who suffer from
substantial emotional and personality disturbance and the like are more likely
to have disturbed children; and on the other hand, a warm, empathic supportive
relationship with the custodial parent protects the child's development. It's
also important that the custody and visitation arrangements should not
substantially disrupt the child's wider social support system, which includes
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the school, social activities, contacts with peers and extended kin.
Each one of these three studies indicates that on-going conflict between
divorced parents has especial
detrimental effects on children. Children are
particularly hurt
witnessing physical violence between their parents.
The
results of these two studies of the high-conflict litigating families indicates
the verbal and physical
is more likely to occur when children have
frequent visitation and joint custody schedules.
In divorce, families where there is on-going conflict between parents and
there is a potential of the physical and verbal abuse to continue, frequent
visitation arrangements and joint custody schedules are 1
to result in more
emotional and behavioral disturbance among children, especially girls. Children
living in highly conflictual divorce families are more likely to be depressed,
withdrawn, aggressive and to suffer from physical symptoms of stress, like
stomach aches, head aches.
They are also more likely to have problems getting
along with their peers.
Before summarizing the social policy implications these findings, it is
important to discuss the limitations of these studies. All of these studies are
relatively small, non-random samples.
They may not be representative of the
broader population of divorcing families.
In particular, these studies included very few situations where the fathers
actually dropped out of the children's lives. One of the benefits of joint
physical custody may be that it discourages fathers from dropping out of their
children's lives.
It may encourage them to provide long-term financial support
for their children. Our studies tended to confirm this, but truly, we just
didn't have enough of that group of fathers in the sample to confirm it, and we
need more research.
Second, in these studies, the children's adjustment was assessed only in
the relatively short term; we're talking about two or three years after the
filing for the divorce.
The positive consequences of joint custody, especially
in those families that are not in on-going conflict, may only accrue after a
number of years, at special developmental stages of the child.
It is our
conviction that the effects of custody arrangements can only be assessed over
the longer span of the child's development through adolescence and into
adulthood.
Thirdly, and finally, with respect to the apparent negative consequences of
joint physical custody and frequent visitation in these high-conflict litigating
families, it is important that these two studies of children where the custody
arrangements were mostly imposed by the court represent an extreme group. We
estimate they are about 10 percent of the total population of divorcing
families.
In California, the majority of custody disputes are settled in
mandated mediation and a recent study by Pearson and Thans in the American
Journal of Office Psychiatry in 1990 actually looked at the outcomes two to
three years later of the children whose parents had been through mandated
mediation.
Those findings do not suggest any negative effects of joint custody
compared to sole custody in those cases.
It's expected that couples are angry,
hurt and often bitter toward one another at the time of the divorce and the
findings from our two studies should not be used to discourage parents from
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trying to put aside their angers, protecting their children from their
bitterness and to work out a shared parenting arrangement that might better meet
their children's needs in the long term.
In conclusion,
convincing evidence
more beneficial for
of divorce compared

from the research that currently exists, we do not find any
that joint physical custody is either more detrimental or
the majority of divorcing families, the majority of children
to sole physical custody arrangements.

For this reason, we recommend that there should be no presumption in favor
of joint or sole custody in the broader population of divorcing families.
However, joint custody schedules and frequent transitions between parents and
substantial amounts of visitation time are contra-indicated in those families
where there is on-going high conflict and continual disputes over the children.
Where there has been a history of repeated, and I mention repeated,
physical violence between parents, joint custody schedules should be
particularly discouraged.
I would like to submit to this Senate committee copies of the articles
describing the studies I have just discussed and I would also like to submit a
copy of the proposed guidelines for custody and visitation for cases with
domestic violence, which we have developed at our center, in collaboration with
11 Northern California Family Court Services and with two battered women's
shelters. These guidelines will be shortly presented to the Judicial Council of
the State of California.
Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to speak here.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you for being with us today.

Thank you very much.

Chris Littleton, Professor, UCLA School of Law, legal issues?
PROFESSOR CHRISTINE LITTLETON:
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Good afternoon.

Good afternoon.

PROFESSOR LITTLETON:
I also have to apologize if my voice kicks out.
I've
been struggling with the 'flu lately.
I'm sure that some of you can sympathize.
My names is Christine Littleton, I teach law at UCLA School of Law and my
primary research and teaching area is women's legal issues. Most of my work for
the last ten years has been in the area of women and employment and I've
published quite a few articles on sex discrimination in court and legislative
initiatives with respect to women's employment.
The family law area is a relatively recent interest to me and came about in
part because of the very clear connection I was seeing in the research between
women's status in the family and women's status in the work place, in
particular, issues about accommodating pregnancy, child birth and child care in
women's working lives and in allowing women post-divorce to set up their
reconstituted families in ways that did not add to the already great burden of
economic inequality that women suffer.
I'm also the Vice President of the California Women's Law Center and as a
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volunteer attorney for that organization, I was co-counsel along with John
Davidson of the ACLU for Pamela Besser in the Fingert(?, tape 6, #126)
litigation, at least in that part of the litigation that challenged the trial
court's order, ordering her and Josh back to Ventura County. As I'm sure you've
heard from Pamela herself, that
icular appeal to
California
late
Court was successful but has not solved the situation. And in fact that is
one of the
of the
route here that it
ly does not solve
the problem.
, however, that even though judicial
It's important, I
iceberg,
solutions are a very
affect other
couples, other families, that do not take their
to court.
And, of course, very few families
of custody
decisions are resolved consensual , between the
manner
that, at least, is not in such
conflict that
's
aid.
However, those
s may be impacted
what the
rules are.
To the extent that the rules in court discriminate
women, that means
that in establishing consensual
s, women will be at a disadvantage
because fathers know that as a last resort, if she doesn't agree to what they
want, they can, in fact go to court. Also, the parent with the
resources can avail themselves of that court method and generally,
unfortunately, that tends to be fathers because of the economic
of
women in the society.
I want to talk a little bit about how the Besser case demonstrated that on
a number of different levels and then what has happened since Besser in the case
law in California because it is very troubling.
The court order that was appealed in the
case was not the first
time that the trial court had treated Pam Besser's economic and career
aspirations as secondary or marginal.
Shortly after the divorce Pam, like many
divorced mothers, sought to return to her own family to provide, in this case,
both moral support,
support, emotional support and a new career
path, since her father wanted to retire from the
business. Pam had
developed expertise in the use of computers in publ
and wished to relocate
to Chicago to take over her father's business. The court decided that that was
not appropriate to allow her to leave California with Josh and so at that point,
she was forced to make other arrangements within California, moving then to San
Diego and finally having the opportunity to move to Northern California to
pursue her work in the use of computers in publishing and eventually publishing
her own health newsletter and in effect, establishing her own business.
The second time that her career aspirations were treated as less important
was, of course, in the order requiring her to move back, or at least requiring
her, not ordering her since the court did recognize it didn't have the authority
to order her back, simply ordered Josh back and assumed that she would follow.
At that time, the two parents' status was compared, Michael Fingert having
had a long-established business in Ventura County and Pamela Besser having a
relatively short, a new business that was in fact not making a lot of money, but
was operating, as we say, in the black.
It was breaking even.
For a new
venture to be breaking even that quickly is, in fact, a benefit; and yet that
was never addressed in the court proceedings, never given any significance other
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than, how much money was available right now.
Now, if the tables had been reversed and we had been talking about a male
parent who had established a new business and was getting off the ground and it
was moving forward, I think we would have seen much more attention paid to that
as a viable alternative for this reconstituted family.
It would have been bad enough if the Fingert case had been unusual, and as
Senator Greene has said, even with respect to the families for whom it doesn't
work, that's 100 percent failure.
But this is not an unusual circumstance; and,
in fact, routinely the parent who seeks to move with the children is treated as
the one who is causing trouble, who is shaking up the status quo.
Because of
certain cultural and social factors, that parent is frequently the mother, more
often than not.
The California Appellate Courts have taken judicial notice of the fact that
on marriage, a woman is much more likely to move to her husband's location or to
follow him away from wherever she has established her roots to new jobs, new
opportunities, etc.
So that when divorce occurs, it is far more likely that
they are in a situation in which he has roots in the community and she does not.
Therefore, after divorce, since her situation is frequently precarious, the
standard of living of female parents after divorce declines significantly, it
may be very necessary for the now-divorced woman to go elsewhere to seek
support, both emotional and financial.
And yet, the courts have not been
particularly sympathetic to this fact.
For instance, in a case closely following Fingert, at the same judicial
level, in re Marriage
Carlson, the court there refused permission to allow
the mother to move back to her family home in Pennsylvania with her children so
that she could go to school there and live with her family while she went to
school and then become self-sufficient.
In that case, the court took very
seriously the fact that neither party could afford transportation between
California and Pennsylvania, both parties were unemployed.
And yet, in looking
at-- So we did have a situation that was, indeed, tragic in the classic sense.
There was no perfect solution.
And yet the court did not take sufficient
account of the fact that allowing her to move back to Pennsylvania, stay with
her family and go to school would create an economically viable social unit of
this woman and her child, whereas, forcing her to stay in California would not.
The court cavalierly said, as to the petitioner's desire to go to school in
Pennsylvania, she can just as easily go to school in California.
Now, as a professor at UCLA, I am not about to denigrate California's
educational opportunities.
However, it is a very different thing to try to go
to school full time when you're able to live with your parents, and able to have
the child's grandparents provide child care, than to try to go to school full
time or even part time, when you are struggling to maintain the family home by
yourself.
So that looking at the parents as if they are similarly situated and
in need of the same support structure results in significant disadvantage to
custodial mothers.
The very next year, in re Marriage of McGinnis, we have a situation in
which-- Oh, and the Carlson court referred to the Fingert decision and said,
well, Finoert doesn't count here because the court didn't order her to move
back, it just ordered her not to move away.
Which is less of an infringement, I
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suppose. You have to
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rather because the
because
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now,
, on
1
another man's
But the court announced there
rule that
has
ficant
And it
stated that in order
is on
the move-away parent to
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the children, that it is
and for
reason.
Now the trial court had established that the move would not hurt the kids; in
fact, the trial court had said that
was in the best interests of the
children,
a standard
looked like least detrimental al
that
it would be better for the children to move with the mother than to be far away
from the mother from the
custodian.
But the court in
said
has to
ive, it's essential
burden on the abil
of custodial
to move. In fact, even when the
reason, we find
to maintain

you have to have more than that. It
This puts a significant
, to get court permission
is for a significant career or financial
the economic status or
custodial mothers.

case 1 which is now on
, the trial court refused to
In the
allow a move of the custodial mother; she was a bank officer for Security
Pacific. When the
merger occurred,
there were lots of redundant
employees and she was forLunate
, because of a
employment record, to
receive an offer to move to the Sacramento Office, from Ventura
to the
Sacramento office of the now Bank of America. That job would have continued her
medical coverage and all other benefits and maintained her position. It was not
a move up, but it was an abil
to maintain her same position as a bank officer
and to maintain all
her benefits,
medical coverage, which covered
the child. However, the court found that that was not career
and,
therefore, did not just
al
her to move away
way that would make
the father's visitation more difficult and it would. It
would add the
necessity of an air fare to visitation. In fact 1
was told
one of the
counsel involved, that the trial court, in fact, even stated that she could
always get a ob at a fast food restaurant. It was not-That kind of unwill
to grant equal status to the economic security
and the job
, dreams
of custodial women finds its way into other
parts of the entire system. so that mediators are also less likely to take
account of the seriousness of women's economic aspirations, and even couples
consensually planning their own arrangements may, in fact, discount the woman's
need or desire to be economical
independent and to provide for her family and
add a plus factor to the husband's need to move forth in custody arrangements.
In fact, general
in
custody cases, fathers are permitted to
move with children much more often than mothers are permitted to move. The
situations in which mothers are allowed to move by courts are very, very rare.
This is not a situation in which mothers and fathers are similarly situated so
that even
treatment would tend to discriminate against women, but this is
a situation in which women are not even accorded equal treatment.
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I'm glad that this panel has recognized so strongly the relationship
between women's economic status and issues around custody.
I apologize for not
having written testimony to leave with you.
I have written about the Besser
case itself and I will leave a reprint of that article so you can check my
footnotes and my characterization of what the situation indicates.
If you have no further questions, I'll close.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Mr. Cook?

Thank you.

James Cook.

Appreciate your help.

Joint Custody Association.

MR. JAMES COOK: Panel? I thank you very much for the opportunity to be
here.
I will not have an 6pportunity to speak on many of the things that are
being passed out to you, but I thought you might like a written reference for
some of the items.
I am James Cook, the Joint Custody Association. Our
membership now numbers about 4,000 in 43 different states.
I frequently get
asked about, yeah, but who are the members?
I'm sort of interested in what's happened in the last 60 days.
I thought
it would be well to find out who is staying in touch with us and who is taking
our material.
In the last 60 days, I've had 65 inquiries from women and 45
inquiries from men.
It's a change in the pattern that I've seen since I got
involved in this 18, 19 years ago.
It used to be considered a topic primarily
of men; now, I think it is very much a topic for divorcing women in their
twenties and early thirties. And all of these women who have gotten in touch
with me in the last 60 days have fallen into that age group. They're interested
in working and staying working and they seem to be interested in working out a
custody arrangement.
However, I will try to speed along a few items. First on the topic of
primary caretaker. A clinical psychologist of my acquaintance thought she'd
test the phrase in a very academic way. Primary caretaker. She, incidentally,
got her Ph.D. degree based on a study of custody arrangements as a function of
mental health for children.
She has three children of her own which were raised
in absolutely scrupulously equal joint physical custody for over 12 years. So
she decided to ask them, without innuendo, individually, who is your primary
caretaker? Where is your principal household? And they both reacted with a
"Huh?" and then a sort of skeptical, What do you mean, are you encouraging us to
say something negative about our father? And they went on to elaborate that as
far as
were concerned, both parents were equal, as were their households.
(end of tape)
--that the use of the term, primary caretaker, tends to be an attempt
either to start the war fare again, by upstaging one parent or the other, or to
try to give a lesson to a child that one parent is more important than the
other.
and that's why I'm very interested in looking at custody arrangements
from the standpoint of their effect upon children.
Children receive their impression of the adult justice system by what
happens in the divorce court.
Innately, children are powerless and know they
are in an adult world, and their way to counter is what they consider equality.
If you've ever seen them when they settle a dispute by reciting one potato, two
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one way or the other,

most custodial fathers are not currently married and have not experienced the
burning deprivation of a mate in such intensity as to urge them toward new
liaisons prematurely. However, if married households are important, the
percentage of custodial fathers who have remarried is substantially higher, 41
percent, than the percentage of custodial mothers who have done so, which is 23
percent.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Mr. Cook, accepting everything that you say as being 100
percent factually true, what kind of recommendation do you have?
MR. COOK:

My recommendation would not be to emphasize primary caretaker.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Well, that's what it would not be.

What would it be?

MR. COOK:
If you're going to go ahead with it, there is one thing that
would necessarily have to go with the concept.
It's a concept which is already
established in public policy and that I think will be clamored for if you pursue
a primary caretaker, and that's that affirmative action would have to go along
with it. There would be a great clamor that there would be as equal number of
single fathers decreed as single mothers decreed.
Personally, I consider that
equality only for the sexes, not for the child.
I think equality for the child
is to declare a child has equal access and time with both parents, but I see it
in the wind, if we're going to pursue-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Is that whether the child wants it or not?

MR. COOK:
From what I understand from the studies and asking children,
most would really like to maintain contact with both parents. What we do know-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

My question was, whether the child wants to or not?

MR. COOK: Well, you know, this is one of the states that is now not asking
the children what they want; and by the way, I think that is a good policy.
It's a policy that is only maintained in a few handful of states nation-wide
now.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Well, I don't see any reason for not asking the child
what they want and I don't know that you'd give them what they want; but I don't
see any reason for not asking them what they want.
MR. COOK:
I think it places too much an impression of power in the hands
of the child and gives them a guilt trip for the rest of their life that they
selected one parent over the other.
I think a child has got to be assured-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
I think it takes a certain amount of imagination to
imagine that that's the way children react. Children react as children. I can
only remember vaguely being one at one time, and I'll be-MR. COOK:
moment.

It is true that children have reactions of opportunism of the

CHAIRMAN GREENE: All I know is that my mother, when she got mad at me,
she'd say, you just wait 'till your father comes home. And what she didn't know
was that I was more scared of her than I was of him.
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(laughter)
MR. COOK:

I understand.

What I see, unfortunately, is, well-- One of the three main causes of
divorce is dominance or an assertion of self-autonomy, either seeking more
dominance or trying to slip out from under the dominance, seeking expression of
more self-autonomy, or speaking out, slipping out from under.
I regret to say
that the primary caretaker concept, I think, builds upon the search, again, for
dominance, the very thing that caused the divorce in the first place, but in the
post-divorce life.
I think that legislators have got to be forewarned not to allow the
Legislature to become another forum for people circumventing the judiciary to
continue their divorce fight later on in a public arena; particularly since the
judge is the only who really sees both parties simultaneously, at the same time
and can weigh this thing. I do think you've got to guard against the Legislature
being used to circumvent the judges' judgment of these parents before them at
the time.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Mr. Cook, all I know is that conservative Republicans
never saw anything good come out of a liberal Democrat and a liberal Democrat
never saw anything come out good from a conservative Republican; and in any kind
of conflict, nobody ever lost a case in court because they were wrong, it was
because the judge didn't understand or the other side had a good lawyer and you
have a dumb one, or something like that.
But never because you were wrong. So
that all I'm saying to you in the end is it doesn't matter what the Legislature
does, there'll be large numbers of people who won't like it.
MR. COOK: Well, I tell you, I'm glad you stated it that way and
particularly questioning whether a judge would be pleasing, because to me, the
interesting thing is that at the present time, despite the enormous volume of
divorce cases going through the courts in California, only 5 percent of them
wind up being litigated. Most are being decided on their own.
In fact, 66
percent or two-thirds of the parents going into the system, from the time they
file in antagonism to each other 'till the time the decree is issued, 66 percent
of them are deciding on joint custody on their own. Overwhelmingly, the people
who have come in touch with me are trying to find a way to establish it because
they know how scary the litigation system is.
And by the way, of the 5 percent who wind up in litigation, only half of
those are concerned with custody issues.
They're handling financial and
property issues.
Let me wind up by just saying some of the advantages we've seen about what
is happening from a public policy point of view.
I've already mentioned the
voluntary adoption by most parents of joint custody and I would hate to see us
develop law based on the basis of the few most recalcitrant parents.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But there we are.
Now we talk about the most
recalcitrant parents. And the question is, what happens then? If you're going
to talk about joint custody in the most recalcitrant --The two people are going
to be fighting all the time about anything and every thing, you put her or him
in the wrong clothes, you're sending him to the wrong school, you're doing the
wrong thing, endlessly. What do you do there?
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MR. COOK: Well, I'll tell you.
I'm interested in your mention several
times about Sacramento. This is an example of what happens to them over the
long haul. This was the first case of joint custody decreed in California upon
the advent of the new law in 1980. The mother had filed for divorce, two
children, adamant to do so. Lo and behold, much to her surprise, the Sacramento
court, in fact, did decree joint custody. And she said at the time, if I'd
known it was going to come out joint custody, I would never have divorced,
because I was really interested in having full control of the boys. Well, the
divorce went through, and nine months ago-- By the way, she remarried someone
else. Nine months ago, she evidently had a terminal case of cancer and it was
moving very fast.
She got back in touch with the father of the boys and said,
in reality, you were right, it was a good idea. And to back up what she was
thinking, although she was married to someone else, she put her property and
funds in trust for her former husband to administer on behalf of the boys of
joint custody.
I think some of these cases we have to see almost a life history develop
because they go on to reality-CHAIRMAN GREENE: No, what I see here is a unique set of circumstances that
require a unique solution and she gave it to him.
She said, this is the boys'
father, I am the boys' mother, I'm about to depart this world. Okay, it's a
good thing there was joint custody.
I will turn them back to you, I can no
longer handle them.
Yeah, fine.
MR. COOK:
their own.

By the way, they've now reached their majority.

They're on

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
She did what I would have thought she would have done.
would expect that that is as close to ideal as you can get under those
circumstances.
But I don't know what that tells us as to what should be the
usual and customary decision in such matters.

I

MR. COOK: Well, I think the idea of basing it on the best interests of the
child is still a good idea-- And it helps get-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But you don't seem at the same time to want to do that.
You're talking about joint custody as being the answer, rather than the best
interest of the child.
You have said you have determined that joint custody is
the interest of the child.
I have made no such determination, I would suggest
to you that every single possibility is a best possibility for some kid and some
family relationship, and may be the worst in all other cases.
MR. COOK: Well, you must remember that the California law states and
restates, if I'm not mistaken, somewhere between five and seven times that all
these decisions are predicated on what's in the best interests of the child.
What that has attempted to do, and it's done for some observing parents, is
they're no longer really fighting about whether the side is fit or not, because
that's out, and trying to eliminate them for fault, if they're going to be
proven worthy for custody, they've got to show that they know and recognize the
13 things that amount to best interest as they have come out of various
appellate cases.
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So, what I've seen is a drive from parents to accuse the other side to
understand that they better understand what best interest is all about or
they're liable to lose out altogether.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

We thank you, sir, for your testimony here today.

We have a little time left if there's some individuals in the audience who
wish to make commentary. Let's start with Linda Rosner. Linda?
MS. LINDA ROSNER:
Thank you, Senator.
I'm very grateful that I can speak
with you today.
I gave your staff copies of an explanation of EEMA and Dad,
which is a support group that I have for families in custody battles.
I'm the
Director and founder of that group and I'm a Certified Crisis Intervention
Counselor and a trained child advocate, but I'm also a mother who has gone
through a custody battle that will be nine years now in February. One of the
things that I have found, both in my own case and in the case of-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. ROSNER:

I was married seven and a half years, Senator.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
how many children?
MS. ROSNER:

How long were you married?

And the divorce after seven and a half years.

You had

Three children.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Okay.

Go ahead.

MS. ROSNER: One of the things that's been very surprising is that every
single mother who has come through the support group who has lost custody has
been a battered wife.
I believe that these fathers have continued to use the
court system to abuse the mothers and to punish the mothers for getting out of a
violent situation.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. ROSNER:

Can I ask you a question?

Yes, Senator.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Maybe you're not the one to answer it, I don't know.
you said, every one of these women was a battered wife, every one of them.
MS. ROSNER:

But

Every mother who lost custody was a battered wife.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Yes, who lost custody.
Every one who lost custody was a
battered wife. Does this suggest something about that wife as well as about the
husband? Does this suggest that the nature of that personality was such that
she couldn't make a good fight? Was not capable of standing for her own rights?
Or even the rights of her children?
MS. ROSNER:

I don't--

CHAIRMAN GREENE: This is that apparently the husband was in a dominant
role and the wife was in a subversive role-- subversive is the wrong word,
subordinate role.
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(Laughter and comments)
Thank you, thank you, Madam, thank you, Ladies.
But, is there something here?
MS. ROSNER: Well, Senator, what it shows is that the society rewards
people who are aggressive and people who are not aggressive.
For instance, this
friendly parent role-CHAIRMAN GREENE: Well, if you had a choice, other things
which they never were, and you wanted a mother for this child,
a mother who was aggressive or a mother who was submissive for
Forget the father, we don't have one; we've just got a mother,

being equal,
would you prefer
this child.
nothing else.

MS. ROSNER: Senator, I'm not a submissive person.
I'm a very pro-active
person, but my ex-husband was able to out gun me because of his constantly
filing new OSC's as soon as three months after we had gotten a ruling-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Did he get the kids away from you?

MS. ROSNER:
It took him six years and about $180,000, but he did succeed
in doing it.
I spent about $60,000 and am still indebted to the tune of $35,000
and I simply didn't have the wherewithal to continue to fight him. We went
through about 14 judges and commissioners; I was always given custody in spite
of my ex-husband's allegations; and yet, when we came to the last round with
Bernard Kaufman in Department 43 here in Los Angeles, Judge Kaufman appointed an
attorney to represent the children; and all of a sudden, the entire history of
the case was disregarded, domestic violence was disregarded, child molestation
was disregarded, constant denigration of the mother by the father was
disregarded, and now I don't have any parental rights.
I don't have the money
to fight this; every attorney that I've gone to about an appeal was a minimum
$10,000 retainer, which is completely out of the question.
I made $17,000 last
year, and this is the case not only with myself but with many parents who get
involved in the court system.
My children and I have gone through four psychological evaluations, I think
this is an abuse.
I believe that the discretion the judges have is much too
broad and when they appoint experts, many times they abdicate their role as
trier and finder of fact.
In my case, there was a denial of due process. This
particular judge, Kaufman, has had no evidentiary hearing going on three years
now, and yet, without an evidentiary hearing, gave sole custody to my
ex-husband, who has threatened to kill judges and it's in the court record in
the form of terrorist letters, Hugh Mcisaac mentioned terrorist letters where a
custody evaluator is required to write a warning letter to someone whose life
has been threatened by a litigant. There are four such letters in my court file
where my ex-husband threatened to kill Judge David M. Shafter, Judge David Moon
in San Diego County, my mother and myself, and yet this man has custody of my
children.
I'm very concerned about the denial of due process, this broad judicial
discretion that's given to the judges.
I'm concerned about the tremendous
amounts of money that have to go into fighting a custody battle.
I was the sole
care giver for these children when we were married, my husband was much too busy
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furthering his education and his career and really had very little time for the
children or for me for that matter; and then all of a sudden, after I left him,
wanted sole custody of the children.
I'm concerned also about this friendly parent rule.
It's not true that the
court shines upon the friendly parent; actually, the court seems to perceive the
friendly cooperative parent as weak and seems to tend to give custody to the
parent who is more aggressive.
I would suggest that the primary care giver be considered.
I think that it
would reduce the amount of fighting in the courts. From what I've seen, the
joint custody has increased parental custody battles.
I think that there needs
to be a clear signal that the court will not allow itself to be used as a weapon
of one parent against another parent. And that the court should be very careful
how often and how much they subject the children and the parents to constant
evaluations by custody evaluators, by psychologists.
I think that the abuse
continues in the court.
I thank you for taking time to listen to me.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Charles Lombardo?

MR. CHARLES LOMBARDO: My name's Charlie Lombardo.
and I'm a father of two boys.

I'm a private citizen

First of all, I wish I had the five or six hours of time, instead of 20
minutes, if you will, for an opposing point of view.
Four hours, I guess.
What I've heard all day, it reminds me of the separate but equal doctrine
that was tried 20, 30 years ago; whereas, if you're a father and I'm using the
case of being a father, it's all right to be-- You can be a parent, you can
have visitation that is predictable, but whatever the mother wants to do, that's
fine.
If she's the primary caretaker.
In my situation, the day we filed for divorce, my ex-wife--this was in
1986, wanted to move to Michigan. We had lived in California, we met in
California, we had our children here, we were married almost five years, and if
the judge had told her, you can go to Michigan, that would have been it. And
what is my rights to being a parent?
I read the suggestions here for the proposed primary care taker concept.
What determines the primary care taker? In reading this, you're going to have
to have the state monitor--put closed circuit TV and recording devices in homes
to determine who fulfills these roles.
You'll have more litigation, in my
opinion, from this concept than you currently have today.
Who feeds or prepares the meals?

Who's going to determine that?

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Sir, apparently in the State of West Virginia, they do
have such law and I don't think they have closed circuit television in each
room.
MR. LOMBARDO: The State of West Virginia is not California. You have
about 26 lawyers for every 10,000 people here.
I guarantee that in the State of
West Virginia you have maybe one for a hundred something.
It is a cottage
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industry-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

I don't know how that will change what the law is.

MR. LOMBARDO: Well, what I'm saying is, who is to determine that that is
the criteria? I mean, how are you going to prove-CHAIRMAN GREENE: The same people who are going to determine anything under
any other set of conditions that we establish. How are you going to prove
whatever it is right now? The same way. How do we determine who's a good
parent and a bad parent? By putting TV cameras in the rooms or what?
MR. LOMBARDO: What I've heard all day is that-- I've heard nothing about
what's in the best interests of the child or children. Or very little. I have
heard what's in the best interests of the mother. And not-CHAIRMAN GREENE;
of the father. Okay?

And now we're going to hear what's in the best interests
It's all right.

MR. LOMBARDO:
I have two children, I am not-- I have been involved with
my children's lives, I have joint custody and I have had to fight for that.
I
thought about bringing my children down today, just to show you, this is joint
custody. They're normal kids or as normal as can be expected and that is what's
in the best interests of the children.
Ms. Kuehl said this morning something about women are at a disadvantage
because they are emotionally weaker.
I reject that.
I mean, Tuesday night the
elections, I think it was Boxer and Feinstein that won and not Hershensohn and
Seymour.
It is-- This is-- My opinion-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

We gave them custody of the state.

--of the state, there you go.

(laughter)
That's fine.

That is fine.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Joint custody.

(laughter)
MR. LOMBARDO:

Joint custody, there you go.

But, it is not a--

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Look, let's face it, this is a highly emotional issue;
and the mothers will see the world as mothers see the world; and fathers will
see the world as fathers see the world. And people like me will wind up being
cursed out by both sides when we try to figure out what in the hell we should
do.
MR. LOMBARDO:
I talked to a gentlemen by the name of Dr. Donald Smith,
who's done 10,000 custody evaluations over the years. And I would ask that the
'staff contact him to get his opinion. And this was just someone I-- Something
didn't make sense to me when I heard about the role of the primary care taker.
The concept just defied logic from my point of view.
I do not wish my children
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not to be involved with their mother any more than I want them to be not
involved with me.
If you did not-- My father died when I was seven years old-CHAIRMAN GREENE: The point there is, that if you and your former wife can
reach agreement, fine, to hell with the law-MR. LOMBARDO:

We did not reach agreement.

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Just a moment.
I'm talking about in the handling of
young, the handling of your kids. Then the hell with the law, if you can work
that out between you, that's the greatest thing of all. We don't need words on
pieces of paper, we don't need lawyers, we don't need courtrooms, we don't need
judges, we don't need legislators to tell people how to handle their affairs, so
long as they can reach some kind of agreement. We only all exist when you
don't. That's when we all come into play, is when you don't agree.
Now here we are hearing from two sides, in a general sense, two sides as to
what their views are, both sides talking about what is the maximum benefit of
the child. Now, my child is her 40's at this time, so I'm not a player in this
kind of activity in an emotional direct sense, but somehow or other, there will
have to be those of us in the Legislature who will again have to reach
agreement. And some of us will be people with young children, and some of us
will have been divorced, and some of us will be old codgers like myself, trying
to figure out what to do. Chances are, we're not all that smart, but it does
seem to me that if you are talking about what is the benefit of the child, that
requires that you subordinate to some degree what is the desire of the parent.
MR. LOMBARDO:

You are--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

If you--

It's your child, you know, and we have to subordinate--

MR. LOMBARDO:
If I wanted to subordinate to my ex-wife and let her move to
Michigan, what-- I can see my children-- How often can you have two children
flown from Michigan to California? At what, $2,000 a month?
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

You can't.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

But the question is--

Should I be denied my rights as a parent?

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

You can't.

Possibly.

Possibly.

I don't--

Then--

CHAIRMAN GREENE: Possibly.
I don't know.
I don't know how good a parent
you are. Are you an abusive parent? Are you an abusive father?
MR. LOMBARDO:

Never.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
If so, I say, yeah, let her go.
keep the hell away from her, if that's the case.
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Let her go.

And you

MR. LOMBARDO:

But you're talking in extreme situations.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

You're talking very extreme situations.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:
broad--

Of course I am.

Of course I am.

If you are a good parent, and being that good being a very

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Now we have that same camera following you around to find
out whether you're a good parent or not.
MR. LOMBARDO:
But if there's no suggestion, evidence or whatever of any
abuse, either spousal, child abuse, you're a parent. Why should divorced people
have any less rights than married people? In raising their children? And
that's what you're advocating here.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
Because the married people, whether they like it or not,
they have come to some kind of an agreement. One of the two of them might not
like the agreement that they came to, but they're together and there they are.
MR. LOMBARDO:

But most of marriages--

CHAIRMAN GREENE: When the kid comes to you and says, is it all right if I
do so and so? And you think about that and you say, wait a minute, did he talk
to his mother first? And I'm supposed to-- What does your mother say? And
your mother said, well, go speak to your father.
All right, you have those little things that come up all the time.
know for sure is that I don't begin to know the answers.

All I

MR. LOMBARDO:
But don't you, as a parent, whether you're married or not
married, have a right to have a say in your child's life?
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But you see, once again, you're talking about the rights
of the parents as opposed to the rights of the child.
MR. LOMBARDO:

But most marriages end up in divorce.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

I beg your pardon?

Most marriages end up, over 50 percent, end up in divorce.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
You know, I met my wife when she was 17 and lost her to
cancer when she was 71. We had a pretty good run -- and a child.

MR. LOMBARDO:

You're an exception to the rule.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

I don't think so.

I hope not.

I would ask, how many women in this room are divorced?
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CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Hey, the very fact that they're in this room--

(laughter)
MR. LOMBARDO:

Correct me if I'm--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

I don't accept that one.

(laughter)
MR. LOMBARDO: My father died when I was seven years old. My youngest son
is seven. And I know what it's like not to have a father.
Being divorced is
one thing, not having them, there's always a possibility of getting back
together, or seeing them when you're divorced. When they're gone, they're gone.
And that's where I don't think things are being-- A parent's rights aren't
being taken into consideration. The '50's and-- This is the '90's. That
happens. The divorces happen that you're not married.
I mean, there's a
problem right there to begin with. The marriage did not work out. So we're
going to compound the problem? And I would say, you don't-- Everyone talked
about studies, they were very small statistical-(end of tape)
--care taker concept based on something that I'm not familiar with what the
writing is in West Virginia. But from the criteria I see established in there,
you're going to end up with more litigation. And I think you'll also end up
with litigation that will go around the family court system-- And I'm not a
lawyer-- I think what will-- I think you'll just proliferate the litigation
because people start using civil suits versus the family courts to correct the
inequalities that exist in the family courts today.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

No.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MR. LOMBARDO:

Anything else?

Thank you, sir.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Stanley Greene?

MR. STANLEY GREENE: Good afternoon.
I appreciate the opportunity to speak
here. When I read about this meeting, I called Senator Greene's office and said
I'd like to offer the perspective of a male primary care giver.
I was very
moved by the testimony of Ms. Rosner.
It parallels my experience greatly; the
primary difference being she's female and I'm male. For example, what Christine
Littleton said earlier about the court not taking adequate concern for the
career aspirations of the primary care giver in divorce was exactly my
experience.
In the phase of our divorce trial, I was the primary care giver; we were
married eight years; after four or five years of parenting where I stayed home
and took care of the kids while my wife built up the business we had purchased.
At her request, we agreed to purchase this business for her. My wife filed for
divorce, cut me off from all of our financial assets; 27 months later, I still
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do not have access to any of our community financial assets which were in the
six-figure range.
I've been driven into the ground; I'm having to represent
myself pro per now in the multiple actions that she continues to file against
me; and what Ms. Littleton said is exactly right.
In the hearing that was solely on economic issues and property division,
months before we had any evidence at all on custody, during a period of joint
physical and joint legal custody, Commissioner Milton Most asked me, what are
your career plans? I said, "Your Honor, since before the divorce began, I have
been taking courses and building a network of clients in order to rebuild my
engineering career so that I can use computers, modems and FAX machines to work
from the home in a consulting practice so that I can continue to be involved in
the lives of my two small children."
Commissioner Most turned to me and sternly said to me, "Young man, you need
to go out and get a regular job and fulfill a more traditional father role.
Your children will respect you more and you will be living nearby and have
continuing and frequent contact."
And completely unsurprising to me, five months later, even though later he
praised the evaluator whose report recommended joint custody, he awarded my
ex-wife sole physical and sole legal custody.
I have to say something on behalf of June Dunbar. She's a member of the
Los Angeles County Commission on Women. She got the Commission to write a
letter on my behalf, to the presiding judge in Long Beach, protesting this
gender-bias treatment of me.
But just between you and me, I'm not-- Yes, there
was gender bias.
I won't deny that, but a lot of it was the bias that we have
against children. Our society undervalues children. And those who care for
children, who in our society are mostly, but I would like to say, not entirely
women, those who care for children, are undervalued also. And that was the
central problem. This judge was very upset at seeing a white male with a
master's degree, not bringing home a maximum amount of brontosaurus burgers.
(laughter)
So, I was deprived of my rights and my children were deprived of the
parenting to which they were accustomed because of my estrogen deficiency. My
daughter, who is three, asked me, when I was thrown out of the house, a few days
before I had to move out for the last time, I spoke with each of my children
individually.
I wanted them to know that I was not rejecting and abandoning
them.
I said to my young daughter, I said, "Lydia, do you think I'm leaving
because I want to." She said, "No, Daddy, I know you don't want to leave, but
why are you leaving?" And I said, "Because the judge says I have to." And she
said, "Daddy, let's go in the kitchen and bake a gingerbread judge and have him
say that I can stay with you."
Unfortunately, we don't have gingerbread judges available; and
unfortunately, as Senator Greene has pointed out and Ms. Littleton, I believe,
has mentioned, it's the person who controls the most resources who can win.
And, in fact, the person who is most aggressive wins.
In my case, in fact,
there was substantial documentation of domestic violence; but, again, most
people in our society, including this particular commissioner, believe the
victims of domestic violence come in only one gender; and because of that bias
and because of the bias against children, my children,-- In fact, just last
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week, my daughter clung to me for ten minutes when I returned her to her
mother's home, saying, "Daddy, I want to stay with you, Daddy, I want to say
with you," and the courts don't take that into consideration.
Senator Greene, I think you pointed it out very well, saying that
regardless of the laws that people pass, it's what the judges decide to do that
flies. And I wish I had a solution to that, but I don't. All I know is that
the present system does not look after the best interests of the children; it's
been pointed out in earlier testimony; it rewards the most aggressive parent
who, for various social reasons, may often be male in our society, but I am here
as testimony, saying that it's not always male, and frankly, I am uncomfortable
with those who, when they're dealing with feminism in one front, want inclusive
language, but when they're dealing with custody and domestic violence, are
always using non-inclusive language, just because the statistics support that.
I'm one of the people on the other side of the statistics and it happens to
those of us who are male as well.
Thank you for your attention.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you, sir.

Dena Hayward?

MS. DENA HAYWARD: Hello, my name's Dena Haywood. And just to give you a
brief background, I was marred in 1985, divorced in 1988.
I have a seven and a
half-year-old little boy from that marriage, that I have had primary physical
custody and joint legal custody for the last four-plus years.
I remarried in November of 1992, a United States Air Force officer, who was
stationed at Norton Air Force Base. Everybody was notified; I'm sure everybody
knows Norton Air Force Base was one of those that is scheduled to close within
the next two years. My husband just received orders earlier this year to be
transferred, permanent change of station, to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
Dayton, Ohio.
At that time, there was no order keeping me from leaving the state with my
son, with my original divorce decree. We went back to court, to my knowledge,
just to arrange a modification of visitation. My ex-husband, through all the
talks we had for six months up until then, was completely agreeable with my son
moving with us.
Then, at the eleventh hour, he filed a sole custody suit
against me. We have been in and out of court eight times since June. We go
back again next week, excuse me, tomorrow, and we go back again, starting in
January, on January 21.
Right now, we are-- I believe that the law, as it states, is very
difficult for anybody who's going to have to move or remarry. During the trial
which we had in October, excuse, in August, there was a two-day trial. My
ex-husband never had to take the stand during that time.
His character was not
in question. At that time, the judge decided to try an experiment, to use his
words.
For six weeks, my son was ordered to move in with his father, and
custody was taken away from me.
I was not allowed to have any physical contact
with my son whatsoever during that six weeks and I was not allow~d to call him
more than three times a week by phone.
The judge labeled me at that time as being controlling, due to the fact
that the previous year, last year, I requested information from my husband
regarding where they will be and a telephone number I can reach them at while
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they're on vacation, during Christmas in Toronto, Canada, and also because I had
enrolled my son in a public school where I resided and my son was living with
me. The judge then also reprimanded me and told me it was time to cut the apron
strings. The judge also boldly stated that he couldn't order me to leave the
state, but then looked at my husband and said to him, but I want you to pack her
things and take her with you to Ohio, because if you leave her here, I won't
allow her to see her son anyway, and it will bring on my experiment.
There was a court-appointed attorney for my son who was supposed to make
frequent visits to my son during the six-week experiment. He saw my son for one
30-minute period, on the fourth week. There was also a court-appointed
psychologist who was supposed to give an evaluation. She met with my son twice.
When we came back to court after the six weeks was over, the psychologist's
report stated that it would be in my child's best interest to be allowed to
reside with me and have visitation with the father. The judge said that because
of the McGinnis case, he felt his hands were tied and ordered me to choose
between my husband and my son. The judge also told me that I should have
realized, and this is on the record, which is on videotape and I have copies of,
the judge also told me that I should have realized when I got divorced I lost
some of my rights.
Since that time, that last court date on October 6, when the judge ordered
me to choose, my ex-husband has informed me that there are certain conditions
that he may allow me to take my son to Ohio with me after all. Last week, while
in court, he approached the court-appointed attorney, who's supposed to be
looking after the best welfare of my son, this court-appointed attorney then
approached me and my attorney with a proposal from my ex-husband, which was, I
pay my ex-husband $10,000 and I can take my son to Ohio. The court-appointed
attorney then told me, "If I could buy my children, I would. I think you should
do it."
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. HAYWARD:

Question.

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
former husband?

Child support.

You're getting child support from your

MS. HAYWARD: I was up until August of this year. And the judge ordered
that the original order-- Well, the way he said it is, we're going to go like
it never existed and until this is settled, there will be no child support paid.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
with your ex?

All right, but then where are the children, with you or

MS. HAYWARD: After the six-week experiment, my son's been with me for the
last--over a month now.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: But does that $10,000 represent the amount of money that
your former husband would have paid you while you were in Ohio.
MS. HAYWARD:

No.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Those were for his troubles and his experiences.
Um-hum.
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MS. HAYWARD:

I have to let you know, my ex- --

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
I would have asked him to put that in writing and then I
would have taken that into court.
MS. HAYWARD: We did go into court with that as well as with the fact that
my ex-husband informed me two weeks ago that he had put a contract out on my
life. At this point, the judge stated that he would re-open the case in January
and if he believed-CHAIRMAN GREENE: Well, of course, your husband is going to deny that, so I
don't know what you're going to do with that.
MS. HAYWARD:
Yes, I'm sure he would, but, at the same time, I've already
taken a polygraph test. And my-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. HAYWARD:

Yes, I have.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
the courtroom.
MS. HAYWARD:

You've taken a polygraph test covering that point.

But, unfortunately, they may not allow you to use that in

That may be true.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Yes.

MS. HAYWARD: My ex-husband does have a violent history and going into
court with this new situation with moving because I've remarried and so forth, I
also have to state that I was laid off from my job, which I worked at Rockwell
International, in January of this year.
I am unemployed, have not been able to
find employment, I do not have a place to live now, all of our stuff due to the
judge's insistence was sent to Ohio with my husband.
Now the judge stated, he
couldn't, in his heart, tear apart a family and that he is why he wanted my son
to stay here.
I feel very strongly he has torn apart a family, I am here, my
husband's 2,600 miles away.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. HAYWARD:

Thank you.

And the worst part is, my son does not want to be here.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

He does not want to be here.

MS. HAYWARD:
He does not want to be here, has told everybody, the
court-appointed psychologist, the court-appointed attorney, the judge will not
speak to him.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. HAYWARD:

Seven and a half.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. HAYWARD:

How old is your son?

Seven and a half.

And my son keeps asking me, why doesn't anybody care what he
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wants?
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. HAYWARD:

Because he's seven and a half.

I know and it's a real shame.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Well, all right.

Thank you.

Lori Karny?

MS. LORI KARNY: Hello, thank you very much for allowing me to speak. My
name is Lori Karny and I'm a clinical social worker.
I'm the Director of Women
Helping Women Services, which is sponsored by the National Council of Jewish
Women.
I'm here today in a sense to describe a little bit about the women who
call us, the perhaps 600 women a month, who call us, very often with issues
related to child support, custody issues, modification of their orders, and they
are completely distraught, they are upset, they are often without resources,
their unemployment has run out, the child support hasn't been coming through.
There are a myriad of overlapping and related-CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Is there any equivalent organization for men?

MS. KARNY: We do receive calls from men, frequently.
I don't know that
there is a Men Helping Men, no.
I'm not aware of it, but we do help men.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
problems?

Are the calls that you get from men similar as to the

MS. KARNY:
In some senses, yes. There are fewer, I would say, regarding
custody issues, and regarding-- There are many regarding divorce, but our calls
are primarily-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
issues.

The issues of divorce for men, rather than the children

MS. KARNY: We do help men with the same issues, but they're less
frequently related to children's needs.
I did have someone who was going to
accompany me today to speak and was unable to because she couldn't take time off
from work; and I did get a statement from her which I would like to present in
brief and then perhaps mail to you later.
Essentially the calls that come in to our talk line are related to
financial hardship, to emotional stress, to career and job-search problems,
legal issues, relationships with families, including ex-spouses, fathers of the
children, and other family members.
It's not necessarily in that order.
Our service is related to providing emotional support, telephone
counseling, support groups, career and job search workshops, educational
workshops, and we also provide some paralegal services with relation to family
law.
The women who call us are from all geographic locations in Los Angeles,
and they reflect a very diverse ethnic, cultural and socioeconomic background.
The woman, Ms. Wanda Elijah, who was to accompany me today, was 31 years
old, with two children in 1985 when she was divorced.
She says, I was ignorant,
he was making $26,000 a year, we owned a home, a car.
I was talked out of
alimony, I received $100 once.
I couldn't afford to make the $600 payments on
the mortgage and so I had to sell the house. All of a sudden, we lost
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three-fourths of our family income.
Well, now, this is--she's now 37, so this is seven years later, her
15-year-old is 6 foot 5, and is an athlete, and she now makes "too much money."
She makes $21,000 a year as an admissions clerk at a hospital. That's not
enough money to qualify for assistance programs. For any type of assistance,
she has to take time off from work to try to get food from a food bank, forget
welfare or Medi-Cal, there's no way.
She called our talk line because she was looking for assistance in
collecting more child support. She had, for only three of the years that she
was separated from her husband, collected any child support. That was $300 for
the three years that she collected. Three hundred dollars a month. She was
recently told that if she had five kids instead of two that she would be
eligible for increased assistance.
She said, "Banks, they don't even look at you if you don't have a second
income or they mean, if you don't have a husband. She's very proud of her
accomplishments and she's very proud of what she's done.
She says, "I've had to
do everything by myself and it hasn't been easy."
It was only three years ago that she was able to sue for wage attachments
to receive child support payments, and she has recently learned through, I
guess, an unconventional network of information, that her husband remarried.
So
she was able to sue again for increased child support and it seems that the
court will agree that the child support should be $620.
He's tried to conceal
that he's married and he's also tried to conceal that his second wife has an
income in order to reduce these child support payments. He has not been
involved in parenting in this family, although she frequently tried to get him
to take an interest in the boys. She said, "I worried about them getting
involved with gangs, with drugs; that's been my main concern."
"But we manage" is how she puts it.
"We cut coupons together, I try to
find the right things for them, the right place to live, we don't live in unsafe
areas, and I've had to sacrifice a lot."
I asked her about her educational plans and what she intended to do, should
she have a chance to pursue her own dreams.
She said, "Well, of course, I've
been wanting to go back to school for a long time.
But I don't see how I can
right now." In other words, she is making those sacrifices, and she's making
them on a daily basis.
There isn't a real answer or a real question in this, it's just sort of a
portrait, I think, of some of the stories, some of the women who call us for
help. She didn't really even think that she could afford to go back to court
and ask for increased child support. She didn't think she could afford that,
and we were able to help her with that request.
But, in addition, when I spoke
time from work, she said, I have no
she couldn't risk losing her job to
individual, as a mother, and I wish
story.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.
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to her today and she was afraid to take off
food in my refrigerator. That's really why
come here.
I really respect her as an
she could have been here to tell you her own

MS. KARNY:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

Mary Lund?

MS. MARY LUND:
I recognize that this is the end of the day.
I'll try to
keep this brief. My name is Mary Lund.
I'm a clinical psychologist, I have a
Ph.D. in clinical psychology from UCLA and I'm an assistant clinical professor
in psychiatry there.
I am also a member of the psychiatric panel of the L.A.
Superior Court. So I am one of those psychologists and psychiatrists in Los
Angeles who are called upon to do evaluations when there are significant
psychiatric issues in custody disputes.
I strongly believe that the presumption of the best interests of the child
in the system of mediation in Los Angeles County results in the best
arrangements for children after divorce in the vast majority of cases.
Now there are families in which power abuses occur, and I think that we've
heard about those families, especially at the end of the day, today; but those
who have resources and who litigate frequently, I believe, catch the most
attention in the Legislature, and certainly get the most attention in the
courts.
I want to again draw attention today to a vast group of families where the
bigger problem is lack of contact with one parent.
It's usually the father.
I
did research on divorce in Britain when I was a post-doctoral fellow in child
development in social and political sciences.
Incidentally, in Britain, they
look at California all the time as leading the way.
I was constantly trying to
explain what was going on in California to the people who I was working with in
Britain.
At that time, which was 1981 through 1984, there was no widely available
mediation services in Britain. Now, there were pilot projects, and, indeed, I
got my first training in mediation in Britain; but at the time, there was also a
30 to 50 percent drop-out rate of contact between fathers and children.
In my study, which was small and probably less representative than the
better studies that Janet Johnston has talked about today, I divided my families
into three groups.
I called them harmonious co-parent families, in which the
parents were more or less getting along, and I thought were fairly
representative of that kind of group.
I had another group I called conflicted
co-parent families, and those families had ended up in court many times and
there had been domestic violence in some of those families.
I had a group that
I called absent father families.
In the harmonious co-parent families, those children were better adjusted
on the measures that I used than the national average for children in Britain.
I thought that was a wonderful result.
It showed that divorce itself doesn't
have to damage children forever.
In the conflicted co-parent families, those children were less well
adjusted and in particular, they had more signs of aggressions.
But the least well-adjusted group were the absent father families.
Now,
there are some things that have to do with absent fathers that also may have to
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do with being in a lower socioeconomic group, but in my clinical interviews of
those children, those children thought that one of the reasons that they were
not seeing their father was because they were unloveable.
Children take
parental absence as a sign of their low self-worth.
I think whatever we do,
whatever legislation we pursue in California has got to be aimed at keeping both
parents involved.
When I interviewed-- I tracked down as many of those absent fathers as I
could-- When I interviewed them, what I heard from them was what I call the
clean-break theory.
Better for them just not to see me any more.
It's too
painful for them.
I say that it is the parent's pain that is too hard to bear,
because they have the grief of separation and then when they go and start
visiting, they re-experience that grief all over again, because they have to say
good-bye to those children.
In my experience, mediation is the best solution to that problem.
If you
can get those fathers in there early and help them learn that they are important
parents, then they will stick it for the term.
This is my belief, I would like to have research to back it up myself; the
only thing I can point to is a study in Virginia by Bob Emory in which he
compared litigated and mediated divorces.
A startling finding to me was that when he tried to do his follow-up study,
he could not find many of the fathers in the litigated group. That means they
had departed.
The fathers in the mediation group had stuck around.
I think
that's a very important finding about mediation is it helps to keep those
fathers involved.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. LUND:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. LUND:

Question.

Devil's advocate.

Go ahead.

You're good at it.

(laughter)
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
The reason that the male left the female was that she was
no good and he just could not tolerate her any longer and he had enough and he
was le~ving-MS. LUND:

In my studies?

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
No.
I am postulating from the devil's advocate point of
view that the reason why the father was not there-- See, let's say I'm such a
father and I'm saying to you the reason why I'm not there is that woman was such
a terrible person I just want nothing to do with her and the court gave her
custody of those kids; there's nothing I can do for them; this is too upsetting;
I can't do anything about it. Suggesting, though, that perhaps the reason that
the kids are not doing so well is the possibility that in some of those cases,
it's the nature of the mother.
MS. LUND:

That could be.

You know, the problem with doing research--
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CHAIRMAN GREENE:

You never know when you've found the bottom line.

MS. LUND: We absolutely can't come up with any group's conclusions.
You
have to look at the families case by case. But I think we can probably look at
what happens when you have one system in place versus another system in place.
I don't have the research on this, but it could be-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
I can grant you-- In other words, I can see, on the one
hand, that if the father has absented himself from the scene totally, that maybe
this is the worst situation for the children. But the question as to why the
father absented himself from the scene is left unknown.
MS. LUND:
I couldn't answer it, except that I wanted to make a point about
the emotional issues involved, at least for the fathers who I interviewed, and I
thought they were giving an excuse; that it was not in the children's best
interest, in my opinion, for them to have no contact with their father.
It had
to do with the father being unable to face his own pain.
CHAIRMAN GREENE: Either that or he's moved on to other fields and lost
interest in that family relationship, including his kids.
MS. LUND:

Perhaps.

And I think that--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
In other words, I'm saying, yes, he could have been a
very bad father. Or she could have been a very bad mother or they were no good
anyway and they should never have any kids in the first place.
MS. LUND:

That's true.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
place.
MS. LUND:

In fact, they shouldn't have gotten married in the first

That's very possible.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
marriage.

There never was a divorce that wasn't preceded by a

(laughter)
MS. LUND:

True.

CHAIRMAN GREENE:
statement?

(laughter)

One hundred percent correlation.

You notice that phrase of wisdom in there?

That great

MS. LUND:
I would just like to say that I believe that we focus in public
settings most often on the high-conflict families.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Yes.

MS. LUND: Those are the ones, incidentally, that I spend the majority of
my time with.
I do therapy with families that have very big problems after
they've been to court and I am called upon to help the judges try to make some
very difficult decisions in those families.
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By the way, on the last two move-away cases I've had, I recommended that it
was in the best interest of the child that they move with their mother. That
won't win me any awards with the fathers here today, but I believe that the
best-interest doctrine or premise can take care of a multitude of problems if
there is a system developed that you can apply it in. So when people in
mediation fail to reach agreement in Los Angeles County, they have got recourse
to an evaluation, either through the Custody Evaluation Services or through the
Psychiatric Panel that I am a member of, and we struggle mightily to look at
them as individual families.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. LUND:

You know, here's another study for you.

Okay.

(end of tape)
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
--judges.
I would like to line up all the females of
each of those categories and see if their opinions match up.
If there's a
sexual bias on the part of the judge, the mediator and upon your part.
MS. LUND:
I'm not sure about that.
I think that there are traditional and
non-traditional biases.
Frankly, I've seen some male judges make more
mother-favorable decisions than I have seen some female judges; because some of
the female-CHAIRMAN GREENE:
MS. LUND:

But that might be a natural bias, too.

That's true, but remember, that a woman--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

I think so much of women, I married one of them.

MS. LUND:
I think that women who serve as evaluators and judges quite
often are women who, when they got--if and when they get divorced, they very
much wanted to keep the men involved, because probably they're going to want
that man to share in the caretaking, by the way.
So, it's possible you're going
to have a more non-traditional bias.
CHAIRMAN GREENE:
But on the other hand, couldn't it be-- We said women.
I'll take the woman first.
Could it be that you, as a woman, for example,
looking at another woman having these problems, saying, she's such an idiot, if
she'd only done this or thought this way or thought that way. And you lean
toward the man then. Or a man might say, if such--the same thing about another
man. The bias might be transferred across sex lines.
MS. LUND:
And I'm in therapy and I spend the majority amount of my therapy
working on what we call counter-transferance issues about my clients. So, what
is it that that person pulls out in me? And it is a problem. We do have our
own personal biases, but we--I, at least, and I think most of my colleagues, try
to stay in touch with the kind of research that Janet Johnston does, that Bob
Emory does, that Judy Wallerstein does, and we try continuously to refine our
notions of what is in the best interest of the children.
For instance, we know that it's ludicrous to take a baby and have a
one-year-old baby spend one week with the father and one week with the mother.
We don't do that kind of thing, we have some ideas about what kind of
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developmental needs the child has. But, I know that conflict is the worst thing
for children, both from my research, from my personal experience and from
hearing about it from others' research.
I believe that we can take that into
account and when making recommendations about the best interests of the child,
tailor the kinds of schedules and arrangements that we recommend to the judge to
meet those needs.
I've seen abuses of power by both mothers and fathers, for instance.
I'll
give you just two examples and then I'm going to stop.
I had a father who
wanted control over making decisions about child care arrangements to the extent
that I believe that it limited the mother's employment options.
I recommended
to the judge, give that mother sole legal custody; he did; it solved the
problem.
Incidentally, in my two move-aways, the judge did not follow my
recommendations that the mother move away.
But another case in which I believe the mother was abusing power in not
reaching agreement in mediation had to do with her saying that her teen-age
daughter did not want to visit her father. Well, that same mother was keeping
the teen-age daughter home from school. The mother was very depressed and the
teen-age girl was spending time in a companionship role to her mother during the
day.
I recommended that the father get custody in that particular family.
So, I just want to say that it cuts both ways. You have to take when
parents don't reach agreement, you have to be very careful to take the
individual needs of that family into account. There are lots of different
factors; we're not perfect in making recommendations, but we try very hard.
I believe that even in high-conflict families, by the way, children can go
on having a significant relationship with both parents if we have-- And I don't
mean joint custody and I'm not necessarily even talking about frequent contact,
I'm talking about making sure that the child has a relationship with both
parents if we have very specific orders in which the parents do not have too
much opportunity to display their conflict in front of their children.
I'm strongly advocating continued use of the best interests of the child
with the use of mediation, and when mediation does not help reach agreement,
that there is a clear demarcation so that mediation remains confidential and
then, the court is assisted by a mental health professional who can really take
a look at the various factors that do affect the best interests of the child.
Thank you.

I will submit to your committee a copy of my--

CHAIRMAN GREENE:

Thank you.

I appreciate it.

Thank you all.

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you, one and all, for being with us today. We
did not resolve the issues in this session from anybody's standpoint but their
own. But I think we have gotten some useful information that we can use in
evaluating our existing laws and contemplating whatever we might have in mind as
to changes therein.
You know, in Sacramento, we pass laws that attempt to be fair and
impartial; that's our purpose; but we can't always predict what the impact on
individual people's lives will be.
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Child custody will always be an emotional issue for all the parties
involved. Our laws must be broadly written to try to guide the decisions in as
fair a manner as possible. But, there will always be the problem that the
governed human behavior. You can't-- How do you govern human behavior? You
accept it, you try to respond to it, you can't very well govern it.
So we will legislate a standard of reasonable behavior to the extent that
we can in our ultimate majority agree upon and we can only try to do our best in
doing what is best for our children.
Thank you one and all.
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November 3, 1992
Hon. Leroy F. Greene
California Legislature
Room 3082, State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attention:

RE:

Elva Raish

Senate Select Committee on Women in the Workforce
Interim Hearing on Child Custody

Dear Senator Greene:
Mr. Hugh Mcisaac has informed me that you are gathering information on the
subject of mediation and gender bias, and the proposal for a caretaker
presumption. I would very much appreciate inclusion of the attached research
reports in the transcript of the hearing on November 9, 1992.
first research report (Emery, ~atthews & Wyer, 1991) is important because it
has been frequently cited as a source regarding bias against women in mediation.
The research was done in one court and one mediation program in Virginia. The
actual results are considerably more complex. The authors conclude:

The

•

"It is important that (these) difference(s) not be interpreted
simply as meaning that mediation is good for fathers and bad for
mothers."

•

"Mothers were significantly more satisfied than fathers with the
process of dispute resolution, the agreements that were reached, the
effect of the procedures on themselves, and the effect on their
relationship with their former spouse."

•

" ... for most items, fathers who litigated formed an outlying group
with their consistently low ratings, whereas mothers and fathers who
mediated and mothers who litigated were consistently satisfied."

•

"Mothers and fathers who mediated rated themselves near the midpoint
on the item "won what you wanted. Men and women who litigated were
at opposing extremes."

•

''Mediation mothers were slightly more satisfied with the impact of
their court contact on their family members, whereas litigation
mothers were slightly more satisfied with the process and outcome of
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the dispute resolution."
1

"Fathers were consistently and substantially more satisfied \o:i th
mediation than with litigation."

1

"Mothers won approximately 90% of the litigated custody battles."

Why?

And finally,
1

''Quite different findings might have emerged in a different coun,
in a different mediation program or in a state with different
custody laws and legal precedents."

This is far from an indictment of mediation, and suggests that a primary
caretaker presumption (which Virginia has) creates a significant dissatisfaction
in fathers who litigate.

The second report is a survey from the Statewide Office of Family Court Services,
Judicial Council of California. Data were gathered from 51 of 58 counties,
attempting to survey every couple who had an appointment within a two week period
in June of 1991. The researchers were able to obtain a staggering 91% of all the
sessions (1699), of which 79% were mediation sessions. The survey reveals that
an significant number of families had very serious issues to deal with, and that
a very high percentage of clients were satisfied with the services they received.
90% of the parents did not feel rushed; did not feel too intimidated to say what
they felt; did not feel pressured to go along with things they did not want. 90%
felt that mediation was a good way to come up with a parenting plan.
Perhaps most relevant to the concerns of the committee, the initial examination
of gender differences did "not SUI?POrt claims that women are more likely than men
to be dissatisfied with the mediation process or its outcome." Analyses have
continued beyond those reported here: I recommend that the Committee contact Isa
Ricci, Ph.D., Director, or Charlene Depner, Ph.D., Research Coordinator,
Statewide Office of Family Court Services, (415) 396-9153.
The last report compared men and women's responses to mediation in both a
mandatory court setting to men and women's responses to private, voluntary
mediation (Kelly & Duryee, 1991).
Overall, there were very few gender
differences found in the assessment of mediation by the men and women. In those
instances in which there were differences, women tended to be more favorable
about the process than men. Women reoorted significantly greater confidence in
their ability to stand up for themselves. Women were more likely to report that
mediation gave them an opl?ortunity to express their own view, and that mediation
helped them put aside their anger and focus on the children. It appeared that
2
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mediation empowered women by helping them find a voice in the process.
It is not true, however, that inequities do not exist. According to the Judicial
Council report, more than 50% of the mothers seen in mediation in California were
not employed or were below poverty ($740/month), compared to 25% of the men. It
is likely that "the best solutions to eliminate inequities seem to lie outside
of mediation" (Emery, Matthews, & Wyer, 1991), rather than either being the fault
of mediation, or being remedied by mediation.
----It also appears that a small but significant percentage of clients have
complaints about the process (estimated to be around 15% by the Judicial Council
report). We need to know more about who makes up this group, and how we can
better serve them.
It is also important to note that the alternative, litigation, does not promise
better results for women. In Alameda County half of the litigants are not
represented by attorneys.
The Judicial Council estimates that 39% of the
litigants in family law are not represented by attorneys in the State. It does
not make sense that an unrepresented woman would feel more protected in a
courtroom than in a mediation session.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this material.
Very truly yours,

cc:

Family Law Committee, Alameda County
Hon. Sandra Margulies, Alameda County Gender Bias Cornrn. Co-Chairperson
Hon. Barbara Miller, Alameda County Gender Bias Comm. Co-Chairperson
Isa Ricci, Ph.D., Statewide Office of Family Court Services
Charlene Depner, Ph.D., Statewide Office of Family Court Services
Hugh Mcisaac, Los Angeles Family Court Services
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\\'OMEN'S AND MEN'S VIEWS OF
MEDIATION IN VOLUNTARY AND
l\t1ANDATORY M
SETTINGS
Joann.
Mary A.

TM.~

article re;Jorl:l jimli11gs reganling 11!01111!'11 i11 medimicm from 11 combined group ofl84
/>f.'r.iOIU "'ilo ll.'Cteil't?d mctlia1i011 services from 1lle Alameda Co!liii}'Sup<'rior
Sen·ices or 11te Ntmlrern CaUftmlia Mediation Cemer. Tllis emniriral
criticisms of medial/on 11)' some fcmilllst critics

In an essential way,

dirrcrcnccs

connict. Divorce
"wlml we wish we had been" and "what

~I

,1::'-

at the

most divorce

rnnrmnlalion between
became" but involves a

to
00C 's sense or
the tasks or this ll'f't"Orm>n
zalion is the need to examine Ihe
and
orthcsc roles in
conlributions will each now make in raisin!! lhc chih.lrcn? Who will be
gated lo support whom and in what
AI !he same
lhc most hcnled army of
surroundinl! the
mcdinlion process also slcm rrom ..,..,.,,,,._.,.,.,,
women come lo the divorce process
Do men and
women

lhc process

lions mel? Arc there hidden
in lhc process or mediation which result
in unfair outcomes for men or women? I low should socially defined values
about
affect court custody decisions?
The shift in
in the
decndc to resolving separation and
divorce disrmles in mediation rather
has
Authors' Note: Re!lcall.'ll oftlu: first aulluJr II!Os Jimde<l bj• tile San Francisco Fou/lllatioll amt

tire fuml for Researd1 in IJisplllt: Resolutioll. Researcl1 of thl!l second author 11!05 {tmllcd by the
Jmlicial Council of tile Slate ofCalifomia, family Courl Services, all(/ Alameda County Superior
Court. rite Ofli~iom, jimlings, 1111d col!cfusions presellletl lle;ein are tlrose of lilt! authors aml11o1
11ecessarily rluHt ofthe Jrulicial Coum:il. Tire autl10rs aclmmvlcdge the assisltlncc. ofL>•nn Gigy. ·
Corresf'omlmcc should l1e addressed to Joan B. Kelly. 100 Tamed Plaza, Suite 175, Corte
M(ulera, CA 94925 or to Mary A. Duryet, Family Court Strvices, 1221 Oak Street, Oaklancl,
CA 94612.
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hccn accompanied by Vtliccs or optimism, praise, caution, ami criticism.
Despite the increased usc of divorce and custody mediation in court and
private sector settings, empirical rcscmch investigating the effectiveness of
mediation and its outcomes remains limited but growing (Kresse!, Pruitt, &
Associates, 1989). Research comparing custody mediation to custody litigation has produced modest, positive results favoring mediation. In those few
studies using an cxpcrimcnlal or quasi-cxperimenllll design, mediation was
observed lo reduce the need for courl henrings, reduce the lime lo settlement
oft he disputes, ami produce greater salisfaclion among users (Emery & Wyer,
1987; Pearson & Thoennes, 1989). Compared lo the
advcrsarial
divorce proceeding, divorce mediation encompassing all issues or
and custody was found to be less expensive, more satisfactory for
both men and women, and J>roduccd higher levels of cooperation and reduced
connict in lhc first year aflcr
divorce (Kelly, 1989, 1990, 199la, in
Neither !he mediation of
nor
!ilion or all divorce issues were round lo lead lo improved psychological
u~lm~nl among the mJuUs
& Wyer,
Kelly, 1990; Pearson &
1984) or lhc children (Kelly, 199tb).
project or
and
differences when !heir data seemed lo
women felt llu11 they had won more and lost less relative lo the molhcrs in
mediation, while the mediation fathers seemed to report gre:ttcr benefits from
mediation. Some saw this finding as evidence Uml mediation docs not serve
report from I he same
women's needs (11ruch, 19HH). llowcver, n
project, after analyzing the data in grcaler
concluded Umt
the gentler dHrercncc [was)nol a result of lhc women's dissatisfaction with
mediation. Rather, the source or !he gender dirrcrencc lies in the litigation
group. Women were quite satisfied with their
in
whereas
men were very unhappy. Mediation could nol produce more satisfaction for
mothers, because women were very :mlisfied with their
in court.
This shmds in contrast to rat hers, who were extremely unhappy with their experience in liligalion but who were mlher 5ati.'lficd with mediation. (Emery &
Jackson, 1989, p. 15, emphasis udded)

in other words, it was the dissatisfaction of men with their experiences in
court which accounted for the differences between the men and the women
rather than dissatisfaction with mediation on the parl of women. These Iauer
conclusions were supported in a replication study with n larger sample
(Emery, Mallhews, & Wyer, in press).
Feminist theoretical thinking has contributed a richness allll com~lcxily
to the dimensions of gender differences, including postulated differences
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between men and women in negotiation scllings. tcminist developmental
theorists posited that women have been inappropriately charted along the
developmental lines of men, while in fact both the palh and the outcome seem
to he different for men and women (Chodorow, 1978; Gilligan, 1982; Miller,

~
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197h). Discussions have focused on differences between how men and
women handle connie! (Miller, 1982), relationships (Miller, 19M2), and
moral decision making (Gilligan, 1982).
Empirical studies, describing the disparate views of men and women
regarding their marriages, have suggested thai there are "his" and "hers"
relationships within the same marriage (Cowan cl al., t 985). These discrepant views between men and women about the same relationship have been
found liS well in their perceptions of parental roles during the marriage and
in the reasons given for divorce (Gigy & Kelly, in press; Kelly, l99lb).
Other differences, arising from a greater focus on individuation and
:wtonomy for young boys and a greater emphasis on aflilialion and reialionship for young girls (Chodorow, 1978; Gilligan, 1982), have been identified
in language style (Kolb & Coolidge, 1988), comfort with lhe usc of power,
the tendency to suppress connie!, and lhe preservntion of lmrmony (Miller,
1976, 1982), and the greater tendency in women to experience empathy
(Ford, 1982).
It has been pointed out, additionnlly, thatlhose values, styles, and developmental trends identified as feminine arc devl!lued, invalidated, or ignored
in Western cullure (Kolb & Coolidge, 1988). Based on these assumptions
ami observations, women lmvc been presumed lo be unable to bring a
sufficient sense of entitlement which would permit I hem to ask for all of whal
they want, a factor distinct and sepnmle from either the inclination or the
ahilily to negotiate.
Thi~ observation has led some women's advocll!cs lo claim that women
would view mediation less favorably ami would obtain less favorable results
because they would not be able lo participalc as powerfully as men in the
process. Because women have historically lmd less access to wealth, positions nf power, nnd other resources than men, ihe belief has been that women
would be less capable of advancing and protecting !heir own interests in a
negotiation and would defer more appropriate sclllcment to relational consii.Jcrations. The greater competitiveness and focus on a justice based on
rights more clmraclcristic of men, contrasted with a justice based on empathy
and relational care, would disadvantage women in mediation.
Criticism of mediation based on ancclinlal information has suggested that
regardless or ihe theoretical underpinnings of mediation, the actual implcmcnlation, in conlcxl, mny transform it into another expression of "or tho·
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doxy" and patriarchy (Bmch, IIJ~H; Grillo, 1991 ). To dale, missing from
these lengthy criticisms of custody mediation is systematic data gathering
from particip:mls which would allow some progress beyond speculation.
A competing prediction might be that because of the greater relational
focus, mediation would be a more comfortable and easy forum for women
than litigation, that it would nllow women 10 find !heir own voice in lhe
process, thai it would obviate the problem of the altomey relationship
recreating a dependent role, that is, a "passive recipient of <~lawyer's advice
and decision-making" (Grillo, 1991, p. 1581 ), and that women would be more
adept at laUdng things oul in a relational medium. Dascd on feminist theory
which emphasizes women's focus of cooperation, mulualily of interaction,
preference for problem-solving dialogue over formal strategies, and affiliative concerns, family mediation oughllo be a process lhnt women prefer and
at which they excel. The question is, do ihcy?
This article focuses on gender differences and similarities found in two
different Northern California scllings offering mediation services for the
resolution of custody and divorce disputes ami issues. A smaller segment of
llala, gathered during the course of two separalc, !urger studies com.lucted
imlcpcm.lently in each setting, arc compared with respect to men and wom·
en's views of !he mediators' functioning and qualities, satisfaction with the
process, including abilily to express one's viewpoint and perceived inOuencc
over the process and agrccmcnl, and satisfaction with the outcomes. This
report is unique in lhllt the responses of disputants in the court and in the
private sector arc compared using the same objective mc<~sure,thus providing
not only lhe opportunity lo compare gender differences across scllings but to
compare perceptions of mediation clients in a voluntary and a mandatory
mediation service.

1\'IETHOD AND SAMPLE
Responses lo 17 ilcms from an objective questionnaire assessing client
perceptions of their mediator, the mediation process, and mediation outcomes
were obtained and compared wilh responses of subjects who parlidpalcd in
volunlary, private mediation research project at the Northern California
Medial ion Cenlcr (NCMC) and I hose of a second group of respondents from
a courl-bascd mandatory mediation program. The 17 lfiiCSiions were from
!he 54-ilcm Client Assessment of Medial ion Services (CAMS; Kelly & Gigy,
1988), developed at NCMC as pari of a larger longitudinal study of the
effectiveness of a cumpn.:hcnsivc divorce mediation inlervcnlion. All ques-
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from very dissatisfied
dimensions of salisof the CAMS

lions were rated
(I) lo n:ry
faction

the NCMC
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hcnsivc mediation service and agreed lo participate in a study or divorce and
!he mediation process. Couples married for less !han I year were excluded
rrom I he
The mean age of the men was 40.5 years am! the women, 37.8
years. The mediation sample was primarily White and well
(74%
of I he men and 56% of the women had attained a
dents had been married an average of 12.5 years at Time I, and 83% had
children under the age of 18 years. The median combined household income
was
One
of the women were nol cmnlovcd outside
home.

~I

0\

NOitl"IIEitN C~UFOitNIA
MI~Ui ..\TION CI~NTEit !NCMC)

59% reached
wrillcn divorce
and resolved one or more critical issues related lo their
but did
continue in mediation reach final written
and 26% were unable
reach
on
of subThese IaUer lwo grm11>s were labeled tcrminalors for research purarc described in
dclnil elsewhere
&
The NCMC mediation
which forms the bnsis of this article
consisted or 120 respondents who rcturnctl1imc 2
88 men
aml womcn·who
mediation ami 32 men and women who tennina!ed mediation orior !o rcachim! final wril!cn
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were sen! to 1,020 court clients (S
whose
mediation had been
for at least 6 months. The dicnls sclcclcd were
all those whose cases were closed
a 5-month
in 1989
and ail those whose cases were onened durilu! 2 months
988

or

lion

who

nnnnlr'l

which.includcd lhc 54-item
measures. Clients who terminated mediation without reaching wrillen agreement on their substantive issues were given an abbreviated version of the
CAI\·1S which focused on process issues rather than outcomes (Kelly & Gigy,
191:\9).

The initial Time I mediation sample of 212 respondents came to the
nonprofit Northern California Mediation Center for a voluntary and.compre-

A
addressed
lionnairc. Those who dill not
I month afler the
lionnaircs sen!, 209
1m ned
the post office as
_
no! relumcd. Sixty or the 209 respondents returned an abbreviated
naire which did not contain CAMS questions and hence were excluded from
this analysis.
The court mediation sample comprised 47% men aml 53% women.
Median age was 35 years. Among the 68% of the sample who answered the
marital status question, 82% reported having been married and 18% reported
a live-in relationship. 'l11c court sample was less well educated than the NCMC
sample, with 48% of the coutt ~ample reporting a high school diplom:tor less
and 43% reporting some college education; only 9% had graduate education.
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There has been much interest in the difference !hal context makes in the
effectiveness ;md meaning of lhe mediation process. These lwo samples
represented participants of mediation in very different contexts: private,
voluntary, comprehensive divorce mediation, ami custody-only, court-based,
mandatory mediation. The Slate or California, since 1981, has required thai
all separating or divorcing parents disputing custody or caretaking armngcmcnls of their children ullempl In selllc lhcir differences first in mediation
prior lo litigating lhcm (Cal. Civil Code 461l7). Court-hnsed mediation
services were developed as a p;arl of Ihal requirement A smaller m1mber of
couples choose lo mediate comprehensively all of Iheir divorce issues in Ihe
private sector. A description of"thc differences in process between the two
scllings is important in understanding and
the resulls reported in
this article.
F;unily court respondents were referred lo mediation by the court prior to
their first hearing when parents indicated a!lhc time of filing !hal there were
disagreements concerning the children. For I he majority of clients, there was
lo this hearing, and during
a period of about a month from the point of
this inlervul, parents met with a mediator several limes. 11JC average number
of sessions for this sample w11s
each <~vcraging 3.2 hours. While most
me<.liations rcachcu agrecmcnl during that period, lhc mediator and the
or
for a continuhad the option of continuing past the
ance !o c·ontinue negotiating. In the event !hal !he parents did not agree on
all the issues, local court rules re(juired a meeting bc!weenlhc mediator and
the allorncys prior to the court hearing in which further negotiations were
atlcmplcd. The Alameda Family Court requires a recommendation fmm !he
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Tl11.: co1u! sample was quite diverse ra~o:i;dly, with 2% Asian, 12'/c, Black, 52'!(,
( '<~uca~ian, X% llispanic, h% intcrmcial, and I <J% unknown. Over half (.'iH%)
of the respondents had an annual income lower than $25,000.
The court mediation sample which formed the basis for this article
included 74 respondents. To 111inimize the differences between the samples
with respect to experience with mediation, the combined analyses included
only those respondents who were coming on their first referral to mediation.
This criterion excluded 75 respondents who had had prior contact with
Family Court Services.
Respomlcnts reponed that the custody mediation resulted in agreement
on all issues 28% of the ti111e, agreement on some of the issues 53% of the
lime, and agreement on none of the issues I!J% of the time.
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mediator at the conclusion of thai process if the parents had not reached
ag1ccmcnt. Tile llll~diation was rcslriclcu to issues concerning the chiltlren
(excluding fin11ncial issues) and wns free for the first 5 hours. Thereafter, 11
sliding scale fcc was assessed. The res mediations look place in professionals' offices in the courthouse in one location and in a county building
'
aujaccnl to the court house in another location.
NCMC mediation respondents came voluntarily to the nonprofit private
office selling on the rcfcrml of lawyers (21 %), mental hcailh professionals
( 17% ), friends or prior clients ( 16% ), their own or their spouse's initiative
(35% ), or other sources (I I%). Once the clients
an agreement to
mediate, they were asked to participate (voluntarily) in a research project,
and 96% agreed. The explicit goal of the comprehensive mediation service
was to assist divorcing couples to reach divorce agreement on all relevant
issues. A few of the respomlenls had mediated
agreements at the
Marin County Family Court Services <~nd came lo NCMC for mediation of
property and support issues, bul the great
had no prior mediation
experience and no agreements. Parents coming to NCMC after divorce 10
modify child custody or child support issues were excluded from the study.
Mcuiation respondents who complctcu the process look an average of 10
sessions ( 15 hours) over a
of 3 to 6 months, were assessed a fcc on a
sliding scale, and agreeu nol io be concurrently involved in litigation regarding !heir divorce issues.
Respomlenls in holh scllings therefore included those who reached complete agreement on all issues, !hose who agreed on some of the issues, and
I hose who came lo no agreements. The proportion or couples unable lo reach
agreement in bo!h settings was remarkably similar.
The findings reponed here were all statistically si!!nificant all he .05 level
or hellcr. unkss othervvise indicated.

RESUI;rs
ENT HEACTIONS TO I\IEIHATOR
,\N!li'IWCESS IHi'IIENSIONS

f\lcdialor Qualilics

In the combined group of Family Court Service and NCMC respondents
= IH4), there were 110
di ffercnccs with respect to perceptions of I he
mediator alone a 1111111her or dimensions. Both men aud women ra!cd their
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mcdi:\lors fairly highly on the mediators' warmth nnd on sensitivity to client
with no significant sex (lifferencc on either measure. Pur
and women were just as likely to report !hat their mediators were
in nronosinl!. options for resolvimz disnutes and in identifvinl!. useful

own view and (b) the mediation process helped !hem put aside their anger
and focus on the children.

of
men believed that the mediators had
!hem. Nor was !here a
difference
with
to whether men
women
thn! the mediators favored
their spouse: The
men ami women
with the statement
!hat the mediators favored I heir spouses in the mediation process.
There were two mediator dimensions
which there were
differences. While
and women rated
more likely to agree thai
mediators' skill, women were
women rated lhc mediators' nbililv lo
mediators were skillful.
issues in lhe session
the mediation focused on
than
lhc men.

Within the NCMC sample, clients who failed to reach final divorce
agreements in mediation completed an abbreviated CAMS questionnaire
which assessed their views about the mediator and the mediation process.
!kant gender differences were found on five separate CAMS
four
of which indicated that women, more so !han men, quit the mediation process
because they lacked sufficient understanding or information
financial issues and/or were
confused in mediation. In adtlilion, women
who terminated mediation were significantly more likely than the men lo
rcpmllhallhcir spouse had an advanlage over them during the negotiations.
J\ddilimml information from the Reasons for Termination Checklist sent
In terminators after they qui! the process sheds further
on gender
diffcrcm:cs (Kelly, Gigy, & llausman, 1988). On the Lack of Empowerment
significanl differences emerged between men aml women, with
women who terminated mediation more likely to say that (a) issues were too
complex, (b) they lacked financial knowledge, anti (c) they fell emotionally
drained, unprotectctl, and unable to have their say. On the second scale
encompassing negative valuations about one's spouse (unreasonable, untrustworthy, too angry, and one's inability lo loleralc
in the session with
the spouse), there was no gender differcm:e.
Although terminators were signific:mlly less satisfied than complcters
with the overall mediation process, there was no
difference
between men anti women on !his question. Over half of the terminators were
either satisfied with or neutral about the process.
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Pmccss ami Empowcnncnt Issues

Men and women in the combined

to view their mcdi-

a lion processes ns efficient,
!hall he mediation discussions focused
on the most important issues mlher than wasting time on neriohcral or un-

related issues.
both men and women reported
innuencc.
of the means indicated thai the NCMC
sample most often agreed with the statement that they had equal innuencc
over the terms of the
whereas FCS men and women more oflen
disagreed with the statement, suggesting that they both viewed the other as
having more influence.
· Also of note was the
that women reported significantly greater
confiLience in their ability to stand up for themselves with their ex-spouses
as n result of the mediation, compared to the men. This was I rue both for the
combined samples and for each research project's independent comparison
nf the women compared to the men.
On two additional 11\leslions, given only to the res sample, there were
~ignificanl gender differences. Women were significantly more likely than
the men to report that (a) mediation gave them an opportunity tp express their

.'!

Reasons for Terminal ion

Cl.lt:NT HAI'IN<;S OF OUTCOMES OF 1\IEIJIATION

Satisfaction With the Result

There were no gender differences in satisfaction with the mediation
process within the FCS sample, with more than half of the men and two thirds

of the women reporting thallhey were mostly to very satisfied. llowcver, in
their ratings of satisfaction with the outcome or results of the coml-based
mcdiatiun, men were significantly less satisfied than women. While <i7% of
all the women expressed satisfaction (17% were dissatisfied), 4R% of the
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men reported being satisfied, compared to 43% that were dissatisfied. The
majority of the men and wolllell said they would call the court program to
help solve disagreements in the future, but again, the women were signilicantly more likely to say so. It is important to note that these data include
those clients reaching agreements as well as those men and women unnule
to conclude any agreements in mediation.
Within the NCMC sample, there was no gender difference on a combined
measure of overall satisfaction with both the mediation process and resull.
As might he expected, those who completed the mediation process were
significantly more satisfied !hun those who terminated before reaching final
resolutions. Among those completing mediation, 78% of the men ami 72%
of the women indicated being somewhat to very satisfied. Fourteen percent
of the men and 26% of the women expressed some dissatisfaction; lhe
remainder were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. Following a parallel pattern,
74% of men and women said they would recommcml mediation to a friend,
I J% thought they "probahly" would, and 18% indicated that they would do
so only rcluclanlly or nol at all. There was no gender difference.
Among !hose terminating mediation at NCMC prior to reaching final
resolution of all issues, !here was again no gender difference in level of
sat is fact ion. However, 76% of Ihe women compared to 41% of Ihe men said
they would recommend mediation to a friend, while 12% of the women and
29% of !he men would do so reluctantly or notal all, a difference !hat was
signiricanl. The women in lhe lcrminalm group seemed more forgiving of
the failed mediation than the men,
such things as "Even though il
didn't work for us, I woulll slill recommend it lo others. ll's a good thing."
Although !he men in lhc courl-connccled sample were less satisfied than
the women with I he result or final agreements, there was no gender difference
on two different questions which addressed whether the custody/visiting
agreements reached would be (a) best for everyone in the family and (h) the
best possihlc for the children, given the circumstances.
Anger lind Coopcrulhm

Interestingly, there were no significant
between men and
women, or overall between !he samples of I he two mediation scllings, in the
level of self-reported anger toward the spouse, as measured after mediation.
Hespondenls reported mild !o moderate levds of anger a! the
data collection. Additionally, there were no significant differences between
mcu and women in their reports of !he degree of cooperalion regarding the
children, in eilher the court-based sample or the private NCMC
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DISCUSSION

i

The findings of research in two different settings addressing custody and
divorce disputes and issues indicated that !here were few significant differences between !he men ami women in their perceptions of the mediators'
functioning, the process of mediation, and the outcomes of the mediation
process. Where significant gender differences appeared, the won1en rated the
mediation experience more favorably than did the men.
These dala suggest some of the reasons why women find the mediation
process a satisfactory process. first, an important clement of the mediation
process is I he opporlunity to express one's views- a place in which women
have a voice. Critics of mediation have condemned the process because they
believe that women's voices arc nol heard and integrated into !he final resolutions. I Iowcver, empirical data obtained from women in lwo very different
mediation scllings conlradict !hat theoretical position.
I! would appear as wcll!hal lhc mcdialion p1occss may have benefit for
women beyond
given the opportunity lo have a voice, Women in both
settings reported lhat they gained confidence in their ability to stand up to
their spouse as a result of the mediation. Women no! only found a voice but
appeared lo reel that their voices were heard and legitimated enough lo
provide them with greater strength or resolve in relation to their former
spouse. This
sense of empowerment may be related lo the slmcillre
of mediation, which insists !hal the interests :mll views of each disputant be
articulated amllreated with rcspccL Given the concerns raised that mandatory
mediation inherently
people, it was an impm!ant finding !hal
women in both voluntary and mandatory mediation
reported !his
increased confidence.
f-urther, women appeared to
value on !he opportunity thai mediation
if lcmpomrily) some of their anger at
provided for them lo set aside
their spouse and focus on their children's needs. This experience in mediation
is in wntrast to I he experience of litigating custoJy and visiting issues, which
encourages and consnlidalcs angry parental perceptions ;md positions, even
those which may nol be
nor in the children's besl interests.
in other ways as well, lhe data do not support lhc notion thai women feci
disadvantaged in the medialion process. Women, including those who did
not reach full agreement, still believe in the process and would recommend
it 10 their friends. They
it to litigation.
Women appear to be
of terminating a voluulary mediationJHOcess
for the "rig!!!" reasons, that
when they feel overwhelmed and/or uncmor when thev ncrccivc their spouses lobe !uo angry or demanding
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to negotiate a rc<1sonablc or f<1ir agrccmcnl. Within the court sample, <1 quarter
of the couples formed a comparable. group of mediation terminato1 s -those
who were unable to reach agreement on any issues- suggesting that in courtbased mandatory mediation, women and men also do not feel compelled lo
reach agreement when there arc strongly held and antagonistic positions.
While these data did nol supporllhe concerns raised about the mediation
process for women, at least one finding mises a question about custody
mediation for men. Men in the f-amily Court Services setting, while not less
satisfied with the process, were significantly less satisfied with the outcome
or result of the custody mediation: 43% of the men expressed dissatisfaction
with the outcome, compared to 17% of the women.
This dissatisfaction with the outcome paralleled the greater dissatisfaction
of men, comp;ued to women, reported by Emery ct a!. (in press) in both the
mediation and litigation groups. The authors speculated that the differences
they found between men and women mny have been a reOcction of a judicial
preference for mothers as physical custodians of children in the jurisdiction
in which their project look place. They underscored the necessity of recognizing the continuing inOuencc of the "tender years" doctrine in understanding their results and, by implication, men's dissatisfaction with their encounters with the court.
While California has a statutory "gender neutrality" (Cal. Civil Code
46001 bl {I]), nearly half of the men expressed dissatisfaction with the mediation outcomes in the court. ll1ere is an additional clement in the contextual
backdrop for the bargaining activities regarding custody. Since 19HO, California has had (a) statutory law which permits the courts to award joint legal
and physical custody to both parents and (b) a public policy statement that
"frequent and continuing contact" between children and parents after divorce
is to he encouraged. Whether or not this neutrality is maintained by the courts
or hy the litigants, the expectations of men created by the joint custody
standard may not be perceived as being fulfilled and may be in competition
with the expectations of women.
In the court population, 37% of the families emerged with joint physical
custody. However, less than one third of this group shared the time equally;
the remaining children of this group spent more time with their mothers.
Adding the sole-custody families, three fourths of the children spent substantially more than !wlf the time with their mothers (Duryee, 1991). And in a
study of 2R4 divorcing parents, 39% of the men indicated on <1 questionnaire
at the beginning of divorce that they wanted to have their children half the
time, and 20% wanted primary father custody. The outcomes of ;.tgrcements
did not parallel the initially expressed desires for men but did renect more

the mothers' desires, with women having significantly more time with their
children than the men (Kelly, 199 Ill). These data and those of the Stanford
Child Custody Project (Mnookin, Maecoby, Albiston, & Depner, 1990) indicate that although "policies concerning standards for custody decisions
may be gender-neutral, social realities still produce gender differentiation between parents" (Mnookin cl al., 1990, p. 74). Thus legal and social standards
arc not always consonant, even though presumably legal standards rcnect
social norms, ami men and women's responses to legal and social standards
may be confounding the questions of satisfaction with dispute resolution
processes.
Kolh and Coolidge ( 1988) suggested that research into the negotiation
processes of women should move beyond simple descriptions of behavior
and focus on the experience of the process for men and women: "We want
to know not just what they do, but how they think and feel about what they
do; how this is related to outcomes; and how those involved think ahout and
feel about the outcomes and the process they used to get there" (p. 27).
The findings reported in this mticle arc important for several reasons.
First, they rely'on the participants' reports of the experience of Ihe mediation
process ami outcomes and thus provide some data for comparison with the
more theoretical speculation about mediation. Second, the information was
obtained from two very different divorce mediation settings, using the same
questions from a previously validated, objective questionnaire, and thus begins to address questions about participants' views of divorce mediation in
tliffercnt contexts. Ami finally, the usc of an empirical evaluation is a step in
the direction or distinguishing problems that may be inherent in the mediation
process itself from those problems that may arise from the misguided or inept
application of the process.
Although the findings reported in this article arc supportive of the positive
functioning and experience of women in mediation, as with all research, the
Jesuits should be viewed with some caution. Unlike other jurisdictions, the
clients in both sellings were given a sufficient number of sessions lo resolve
their dispute (or to agree that no resolution was possible and turn to a different
settlement path). f-urther, the mediators in both settings were familiar with
the California law germane to the issues of their setting and were trained and
experienced in mediation. Each setting offered peer review and consultation.
The two groups were comparison rather than matched groups, and the data
were gathered nt different points of time in different projects. Participation
in the research was voluntary in both settings, and the mailed questionnaire
format was similar. The respondents in the two settings varieJ in incoinc,
cthnicity, nnJ level of education. The mediation offered by the court-based
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service focused only on custody and visiting disputes, manJatory for divorcing men and women unable to settle their own disputes about their children
(or go to private mediators), and was free for the first five sessions. The
mediation service al NCMC was voluntary, comprehensive of all divorcerelated disputes, and clients paid for their services on a sliding scale. Further,
the research was conducted in California, which has divorce laws, traditions,
ami proceedings which may limit the gencralizabiiily of these data lo other
jurisdictions. Nevertheless, these findings provide additional empirical evidence !hal the majority of women and men do not perceive the mediation
process as unfair, weighted against them, or resulting in agreements which
they believe to be contrary to their interests.
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REPORT I .. OVERVIEW
California Family Court Services Mediation-1991

Families, Cases, and Client Feedback1
January 1992

EXECUITVE SUMMARY
Since 1981, California law has required parents in dispute over child custody or
visitation to go to mediation before their matter can be set for a court
Each of
California's 58 superior courts bas been required to make child custody mediation
services available to the public. Over the years, these programs have grown to provide a
significant service to "the community and to the courts with an estimated 65,500
mediation sessions in 1991 alone.
Despite the scope of these programs, the only studies of California's courtconnected mediation bad been with limited samples or confined to individual superior
courts. While such studies provide a valuable exploration of the issues, they are too
limited in scope to be used to evaluate claims about the usefulness of mandatory
mediation or the prevailing experience of clients across the state as a whole. The study
reported below, the California Statewide Snapshot Study of Family Court Services
(hereafter called the snapshot study), was designed to answer the latter information
needs. 2 The snapshot study constitutes the first statewide representative data and is
thereby capable of providing uniform statewide statistics for court-connected mandatory
mediation programs. The study covered 1,388 mediation sessions and constitutes 82
percent of all mediation sessions conducted in court-connected mediation programs
across California during the study period?
The snapshot study compiled comprehensive data about clients and sessions in 75
branch courts during a fixed period in June of 1991 and gathered information from

1

The research described in this paper was designed and executed by the Statewide Office of Family
Court Services, Administrative Office of the Courts, in collaboration with the California judiciary and court
personnel across the state, the FCS Directors Advisory Committee on Uniform Statistical Reporting, and the
Administrative Office of the Courts. The Statewide Office staff wishes to express its gratitude to the parents
and FCS counselors who provided the information described in this paper.
2

This research was conducted by the Statewide Office of Family Court Services, Administrative Office of
the Courts, Judicial Council of California and fulfills part of the ongoing mandate under CA Civil Code, Sec.
5180-5183 which directs the Judicial Council of California to establish and implement a uniform statistical
reporting system relating to family law and to evaluate programs for the purpose of shaping public policy.
3 These sessions were part of 1,699 Family Court Services sessions (which included mediation, evaluation,

guardianship, premarital counseling, step-parent adoption, paternity actions, or counseling for other family
matters). The total 1,699 sessions constitute 83% of all Family Court Services sessions conducted during the
study period.
Statewide Office of family Coun Services
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clients about their family composition, income, background, disputes, allegations and
their ratings of their mediation experience on several dimensions. It also included
counselor reports about the session itself and its outcome.4 The diversity of California's
population is fully represented in the snapshot study, as is the complete range of family
mediation programs, conciliation courts and family court services across the state. The
quality of the sample permits a high level of confidence in the statistics it provides about
court-connected mediation and the clients it serves.
This document, the first in a series of reports about the 1991 snapshot study
findings, provides the initial overview and descriptive results of the study. Because the
sample is large, it will be possible to conduct diagnostic analyses for future reports that
differentiate more precisely the conditions associated with good and poor outcomes in
mediation, including the relationships among client characteristics, issues in dispute,
mediation strategies and other circumstances. Differential outcomes for other court
services such as custody evaluation, domestic violence counseling, and others provided by
Family Court Services will also be descnoed in subsequent reports.
Findings detailed in this report include:
• Mediation involves families with very young children. When compared with all
children in California, more mediation children are found in the younger age
groups. The median age of children in mediating families is 7 years.
• Parents in mediation are younger than the adult California population. Half
are under the age of 35; only 6 percent are 45 years of age or older.
• Twenty-seven percent of all clients (36 percent or mothers and 17 percent or
fathers) reported that they were not employed at the time of the mediation.
• Thirteen percent or all employed mediation clients (20 percent of the mothers
and 8 percent of the fathers) reported monthly incomes below the poverty level
for a family of two people. ·
• The ethnic composition of mediation clients renects California's ethnic
diversity. Sixty-two percent of all mediation clients are Caucasian, 20 percent
are Hispanic, 6 percent Black, 3 percent Asian or Pacific Islander, and 3
percent are American Indian, Eskimo or Aleut.
• Estimates of the number of families affected by such problems as child abuse,
family violence, or substance abuse vary dramatically depending on the type of
question asked and the source of the information. Because of this variability,
there are no simple answers. It is not appropriate to use any one of the
findings of this study as a general indicator of the prevalence of such problems
among mediation clients. Rather, each finding should be interpreted in the

4

A full description of the study methods and copies of the study instruments is available upon request.
Statewide Office oC Family Court Services
Administrative Office or the Couru, Judicial Council or California
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context of the source of the information and the specific question asked. Only
this level of precision reflects the true complexity of these issues. Further
analysis will provide a more detailed picture of these concerns and the
characteristics of families reporting them.
• Measures or the types of concerns raised by
within the sessions
studied, suggest that serious family issues may be expected to be raised by
parents in as many as two out or three mediation sessions. Mediation sessions
are complex, with one or both parents often raising concerns about child abuse,
family violence, or substance abuse. The parties may make allegations (and
counter allegations) with or without substantiation. Therefore, because concerns,
allegations, and substanti.ated occurrences are counted together, these pcuti.cular
statistics cannot accwately be used as indicators of the actual existence such
problems. Future reports will describe the res-ults of analyses
circumstances surrounding these allegations and/or concerns
patterns of corroboration and substantiation.
• Families in mediation are more likely raise concerns about multiple
problems than one problem in isolation. When concerns about such problems
as child abuse, family violence, or substance abuse come up in mediation
sessions, it is more common for multiple issues to be raised and less common
for just one issue to be raised.
• Mediation sessions cover a w.ide range of issues pertinent to custody and
visitation. Common themes addressed in mediation include meeting needs of
the child, concerns about parents' care or treatment of children, supervision,
discipline, building a working relationship between parents, and mutual
parenting responsibilities. The majority of sessions also explicitly address
problems of hostility or arguments between parents.
• Most mediation sessions deal with difficult issues and are emotionally
Using a scale from 1 ("not at all") to 10 ("extremely high"), the average session
rating by mediators of issue difficulty and emotional intensity was 7.

A.u ........... .

• Nonetheless, mediators rate most sessions as productive, with an average
rating of 7 on the same lslO scale.
• On each of ten different ratings of mediation, the vast majority of clients rate
the experience favorably:
• Ninety percent of all clients said that mediation was a good way to come up
with a parenting plan.
• Ninety-two percent felt that the mediator listened to their concerns.
Statewide Office of Family Court Se!Vice.11i
Adm.inistrative OITK:e of the Courts, Judicial Council of Califomia
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• Ninety-three percent of the clients found that the mediator had good ideas
to think about for the sake of the children.
• Ninety-three percent of clients reported that mediation procedures had been
described to them clearly.
• Eighty-four percent did not feel rushed in the mediation session.
• Eighty-five percent of parents reported that they did not feel intimidated
and freely said what they really felt.
• Eighty-six percent said that they felt no pressure to go along with things they
did not want.
• Seventy-seven percent of clients thought that mediation helped them to see
more ways to work together as parents.
• Sixty-three percent of clients identified community resources through
mediation.
• Seventy-six percent were satisfied with the results of the session that they
had just completed.
• Clients who reach agreements in mediation rate these agreements very
favorably on four different indicators:

• Eighty-five percent of the parents felt that their mediated agreement would
be good for their children.
• Eighty-two percent of parents characterized their mediated agreements as
fair.
• Ninety-five percent felt clear about what they had agreed to do.
• Sixty-nine percent were confident that their plan could work.
Conclusion
The snapshot study results document the serious circumstances facing families
who mediate custody and visitation in California court-connected mediation programs.
Nonetheless, the results indicate widespread satisfaction with this alternative dispute
resolution process and the resulting agreements. Based on these findings, the report
suggests directions for further developments in service delivery.

Statewide Office of Family Court Services
Administr.ative Office or the Courts, Judicial Council of California
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INTRODUCI'ION
Skyrocketing rates of divorce and births to unmarried parents have produced
unprecedented numbers of mothers and fathers who face the challenge of parenting
apart. Legal responses to this upheaval in family demographics have included new
options for custody and parenting plans as well as innovative forums for resolving
disputes about them. Research is only beginning to offer a glimpse of the consequences
of such rapid and pervasive changes. This paper reports statistics drawn from a
representative statewide sample about mandatory court-connected mediation, a method
used by many parents in California to devise parenting plans for their children.
California is currently experiencing an increased demand for court-based
mediations that cannot be explained by growth in population alone. The number of
court-based mediations increased from an estimated 49,500 in 1988 to an estimated
65,500 in 1991 (Ricci et al., 1992).
Although mandatory mediation of custody and visitation disputes is now entering
its second decade in California, there is a paucity of rigorous research on questions
commonly asked by policymakers, judges, lawyers, mediators, researchers, special interest
groups, and parents who use the family court system. With few exceptions, expert
opinion and anecdotal reports have been the predominant sources of information about
the court mediation process. Early research efforts identified important issues and
concerns. However, because these samples were either small or limited in scope5,
previous studies could not take the next step-establishing the prevalence of such issues
across the state as a whole. In other words, statewide statistics about mediation clients,
processes, and outcomes require formal sampling methods designed to ensure that no
particular type of program or client is excluded from the investigation. The snapshot
study's sampling methods met these criteria and, as a result, the study offers what are to
date the most representative and comprehensive data about court-based mediation in
California. This study provides profiles of clients, their disputes, allegations, the

s Valid statewide statistics about mediation clients, proc::.esses, and outcomes require a representative
statewide sample in order to insure that no particula.r types of clients or programs ·are systematically excluded
or undercounted (thereby giving others undue weight). Among the basic requirements of any statewide
representative sample are two fundamental criteria: (1) All eligl"ble subjects across the state must have equal
opportunity to be included in the research. Studies confined to a particular mediation program or practice
do not meet this requirement because they exclude other mediation programs across the state. (2) A sizable
proportion of all eligible subjects must be included. (The higher the proportion of elig1"ble subjects included,
the more confidence can be placed in findings. For example, because the snapshot study covered an
unusually high proportion of eligl"ble families, the results can be generalized statewide with confidence.)
Research that does not meet the two criteria listed above cannot claim to be representative. Some
research claims representativeness if the sample demographics are similar to those of the population being
studied. However, this approach cannot guarantee sound statistics. If the two key conditions noted above
are violated, there is always a strong possibility that, although the subjects may look the same on
demographic indicators, they are vastly different on social and behavioral characteristics (e.g., their level or
style of conflict). These differences have profound impact on the issues being studied. Pioneering research
in mediation studies was often based on specific programs or regions and response rates were frequently low
(rarely exceeding 40 percent).
Statewide Offa of Family Court Services
Admin.istratM: Offie1: of the Couru, Judicial Council or California
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counselors' impressions, the case outcomes, and clients' satisfaction 'With the service they
received.

:METIIODS
The snapshot study was conducted by the Statewide Office of Family Court
Services.6 The study design called for a collaborative research model f'Neaver &
Ammar, 1991) that involved consultation with those who provide court-connected
mediation across the state. Primary responsibility for the scientific merit, administration,
and analysis of the study rested with the Statewide Office, a statewide coordinating
agency. Individual court mediation programs, which provide mediation services,
participated in the identification of information needs and development of data
collection methods that would ensure thorough sample coverage while protecting client
confidentiality. This collaborative model contributed not only to high rates
participation and sample coverage but also to the ultimate utility of the research findings.
The snapshot study compiled information from 75 branch courts in 51 counties
during a fixed period in June 1991. It covered 91 percent of all sessions conducted in
the 51 participating counties. Factoring in sessions conducted in the 7 counties that did
not participate, the study covered 83 percent of the total number of sessions conducted
in the state as a whole. This level of coverage is high enough to ensure that the data
represent a true cross section of the California parents in court·based mediation and can
provide reliable statistics about all of California.
Information was gathered about 1,699 separate sessions conducted by court-based
counselors during that period. Most courts participated in the study for two weeks. Ten
superior courts bad case volumes sufficiently high to yield sound statistics within a oneweek period. Data for the one-week courts were weighted to permit extrapolation to the
full t'.vo-week study period. The number of weighted sessions used in this analysis was
2,669.
Over 400 data elements were gathered from multiple sources at different stages of
each court-based mediation session. Prior to the session, parents provided demographic
backgrounds and recounted disputed issues by filling out a "Family Profile" survey.
Following each session, the mediator completed a "Counselor Form," which provided
information about session content and outcome. Also, at the conclusion of the session,
mediation clients used a confidential "Parent VieV~point" questionnaire to report

6

Under California Civil Code sections 5180-5183, the California Statewide Office of Family Court

Services is mandated to: (1) Provide statewide coordination to assist counties in implementing mandatory
mediation and child custody laws; (2) adm.in.ister a program of training of court personnel involved in family
law proceedings; (3) administer a program of grants for research, study, and demonstration projects in the
area of family law; (4) establish and implement a uniform statistical reporting system on custody disposition
and other family law matters; and (5) conduct research on the effed.iveness of current law for the purpose of
shaping future public policy.
Statewide Offia: of Family Court Scrvia:s
Administrative Offia: ol tbe Courts, Judicial Cowlcil ol Calilomia
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impressions of their mediators, the mediation process, and its outcome.7 All forins were
available in Spanish as well as English.
Despite the wealth of information provided by the study, there are limitations to
the data. Disputes about custody and visitation extend over time and each case proceeds
at a different rate. This project was dubbed the "snapshot study" because it focused on a
brief time interval, depicting a cross section of families in all phases of mediation-those
beginning the process, in the midst of negotiating, and concluding with an agreement or
impasse. A complete understanding of the mediation process and its outcomes will
require following events for particular families over time.
The snapshot study is also confined to contact time in sessions that took place in
the court-based mediation offices (or the office of a contract mediator). It does not
extend to the full range of the court-based mediation workload (e.g., preparation,
contacts, home visits, report writing, testimony). The research is based on a court
mediation sample. Therefore, the results should not be generalized to private mediation.
.~

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the first descriptive results on the key issues addressed in the
study. Using this basic information as a foundation, future reports will describe the
results of analyses using more advanced applications of data reduction and statistical
testing.
SERVICES PROVIDED
Although court-based mediation performs a varietY of functions for California
family courts (Ricci et al., 1992), mediation is the predominant service.8 As shown in
figure 1, the vast majority of sessions (79 percent) were mediations. Another 2 percent
were sessions in which mediation reached impasse and a custody evaluation was initiated.

Different proportions of eligtble parties completed each form. The F~ Profile was completed by 92
percent of all eligible parents. The completion rate for Counselor Forms was 99 percent. Parent Vievrpoint
forms had the lowest rate of completion, at 72 percent. Equal proportions of mothers and fathers completed
forms designed for parents. The Parent Vievrpoint completion rate is well within acceptable levels for survey
research and exceeds that obtained for comparable research in the general field of mediation. The Parent
Viewpoint's lower completion rate could be attnbuted to a combination of factors, including administrative
error, questions about whether the form was to be filled out if further mediation was planned, the press of
time for clients who needed to return to court immediately after mediation, or simply a reluctance to fill out
one last form. Elaborate measures were taken to ensure that responses to the Parent Vievrpoint were
confidential.
7

8

Court-based mediation functions vary across superior courts in California. Services other than the
mediation of custody and visitation issues are offered in some courts but not others. Child custody
evaluations are conducted by court-based mediation agencies in some superior courts; but in others,
evaluations are done by other public or private agencies. The numbers reported for evaluations include only
those done by court-based mediation agencies.
Statewide Ofr!Ce or Family Coun Service;
AdministratM: Ofr!Ce of !.he Couru, Judicial Counal of California
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Evaluations made up 8 percent of the sessions. Eleven percent were neither mediations
nor evaluations; these sessions were cases of guardianship, premarital counseling, stepparent adoption, paternity action, or counseling for other family matters. The remainder
of this paper describes the 81 percent of sessions in which mediation services were
provided.

1

Services Provided in California Family Courts
Percent of All FCS Sessions

Neither 117.
(1:o•305)

Mediation 79%
(n•2011<)

Evaluation 87.

(o•224)

Mediation/Evaluation 27.
(o•48)

Date Source: 11191 Snapsbo! Study (•e•~thle<! data) eonduele<! by
Stat~w1de Ol!lcE ol rami!y Court Serv~ces. Admmtstral.l.. cOitlc:e ol lbe Courts, Judicial Council ol Calllorllla
Counties ool reporllnc: D"i Norte, Cl.,nn. Nevada, Placer. San lilenlto, Sonoma. Sl&.lilallau•

MEDIATION CLIEl"."'T PROFILE
Who are the families who come to court-based mediation? What are their
circumstances? In what ways are mediation clients distinct from the general population
of Californians?

9

All percentages presented here are based only on actual responses to each question. Item nonresponse rates were low--on Family Profile and Counselor Form items, 4 percent or less, except Income (U
percent). The Parent Viewpoint item non-response rate was somewhat higher-7 items were 4 percent or
less while 7 items ranged from 5 to 8 percent.
Statewide OffiCI: or Family Court Services
Administrative Offia: of the Courts, Judicial Council of California
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Age of Children

There is a higher percentage of children ages one to nine in mediation families
than in the general population. Figure 2 shows the proportions of children in each age
group in the California population (the light curve, labeled "California Children") and in
court-based mediation families (the dark curve, labeled "Mediation Oilldren").

Fieure 2

Mediation Client Profile
Age of Children
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CouoUes ool reporU~>.~~: Del liorle. Cleo.o. ll<rT&da. Plac:er. S..o Beollo. Soooma. Sta.olslaus

The concentration of younger children in the mediation group is a helpful due in
evaluating their long-term functioning. Nationally-representative statistics (Zill &
Schoenborn, 1990}, indicated, regardless of the marital status of parents, children are
more likely to exhibit emotional and behavioral problems at the very age groups most
commonly found in mediating families. By age nine, 63 percent of all emotional and
behavioral problems were detected. The national median for emergence of emotional
and behavioral problems was seven years of age--also the median age of children in
California court mediation families.
These results alert mediators to the fact that adjustment problems are particularly
common for all children in age ranges most characteristic of children in mediation
families. Research has linked children's emotional and behavioral problems to marital
disruption. But how different are their outcomes from those of other children during
Statewide Office or Family Court Services
Administrative Office of the Couru, Judicial Council of California
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these peak years of problem incidence? No one can be sure; but our findings illustrate
the crucial significance of comparing outcomes for children in mediation families with
those for children in general in order to get an accurate picture of the aftermath of
family reorgani:zation. 10
Age of Parents

The parents mediating
were concentrated in younger age groups.
Thirty-two percent of all parents in California court mediation were under the age of 30.
Over half of all clients (53 percent) were under the age of 35. Only 6 percent were 45
years of age or older. In comparison, 28 percent of the California adult population was
under the age of 30, 38 percent was under 35 years old, and 38 percent was over 45 years
old.
Employment and Income
Client reports of employment and income revealed that many had very limited
financial resources. Twenty-seven percent of all clients (36 percent of the mothers and
17 percent of the fathers) reported that they were not currently employed. Employed
mediation clients reported an average net monthly income of $1,680. (The average net
monthly income was $1,330 for employed mothers and $1,960 for employed fathers.)
Thirteen percent of all employed mediation parents (20 percent of the mother~ and 8
percent of the fathers) reported monthly in.comes below $700 per month. A monthly
income of $740 is the poverty line for a family of two people (as defined for the
continental United States, Federal Register. 1991).
Combining the employment and income statistics for California court mediation
clients, we found that more than half of the mothers were not employed or were
employed workers earning wages below the poverty line. This was true of one in four of
all fathers seen in mediation.
Education

Most parents in mediation did not have a high level of formal education.
Thirteen percent lacked a high school degree or its equivalent; another quarter had no
degree higher than a high school degree. Although comparative statistics from the 1990
census are not available at this writing, the proportion of 1991 mediation clients with
college degrees or postgraduate training (20 percent) was approximately half of that
reported for Californians in the 1980 census (U.S. Department of ~mmerce).

10

Another component of the snapshot study will be the addition of a matched sample of children whose
parents do not use court-based mediation.
Statewide Ofrtee of Family Court Services
Administrative OC!ice oC the Courts, Judicial COuncil of California
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Ethnic Identity
Parents seen in mediation were predominantly Caucasian (62 percent). Three
percent identified themselves as American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut; 3 percent as Asian
or Pacific Islander; 6 percent as Black; and 20 percent as Hispanic. Three percent of the
clients reported multiple ethnic backgrounds.
-

Figure 3

Mediation Client Profile
Ethnic Identity*
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Eskimo, and Aleul
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Countid DOl reportlnc: Del llorle. Clann. !lnada.. Placer, San Benllo. S<IDOIII&. St.aaiSiaus

Patterns of utilization were not dramatically different across ethnic groups {figure
3). If we assume that each ethnic group's representation in mediation should correspond
with its proportion in the population, we found slightly more use of mediation among
American Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts and Caucasians. Mediation was used somewhat less
by Asians, Pacific Islanders, Blacks, and Hispanics. Further statistical refinement is
required to fully understand the meaning of these findings. Age distn'bution differs
across ethnic groups, causing variations in the pool of potential clients. Birth rates and
divorce rates affect the likelihood that mediation services will be required. For example,
to the extent that any ethnic group bas a lower probability of divorcing or a higher
probability of having children, commensurate differences would be expected in rates of
the use of mediation services. Forthcoming 1990 census data will permit these
Statewide Off~ee of Family Coun Services
Administrative OffiCe of the Couns, Judicial Counc:s1 or California
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considerations to be incorporated into a refined analysis of ethnic variations in
utilization.

Multiple Problems Confronting Families
In addition to disputes over custOdy or
paxents mediation often axe
concerned about serious family issues, such as child stealing, sexual or physical abuse of
the child, child neglect, substance abuse, domestic violence, or criminal activities. Such
concerns range from the possibility that a minor problem may arise to documented cases
of severe abuse. The proportions
families concerned about these issues vary
dramatically with the way the problems axe defined and measured.
regaxdless
of the measurement approach, it is
that these family issues come
frequently in
mediation and that more families axe concerned about multiple problems
than just
one.
Estimates of the number of families with serious issues
depending on
the type or measure and the source or the information. Although policy reseaxchers
have given extensive and thoughtful attention
matter, there is no consensus on the
definition and measurement of such issues as child stealing, sexual or physical abuse of
the child, child neglect, substance abuse, domestic violence, or criminal activities.
Even when a representative sample is used, very different statistics emerge, .
depending on the way the topic is defined and measured. For example, inclusive
measurement approaches (e.g., involving intensive inquiry on a battery of questions,
multiple sources, confidential reports) yield more affirmative responses. This means
fewer false negatives (e.g., more victims axe willing to come forwaxd) but also more false
positives (e.g., unfounded claims can be counted). At the other extreme, fewer
affirmative responses are likely with exclusive measurement approaches (e.g., use of
fewer measures, fewer sources, or requirements of consensus or corroborative evidence).
An exclusive measurement approach would yield fewer false
but more false
negatives. At this stage of measurement and research development, there is no definitive
approach; so widely varying statistics axe inevitable. This vaxiability underscores the fact
that there are no easy answers.U
Rigorous research is now under way to identify the types
questions, sources of
information, and interview situations that inflate or deflate the number of affirmative
answers (Emery, 1989). However, it is clear thai no statistic taken alone is a good indicator
of the prevalence of these family problems in our society. A more accurate picture of the
complexities of these issues is offered by comparing the perspectives of different parties
on different issues.
11

The snapshot study asked a number of questions from different sources (i.e., mother, father, mediator)
about the nature and severity of concerns about child abuse, family violence, and substance abuse. As
previous research would predict, very different statistics can be generated, depending upon the question and
source selected. Future analysis of the snapshot data will generate multiple statistics that permit comparisons
of the perspectives of different sources and each person's pattern of answers across a series of different
measures. Putting this information together will offer a better picture of the complexities of the issues that
families bring to mediation.
Statewide Office or Flmily Court Services
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Constructing a Measure of Issues Raised in Mediation
The measurement approach used to generate the data shown in figure 4 was
designed to estimate the number of sessions in which mothers and/or fathers raised
concerns about child stealing, sexual or physical abuse of the child, child neglect,
substance abuse, domestic violence, or criminal activities. These concerns could range
from anticipated problems to documented incidents. The measure used in figure 4 drew
on reports from three different sources to determine whether each problem came up in
session. A concern about a family problem was coded as "present" if the mother, father
or counselor reported that it was an issue for discussion in the session that day. It is
important to emphasize that this is a measure of either parent's concerns, and does not
require that the parties agree that a problem exists, or that allegations can be
substantiated. In addition, the measure captures all concerns, whether they be very
serious or relatively minor.
This inclusive measure was deemed a good starting point, since any account or
allegation of this nature demands serious attention in family courts. Attention is
required whether the concern is about potential or threatened abuse or whether the
concern is shared by both parents; not just in situations in which there is establiShed
evidence of the problem. Mediation sessions may involve one or both parents raising
allegations (and counter allegations) that may or may not be substantiated.
Figure 4 presents the roster of family issues and, for each, shows the proportion of
sessions in which at least one parent raised each concern. The bar representing each
issue is subdivided to indicate the proportion of families in which this was the sole issue
and the proportion in which it was linked to other problems. (Because different
combinations of multiple responses are possible, the total across all bars exceeds 100
percent.)
·
Concerns about serious issues or child abuse, fa.mi.ly violence and substance
abuse are frequently raised by mothers and/or fathers in mediation sessions; it is more
common for two or more issues to be raised by parents (42 percent of all families) than
for one issue to come up alone (24 percent of all families).
Child stealing was a concern in 6 percent of the sessions. Child sexual abuse was
an issue in 8 percent, and concerns about child physical abuse were raised by at least one
party in 18 percent of the sessions. Child neglect was an issue in nearly a third of all the
sessions. These issues directly involving children were almost always linked to additional
family problems.
Problems with substance abuse came up in over one-third of the sessions. It was
the sole problem in 7 percent of the sessions, but combined with other issues in another
31 percent of
sessions.
Domestic violence was an issue raised in over one-third of all sessions studied. In
8 percent of all sessions, it was the sole problem raised, and in another 31 percent it was
associated with other problems.
Concerns about other criminal activities were raised in 8 percent of the sessions,
·
almost always in connection with other issues listed.

Statewide Offio: or Family Court Sl:rvio:s
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Figu:re 4

Mediation Client Profile
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Later reports will provide a more detailed analysis of these concerns, their
interconnections, and the characteristics of families reporting them. The implications of
multiple problems for service delivery are addressed in the final section of this report.
MEDIATOR DESCRIPTIONS OF SESSIONS
Topics Addressed in Mediation

The mediator related the main topics discussed in each mediation session.
Common themes included needs of the child (e.g., the child's adjustment, developmental
needs, or special needs), parents' ability to meet children's needs, other concerns about
parents' care or treatment of children, supervision, discipline, building a working
relationship between parents (e.g., communication, abiding by the parenting agreement),
and mutual parenting responsibilities (e.g., decision-making and authority, child care, and
transportation). The majority of sessions also explicitly addressed the issue of hostility or
arguments between parents.
As families grow and change over time, they sometimes find that their parenting
plans are unworkable or require modification in light of emerging family needs (e.g.,
changes in schools, remarriage, new sib}#lgs). Nineteen percent of the sessions
Statewide omce ot F~mily Court Services
Adm.in..isttat.ive OffiCe ot the Couru, Judicial Council ot California
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addressed the problem of one parent failing to abide by the parenting agreement. Fortyseven percent involved modifications of the terms of a pre-existing parenting plan.
Currently, however, the need for ongoing adjustments in parenting plans receives little
attention in the custody literature.
Mediator Ratings of Sessions
Mediators were asked to rate each session along three dimensions-the difficulty
of the issues covered, the level of tension or emotional intensity, and the productivity.
Each dimension was rated on a scale from 1 to 10, ranging from "not at all" to an
"extremely high" level. The results are summ.arized in figures 5 a-c.
With the high proportion of family problems and limited resources revealed in the
Family Profiles, it is not surprising to learn that the issues confronted in most mediation
sessions were not easy ones (figure 5 a). Seventy-nine percent of the sessions dealt with
issues rated in the "difficult" half of the scale.· On a scale where 1 indicated "not at all
difficult" and 10 meant "extremely difficult," mediators rated the difficulty of issues an
average of 7.

Figure 5 a

Mediator Rating of the Difficulty of
Issues in the Session
Percent of Sessions
25~~----------------------------------------------------~
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Looking at the emotional intensity of the sessions (figure 5 b), 71 percent of the
sessions were ranked on the "high tension" half of the scale. The average rating assigned
by mediators was 7 on a scale from 1 to 10.

Figure 5 b

Mediator Rating of Tension and
Emotional Intensity in Session
Percent of Sessions
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Despite the difficulty and emotional intensity of most mediation sessions,
counselors rated 76 percent of the sessions on the productive end of the scale (figure 5
c). The mean rating. again, was 7. Future research can begin to identify the conditions
that differentiate productive sessions from those considered not productive.

Figure 5 c

Mediator Rating of Session Productivity
Percent of Sessions
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Next Steps

Because the snapshot study focused on a specific segment of time, it captured
cases in every phase of dispute resolution. By the end of the study period, counselors
reported that agreements were made in nearly half of all sessions (figure 6). Families in
another 20 percent of the sessions were scheduled for further mediation, which might
eventually lead to agreements. Mediators reported neither an agreement nor further
mediation in 30 percent of the sessions. The next steps for these families vary in
accordance with local court policies and procedures. In some courts, families are
referred to custody evaluation. In others, mediators make recommendations for
temporary or permanent orders. In still others, families return to the bench without
recommendations.

Statewide Office of Family Court Services
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Figure 6

Next Steps Following Mediation Session

----.;._
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VIEWPOINTS OF :MEDIATION

Immediately following their mediation sessions, clients were asked to report their
perspectives on the mediation process, their mediators, and any agreements they
reached. 12 Parents were given written assurance that their individual responses would
be treated confidentially and not be shared with the local court or mediation program.
To ensure that their answers would be confidential and candid, no names were requested
on any questionnaires. Parents were given the "Parent Viewpoint" form in an envelope
addressed to the Statewide Office and had the option to complete it in a private room
and leave it in a marked box in its sealed envelope or take it home and mail it directly
to the Statewide Office.
Although specific response options varied somewhat from question to question,
figures 7-10 break down the responses to each question into four segments: very positive

12

For initial descriptions, it is useful to examine responses to each item individually. Since it is likely
that people make comparable responses to related items, future analysis 'Will cluster similar items and
examine the commonalities.
Statewide Office of Family Coun Services
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(black), positive (striped), negative (dots), and very negative (reversed stripes). In the
narrative, we differentiate primarily among the positive and negative ratings.13
Ratings or Mediation Sessions
Mediation sessions were viewed favorably by a high proportion of parents (figure
7).14 Over ninety percent agreed that the mediator had some good ideas to think about
for the sake of the children, that descriptions of mediation procedures were clear, and
that the mediator listened to their concerns. Seventy-seven percent reported that
mediation helped them to see more ways of working together as parents. Sixty-three
percent of the parents said that mediation made them aware of community resources for
their families.
Figure 7

Parent Viewpoint:

Mediation Session*

The mediator had some
aood ideas for us lo
lhink about for lhe
sake of lhe children
Mediation procedures
were described lo
me clearly
The mediator listened
lo my concerns
Mediation helped me see
more ways lo work
loaelher as parents
Mediation made me
aware of help in lhe
community for
my family
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More parents completed Family Profiles than Parent Viewpoints. Because we have Family Profile and
CoUilSelor Information forms for virtually all clients, we can search for distinctive client or ease
characteristics associated with missing Parent Viewpoints. As we review answers to the Parent Viewpoint,
one concern is whether we are missiog clients who disliked the service. This will be the subject of intensive
investigation. At this juncture, we can only observe that even if all missing clients had rated the service
negatively (the worst case scenario), the average ratings would remain on the favorable end of the scale.
14

Items depicted in figures 7-9 were rated using the scale: strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly
disagree.
Statewide Office or Family Court Services
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Figure 8 shows that few parents endorsed negative statements about mediation.
Sixteen percent of parents felt rushed by the mediator. Fifteen percent felt too
intimidated to say what they really felt Fourteen percent felt pressured to go along with
things that they did not want. Further analysis of the mapshot data will construct a
detailed picture of situations ~ which these uncommon, but negative, outcomes occurred.

8

Parent Viewpoint: ·Mediation Session•

l fell rushed
by lhe mediator

I fell too intimidated in
the meetin& lo say
vhal I really tell

The mediator pressured
me to eo alone: with
lhine:s lhal I did
not want

De.Ut 1110urce: 19!11 Soapsbol Study (nlcbtecl <lat.&} cot>dueled lly
StateW1de O!!ico of To.mlly Court Semcu. Aclmlnl•traU"e Ollie• of \he Court.., Judie!&! CotU:Icll of C&.Uiorola
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Ratings of the Mediation Agreements

Parents' appraisals of mediated agreements are
in figure 9. Ninety-five
percent of parents who reached agreement on some or all issues, reported that they were
clear about what they bad agreed to do. Over 80 percent felt that what they came up
with would be good for the children, and a similar proportion characterized their
agreements as fair. Sixty-nine percent felt that their plan would work. An important
goal for longitudinal research is to see how these initial reactions relate to changes over
time in satisfaction with the plan and its viability.
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Figure 9

Parent Viewpoint:

Mediation Agreement
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Overall Ratings

or Mediation

Parents' general reactions to mediation were very favorable (figure 10). Ninety
percent of the mediation clients agreed that mediation was a good way to develop a
parenting plan. At the conclusion of the session, 76 percent were satisfied with the
results. Future research will examine the way in which the session outcomes and
parental issues relate to these very positive reports. The next stage of analysis will
attempt to identify parental characteristics, issues brought to mediation, and kinds of
outcomes that affect the level of satisfactjon with the mediation process.
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Figure 10

Parent Viewpoint:

Mediation
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Feedback From Women and Men

The initial examination of gender differences in client feedback revealed
remarkable similarities in the responses of men and women. Identical proportions of
men and women (72 percent) returned the "Parent Viewpoint" form. There were also no
differences in the likelihood that men or women would answer any particular feedback
questions. Women and men were equal.ly likely to assign high ratings to mediation.
Across the fourteen items shown in figures 7-10, there was only a 1.7 percent average
difference in responses of men and women (ranging from a .1 percent difference on one
item to a 6.8 percent difference on another). Multivariate analyses are planned to
examine the direct and indirect relationship of gender to the full system of variables
covered in the snapshot study; but these initial findings do not support claims that
women are more likely than men to be dissatisfied with the mediation process or its
outcome.15

15

A recently-published critique of child custody mediation (Grillo, 1991) argues that women may suffer
serious disadvantages in the mediation process. .
Statewide OtrJCe of Family Court Semcei
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CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
This report describes the background and context of California's program of
mandatory mediation in contested child custody cases and outlines the initial findings of
the snapshot study, a statewide study representative of court-based mediation sessions in
1991. This final section presents conclusions and recommendations drawn from this first
report.
Conclusions
California's court-connected mediation program serves the full socioeconomic
spectrum, including many parents who are young, have limited formal education, and/or
are living in poverty. Many parents in mediation speak of serious issues and have
limited resources and most mediation sessions address complex family situations. Even
so, mandatory court-connected child custody mediation proves to be an important and
effective mode of alternative dispute resolution, characterized by widespread client
satisfaction. Mediators found the sessions productive, and parents reported that
mediation produced agreements that were good for their children.
Future Directions
• Court-Based Education: Many courts have established formal programs of
mediation orientation and parent education to provide clients information
about court and legal systems as well as parental rights and responsibilities.
Some courts are now mandating parent education. The client profiles
underscore the need· for a battery of educational approaches that are practical
and "user friendly" for all client educational levels. Educational materials
should not be designed primarily with the highly educated client in mind.
• Services Are Needed for Multi-Problem Families: When concerns about
problems such as substance abuse, child abuse, or domestic violence come up
in mediation, more often multiple interrelated problems, rather than only one
problem, are of concern. ·
• Training Institutes conducted for mediators by the Statewide Office of
Family Court Services have long included education in work with serious
problems within the family; but these efforts will now be focused more
pointedly to the interrelationship among problems.
'

-·

· • A state-wide task force of court-based mediation program directors has been
formed to further define the multi-problem issue and its ramifications.
• Another step that can be considered is strengthening and/or expanding
already existing collaborative relationships between the court and networks
or referral sources in the community. By 1990, the majority of. California
Statewide Office of Family Coun ScMc:es
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courts either provided leadership to or participated in community networks
serving families.
• Because multiple government and community agencies often work with a
particular family, coordination of services is essential. The need for
expanded or targeted efforts is underscored in the snapshot study results.

Future Reports
Future reports will provide more extensive analysis of the interactions among
client characteristics (including the cultural backgrounds and patterns utilization by
ethnic minorities, and differences between men and women), disputed
mediation
processes, negative and positive viewpoints of clients, and mediation outcomes. It may
be that certain outcomes, but not others are distinctive to particular client characteristics
or service models.
Attention to regional and population variations will also identify innovative
programs already in place that may serve as resources for other courts, permitting local
mediation programs to respond to particular needs.
Upcoming reports will also examine in more detail allegations and concerns about
domestic violence, drug abuse, child abuse, child neglect, client characteristics.
The diversity of mediation clients and the issues they face defy simplistic
pronouncements about the state of mandatory mediation. Solid statistics help move the
level of discourse about mediation beyond anecdotal reports. to reveal the most pressing
problems and effective approaches to service delivery. Such information will play a vital
role in the ongoing development of court mediation services to families with child
custody and visitation disputes.
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Child Custody Mediation and Litigation: Further Evidence
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of Mothers
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An earlier study was replicated in which parents were randomly assigned to negotiate child custody
disputes either in mediation or throug.lt the adversary system. In both the initial
(Emery &
Wyer, !987a) and the present replication, mediation greatly reduced the frequency of custody
hearings, allowed settlements to be reached in
tion reported by fathers. Considerably fewer difference:> were found for mothers who
alternative forms of dispute resolution, however. Some differences found in both studies favored
the women who litigated. No consistent differences in the
adjustment of mct.i]ers or
fathers who mediated or litigated emerged across the two studies. Although careful consideration of
findings argues against the conclusion that mediation is "good~ for fathers and Mbad" for mothers,
findings point to the conflicting perspectives of men and women who contest child custody.

Disputes about child custody following separation and divorce increasingly are being resolved in mediation, rather than
through adversary procedures (Myers, Gallas, Hanson, & Keilitz. 1988). Several changes in family life and in family law are
responsible for the growth of the custody mediation alternative.
These changes include the high rate of divorce, large court caseloads. recognition of the detrimental effects of parental conflict
on children, the vague standards guiding judicial custody determinations. and the increasing privatization of divorce in the
United States (Emery, 1982a, 1988; Emery & Wyer, l987b).
As the practice of custody mediation has grown, it has become the topic of both praise and criticism. Many important
debates about mediation are political in nature, focusing on
such issues as mothers' and fathers' appropriate parental rights
and responsibilities (Fineman, !988; Thompson, 1986). Other
debates concern professional issues such as the ethical obligations of mediators and the quality of their training (Emery &
Wyer. 1987b). Such controversies reflect broad concerns about
social justice, marital and parenting roles, and professional responsibility and are appropriately resolved in political and professional forums. Still, many debates about custody mediation
focus on its effectiveness, a controversy that can be greatly enlightened by empirical investigation.
Although methodological shortcomings necessitate cautious
interpretation (see Emery & Wyer, 1987b), custody mediation
generally has proven superior to custody litigation in the few
quasi-experimental field studies that have been conducted to
date. In comparison with adversary procedures, custody mediation has been found to reduce the need for court hearings,
increase the speed of dispute resolution, improve compliance
with agreements, and enhance parents' satisfaction with the

dispute resolution process
Bohm, & MacDonald, 1981; Margolin,
Pearson & Thoennes,
Watson & Morton,
Mediation also was found to produce
similar benefits in the one investigation where property and
financial issues, as well as custody, were included in the divorce
negotiations (Kelly, 1989). In contrast with these supportive
findings, mediation has not been found to lead to improvement
in the psychological adjustment of divorcing spouses (Emery &
Wyer, l987a; Kelly, Gigy, & Hausman, 1988).
In our own research in which families were randomly assigned to settle custody disputes either in mediation or
tion, we also found that mediation
reduced the need for
custody bearings and that agreements were reached more
quickly in mediation
& Wyer, l987a). Unlike other researchers,
we found potentially important differences
between the reported satisfaction of mothers and fathers. In
comparison with men who
statistically significant and substantially
increases in satisfaction were
found among fathers who mediated. Multivariate indices indicated that fathers who mediated were more satisfied with the
and its effects
process of dispute resolution, its effects on
on their relationship with their former spouse. In comparison
with women who litigated, mothers who mediated were significantly more satisfied with the effect oftheir court experience on
their children, but they were less satisfied with the settlements
that they reached. Mothers who mediated also reported more
depression than did women who litigated custody (Emery &
Wyer, l987a).
This unexpected gender difference mirrors the position of
some "father's rights" advocates who support mediation
(Thompson, 1986) and "mother's rights" advocates who oppose
it (Fineman, 1988). Because the "tender years presumption~
historically has favored awarding custody to mothers, mediation and joint custody are seen as a loss for mothers and a gain
for fathers. Such positions clearly dictate the exploration of
gender differences, although the hope of mediation is to produce a "win-win" outcome that benefits both parents instead of
a "win-lose" outcome that benefits only one.

This research was supported by grants to Robert E. Emery from the
William T. Grant Foundation.
Corrcspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Robert E. Emery, Department of Psychology, University of Virginia,
Gilmer HalL Charlo!lesville, Virginia 22903-2477.
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CHILD CUSTODY MEDIATION AND LITIGATION

Given the policy significance of the topic, the differences
between our previous findings and those of other researchers,
and our success in maintaining internal validity in our field
research, we have replicated and extended our earlier investigation. Parents were randomly assigned to settle their custody
disputes either in mediation or through the adversary system.
Following the resolution of the custody dispute, court record
data were obtained on the frequency of court hearings, the time
needed to reach an agreement, and the content of the agreements that were reached. In addition, identical structured measures were administered to mothers and fathers from both
groups shortly after they reached a settlement. Parents rated
their satisfaction with the two dispute resolution procedures on
five dimensions reflecting satisfaction with (a) the dispute resolution process, (b) the agreements that were reached, and the
impact on (c) oneself, (d) the children, and (e) the coparental
relationship. Mothers and fathers also completed structured
measures evaluating their acceptance of the end of the
marriage, conflicts over child rearing, and depression. These
last three measures were included because love, anger, and sadness are prominent emotions in the grieving process experienced by many family members during divorce (Weiss, 1988)
and because' unresolved grief frequently appears to make dispute resolution in divorce more difficult (Emel")\ Shaw, & Jackson, 1987; Somary & Emery, in press)..
The present report summarizes findings on these measures
from our replication study comparing 15 families who mediated disputed custody and 16 families who litigated the issue.
We also present data combining the present sample with our
original groups of 20 families who mediated and 20 families
who litigated custody in the same court (Emery & Wyer,l987a).
Although the independent replication is a stringent test of the
findings from the initial stu~ combining the two samples also
has advantages. The combined sample increases the power of
the statistical analyses, provides a sufficient sample size for examining correlations between measures within groups, and
offers a convenient summary of findings for these 71 families
who are being followed longitudinally.

Method

Subjects
Demographic data are presented for all subjects together, because no
differences were found between the initial and replication samples or
between the mediation and litigation groups.
A total of 35 mediation families and 36 litigation families were recruited from those parties requesting a child custody or visitation
hearing from a juvenile and domestic relations district court in central
Virginia. The average age for mothers in the sample was 28 years
(range: 18 to 45); fathers' average age was 31 (range: 20 to 47). Seventynine percent of the sample were White, and the remainder were Black.
Reflecting the court's population of clients, the sample was largely of
low socioeconomic status. Eighty-seven percent of the men and 88% of
the women were working or had last worked in clerical or blue-collar
occupations; 10% of the men and 20% of the women were unemployed
at the time of the study. Average reported annual income for the men in
the sample was $8,660 (range: 0 to $20,280)~ women's income averaged
$7,675 (range: 0 to $21,630). Seventy-two percent of the men and 67%
of the women had only a high school education or less. Most families
were from Protestant religious backgrounds.
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Procedure
Families were randomly assigned to either mediate or litigate their
custody dispute; however, ethical constraints prohibited ordering families to participate in-either group. Rather, at the time of their court
intake hearing, families were approached at random about either attempting to resolve their disputes in the court's new mediation program or participating in an evaluation of the court's services (litigation
group). However, disputants were not approached about participating
in either group if they were not the child's biological parents, there were
allegations of child abuse or neglect, or the wife had been a resident at a
shelter for battered women. Mediation was believed to be inappropriate in these circumstances.
Thirty-five of 49 (71 %) families approached about mediation agreed
to participate, as did 36 of 43 (84%) litigation group families. Demographic and archival court record data were collected on all families
who were approached about the study, so that those who agreed to
participate could be compared with those who refused. Mothers who
refused mediation reported significantly lower income than those who
agreed to participate, 1(38) = 3.17, p < .0 I, and fathers who refused
mediation were more likely to work in clerical or blue-collar jobs, x 1(4,
N = 49) = I0.42, p < .0 I. No other differences on demographics or legal
history were found between those who refused and those who agreed to
participate in either group. Thus, as far as we are able to detect, the
experimental manipulation was remarkably unbiased.
Following assignment to groups, families either proceeded through
the usual court process or entered the mediation service. Because juvenile and domestic relations courts in Virginia have no authority to
grant a divorce or to determine property settlements, only custody,
visitation, and child support were addressed in both mediation and
litigation. The type of negotiations that typically take place in mediation have been described in detail elsewhere (Emery et al~ 1987). All
mediation sessions were held inside the court building. Meetings were
conducted by one of four pairs of male and female comediators. a II of
whom had at least a master's degree in a mental health field in addition
to training in mediation. Mediation was limited to no more than six
2-hr sessions. Study families completed mediation after an average of
2.4 meetings, with a minimum of one and a maximum of six sessions.
Once parents had ended mediation (with or without an agreement).
settled their disputes outside of court, or had a decision rendered in a
court hearing, they were interviewed individually in their own home
by a member of the research staff. Interviews took place an average of
5.1 weeks following the resolution of the dispute. The earliest interviews were completed I week following the decision, the latest 20
weeks subsequently. Over 85% were completed within 8 weeks. Families were compensated for their participation in the 2-hr interview.
Because interviewers encountered more difficulty enlisting the cooper·
ation of litigation subjects, parents in this group were paid 50% more
for their participation. The reluctance of the litigation subjects may be
an indicator of differential party satisfaction with the dispute resolution alternatives, but the larger payments had no discernible influence
on the study's findings.

Measures
Demographic data were obtained at the time of the initial court
contact, and archival data were obtained from court records. At the
time of the home interview, the following were among the measures
that were obtained:
Structured interview. This form was designed specifically for the
purposes of the present study as an evaluation of the parents· experi·
ences in mediation and in litigation. Parents provided ratings on a
5-point scale concerning their impressions of their court experience.
Questions were worded so that identical items could be used for
members of each group. Examples of items include "In your contact
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with the court, do you feel that your rights were protected?" and "In
your contact with the court, do you feel that you had control over the
decisions that were made?" These questions were answered according
to the following scale: I = not at all, 2 =a little, 3 =somewhat, 4 = quite a
bit, and 5 =very much. A list of the items can.be found in Tables l, 2,
and 3.
Acrimony Scale ~4Sj. The AS measures conflict in
coparental
relationship between separated or divorced parents. Parents rate the
degree of conflict they have in 25 different areas of potential problems
(e.g., visitation, gifts, and discipline). A single total score, n>1'1:re~entinl!
the mean of the 25 items, is obtained. The measure has been found to
be internally consistent~ = .88) and to have high test-retest reliability
{r = .88 over a 6-week period; Emery, 1982b). Evidence also indicates
that the AS is correlated with measures of children's behavioral
ment (Emery, 1982b; Shaw & Emery, l98n
Acceptance of Marital Termination (AMT). The AMT is an !l-item
self-report scale that taps a range offeelings about marital termination
including disbelief, regret, preoccupation with the former spouse, and
guilt (K itson,l982; Thompson & Spanier, 1983). An acceptance score
is obtained by computing a mean of the items. The measure has been
found to be internally consistent~= .90), and lack of commitment to
the marriage has been found to be related to the AMT (Thompson &
Spanier, 1983).
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). The BDI is a 21-item inventory
that assesses affective, cognitive, and behavioral components of depressive states (Beck, Steer, & Garbin, 1988). One score, ,.,,,...c.. ntin"
the sum of the items, is derived. Internal consistency of the measure
has been found to range from .73 to .92, with test-retest reliabilities
from .48 to .86 (Becket aL, 1988). It has been questioned whether the
BDI is a state or trait measure, but it has shown good discriminant
validity in a large number of studies (Becket al., 1988).

Results
Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) and some uni·
variate analyses were used to compare the mediation and the
litigation groups in three major areas: (a) court record data; (b)
satisfaction
for mothers and fathers; and (c) the broader
psychological measures assessing conflict over coparenting, acceptance of the marital termination, and depression.

Court Record Data
For the replication sample, significantly fewer court hearings
were held for the partners who mediated than for those who
litigated custody, x2 (3, N = 31) = 12.57. p < .0 I. This difference
also was significant in the initial study (Emery & Wyer, l987a).
With the two samples combined, court records indicated that
27 of 35 mediation cases ended with either a verbal or written
agreement, with only 4 of the 8 unresolved cases proceeding to
court. For the litigation group, 26 of 36 families appeared in
court. This substantial difference in court hearings was highly
significant for the combined sample, x 2 (3. N = 71) = 27 .95, p <
.00 l. as it was for each independent subsample.
The mediation group also reached agreements more quickly
than did members of the litigation group. This difference was
significant for the replication sample, t(30) = 1.68. p < .05, as it
had been in the first study. For the combined samples. agreements were reached in an average of 3 weeks and I day in mediation. whereas it took an average of7 weeks to reach a settlement in litigation, a difference that is statistically significant,
r(70) 2.84. p < .0 I

1

No significant differences were found in the custody arrangements specified in the mediated or litigated setUements fOr the
replication sample. This result differs from the initial study, in
awards were made
which
It should be
howthe
nelzotitate:d itt mediation. When the two
it was found that
and
awards were determined for the litigation
group, and six
legal
agreements were negotiated
in mediation. The remainder of families in both groups had
sole mother custody. When
custody was compared
with aU other custody arrangements for the combined
joint legal
was found to be
more common
following
N 7
p < .05.
~o significant differences between the mediation and
tion groups were found for the number of
the children
were to spend with the nonresidential parent or in the amount
support to be paid. This was true for the first
the
replication
and the two
combined.

Consumer Satisfaction
In order to maximize statistical power and allow for the inclusion of families where data were available for only one
partner in a family, consumer satisfaction
analyzed
according to an orthogonal planned
First,
fathers in mediation and litigation were compared, followed
mothers in the two groups, and finally the combined group of
mothers was contrasted with the combined group of fathers.
For each planned comparison, five MANOVAs were conducted
according to item content for the 19-item consumer satisfaction
measure. Clusters of items reflected satisfaction with
the
process of dispute
the decisions that were made,
and impact of the court contact
and (e) the relationship with the
were convariate effect was
ducted for individual items.
standard deviations, and
statistical summaries for these analyses for the combined sample are presented in Tables I, 2, and
tests are
based on one-tailed probabilities, consistent with the original
prediction that mediation families would be more satisfied
than litigation families. In all analyses, the mediation group
includes the 8 partners who did not reach an agreement in
mediation, and the
group includes those !0 families
who settled out of court.
Replicating results from the first study (Emery & Wyer,
1987a), mediation resulted in substantially and consistently
higher satisfaction for fathers. For the replication
three
of the multivariate effects were statistically significant. Mediation fathers were significantly more satisfied with the effect of
the dispute resolution procedure on themselves, F(l. 8) = 2.42.
p < .05; their children, F(l, 17) = 5.65, p < .0 I; and their relationship with their former spouse, F(l, 18)= 6.50, p< .01. In the
initial study, mediation fathers had higher means than litigation
fathers on every item. In the replication
greater satisfaction was again reported by mediation fathers on every item,
except satisfaction with their role in resolving the
When the initial and
samples were combined.
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significant multivariate effects were found for all five MANOVAs (see Table l ). As is evident from inspection of Table 1,
increased satisfaction among mediation fathers was found not
only for items assessing the psychological aspects ofthe dispute
resolution procedure (e.g., that concern was shown for them) but
also for items dealing with the presumed strengths of the adversary system (e.g., that their rights were protected).
Findings for mothers differed considerably from those for
fathers. For the replication sample, only one of the five multivariate effects was statistically significant, and the effect was in
the opposite direction from prediction. Litigation mothers reported a significantly more favorable impact of the court contact on their children, F(l, 21) = 6.42, p < .0 1. This result is
inconsistent with findings from the initial study. In the first
study, mediation mothers reported significantly more satisfaction with the effect of their court experience on their children,
but litigation mothers reported more satisfaction with the
agreements that were reached (Emery & Wyer, 1987a).
When the initial and replication samples were combined, no
multivariate test was statistically significant for mothers (see
Table 2). Inspection of the item means in Table 2 reveals that
mediation mothers were slightly more satisfied with the impact
of their court contact on their family members, whereas)itiga-.'
· tion mothers were slightly more satisfied with the proCess and
. outcome of the dispute"resolution. What is most notable about
the data for the initial, replication, and combined samples, how-

ever, is the small differences found between the mediation and
litigation mothers relative to what was found for fathers ..
For the final planned comparison, mother data and father
data were collapsed across groups, and gender differences in
consumer satisfaction were examined. None of the MANOVAs
comparing mother satisfaction with father satisfaction were statistically significant for the replication sample, but mothers reported higher mean satisfaction than fathers on all 19 items.
Mothers also reported higher satisfaction than fathers on every
item in the initial study (Emery & Wyer, l987a). When statistical power was increased by combining the two samples, significant differences were found for four of five possible MANOVAs
(see Table 3)f'Mothers were significantly more satisfied than
fathers with the process of dispute resolution, the agreements
that were reached, the effect of the procedures on themselves,
and the effect on their relat_!onship with their former spouse.

Child-Rearing Conflict, Acceptance of Marital
Termination, and Depression
The MANOVA comparing the mediation and litigation
groups on the more detailed measures of child-rearing conflict,
acceptance of marital termination, and depression was not significant for fathers in the replication sample, the initial study
(Emery & Wyer, 1987a), or the combined samples (see Table 4).
For mothers in the replication sample, the same MANOVA

Table 1

Postintervention Interview: Fathers
Mediation
(n = 28)
Cluster/item
Court process(!, 49)
Satisfied with court's role
Satisfied with own role
Satisfied with fairness of decisions
Feel had control over decisions
Feel rights were protected
Knew about available options
Court outcome (I, 51)
Satisfied with decisions
Lost what you wanted
Won what you wanted
Reached a lasting agreement
Impact on self(!, 51)
Feelings were understood
Concern was shown for you
Court had bad effect on you
Court had good effect on you
Impact on children (1, 52)
Concern was shown for children
Court had bad effect on children
Court had good effect on children
Impact on relationship with
children's mother (I, 53}
Caused problems with spouse
Senled problems with spouse

Litigation
(n = 29)
F

M

SD

M

SD

3.5
3.5
3.8
2.9
4.1
3.8

1.2
1.3
0.9
1.5
1.4

2.6
3.5
3.0
2.3
2.8
3.1

1.5
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6

3.7
2.0
2.6
3.0

1.0
1.3
1.4
1.4

3.1
3.1
2.2
2.4

3.9
3.8
2.1
2.8

1.1

1.4
1.6
1.6

2.6
2.2
2.9
1.7

1.4
1.4
1.4

4.5

1.0
1.1

2.5

1.5

3.7
2.1
2.0

1.3

1.5

1.4

2.99*'"
6.54**
<I
6.79**
2.33
15.83***
2.86*
2.16*
3.81*
6.98**
1.15
2.77•
5.21***
16.21***
18.29***
3.30*
9.64**
3.18*
7.22**
4.42*
1.95

1.8
3.1

1.0

3.4
2.1

1.6
1.4

10.04***
19.22***
9.69**

1.1

1.1

1.4

1.8
1.6

1.5

1.4

1.1

Note. Items were answered on a 5-point scale where I = not at all. 2 == a little, 3 = somewhat. 4 = quite a bit.
and 5 = very much.
'"p<.05. ... p <.01. .... p <.001.
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Table 2

Postintervention Interview: Mothers
Mediation
(1'1 = 29)
Cluster/item
Court process (I, 54)
Satisfied with court's role
Satisfied with own role
Satisfied with fairness of decisions
Feel had control over decisions
Feel rights were protected
Knew about available options
Court outcome (1, 56)
Satisfied with decisions
Lost what you wanted
Won what you wanted
Reached a lasting agreement
Impact on self (1, 56)
Feelings were understood
Concern was shown for you
Court had bad effect on you
Court had good effect on you
Impact on children (1, 57)
Concern was shown for children
Court had bad effect on children
Court had good effect on children
Impact on relationship with
children's father (I, 58)
Caused problems with spouse
Settled problems with spouse
Note.

Litigation
(n"" 32)

M

SD

M

SD

3.5

0.9
1.2

3.8

1.1
l.l
L2

F

L52
3.6
3.6
3.2

3.9
3.9

Ll
1.0
Ll
l.l

4.0
4.0
2.8
4.

1.3
1.1

3.5

.3
1.71

3.7
2.3
3.3
3.0

0.9
1.4

3.9
1.5

1.2

1.3
L3

4.1
3.1

L2
1.6

3.6

1.2

3.5

1.5

3.7

I

lA

3.5
2.3

1.3

2.2
3.2

1.4

3.1

L7

4.4

0.7

4.3

!.0

1.3

0.8
1.5

1.7

0.9

3.2

2.6

1.6

2.2
3.3

1.3
1.0

2.4
3.3

1.6

<I
1.4

1.20

1.4

Items were answered on a 5-point scale where I = not at all, 2 =a little, 3"' somewhat, 4 =quite a bit,

and 5 = very much.

was statistically significant, F(l, 21) 4.31, p < .0 I. Univariate
analysis indicated that mothers who mediated reported significantly less acceptance of the marital termination, F(l, 23) =
3.36, p < .0!. This finding is inconsistent with earlier results. In
the first study, mediation mothers reported more depression
than their litigation counterparts, but no significant differences
were found for the acceptance measure (Emery & Wyer, l987a).
The differences in the two studies were canceled when the original and replication samples were combined. For the combined
sample, no significant differences were found between women
who mediated and women who litigated in terms of their reports of child-rearing conflict, acceptance of marital termination, or depression (see Table 4).
When mothers' and fathers' reports were collapsed across
mediation and litigation groups, the MANOVA was significant
for the replication sample. F(l, 19) = 4.14, p < .05. Univariate
analysis indicated that fathers reported significantly less acceptance of the marital termination than did mothers. F(l, 21) =
13. 14. p < .00!. whereas mothers reported significantly greater
child-rearing conflict than did fathers. F(l, 19) = 4.39. p < .05.
This is a partial replication of findings from the first study, in
which lathers also reported less acceptance of the end of the
marriage (Emery & Wyer, 1987a). When the two samples were
combined, the multivariate effect for gender differences remained significant. Univariate analysis indicated that men reported significantly less acceptance of the end of the marriage,
and women reported significantly more child-rearing conflict
(see Table 4).
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Discussion
The present study sought to replicate and extend earliel' findings comparing mothers' and fathers'
after being
disputes eirandomly assigned to negotiate their child
ther in mediation or through the
system
&
Wyer, 1987a). For the most part, the results of the replication
were remarkably consistent with the findings from our first
In both studies, mediation was found to keep a substantial number of families out of court and to produce agreements
in less than half the time it took to litigate settlements. No
differences were found in the content of the mediated and litigated agreements in either study, with the
that
legal custody was a more frequent outcome ofmediationo In the
replication study,' fathers were consistently and substantially
more satisfied with mediation than with litigation, as they were
in the initial study. Despite some inconsistencies on specific
dimensions of the satisfaction ratings, the overall pattern of
findings for mothers also was consistent between the two studies. Few substantial differences were found between the mediation and litigation groups in terms of mothers' satisfaction ratings, and some of the differences that were found favored the
women who litigated.
The findings that mediation drastically reduced the need for
court appearances and allowed settlements to be reached more
quickly are consistent with other research and are
m
dearly make custody mediation
several respects. For one,
appealing from the
of court
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Table3

Postintervention Interview: Fathers and Mothers
Fathers
(n ;. 50)"
Cluster/item
Court process (1, 43)
Satisfied with court's role
Satisfied with own role
Satisfied with fairness of decisions
Feel had control over decisions
Feel rights were protected
Knew about available options
Court outcome (1, 45)
Satisfied with decisions
Lost what you wanted
Won what you wanted
Reached a lasting agreement
Impact on self (I, 46)
Feelings were understood
Concern was shown for you
Court had had effect on you
Court had good effect on you
Impact on children (1, 47)
Concern was shown for children
Court had bad effect on children
Court had good effect on children
Impact on relationship with
other parent (I, 48)
Caused problems with spouse
Settled problems with spouse

Mothers
(n =SO)"

M

SD

M

SD

3.0
3.6
3.4
2.5
3.3
3.4

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.5

3.7
3.9
3.9
3.0
4.1
3.7

1.0

3.4
2.6
2.4
2.8

1.3
1.7
1.6

3.9
1.9
3.7
3.0

1.1
l.3
l.3

3.5
3.6
2.2
3.1

1.4
1.2
1.3
1.5

1.4

1.6

1.5

3.2
2.9
2.5
2.2

1.4

1.6
1.5
1.4

1.1

1.1

1.2
1.0
1.2

1.4

4.0
1.8
2.3

1.2
1.1
1.4

4.4
1.5
2.8

0.8
0.9
1.5

2.7
2.6

1.6
1.5

2.2
3.3

1.5
1.2

F

1.91*
7.87**
1.66
4.90*
3.49*
10.45***
1.77
4.68**
3.80*
5.05*
17.44**"'
1.12
2.94*
1.32
5.81**
1.07
10.13***
2.00

5.38**
2.66*
10.99**"

Note. Items were answered on a 5-point scale where I = not at all, 2 =a little, 3 = somewhat. 4 = quite a bit,
and 5 = very much.
• The sample size is reduced because cases can be included only when data are available from both parents.
.. p<.05. ... p < .0!. **'"p<.OOI.

tody disputes are frequent sources of litigation, and mediation
programs can efficiently alleviate heavy court caseloads.
Although mediation's success in diverting cases is a positive
outcome from some points of view, its desirability can be questioned from other perspectives. Many are dissatisfied with formal adversary procedures for determining custody (McHenry,
Herrman, & Weber, 1978; Spanier & Anderson, 1979), but mediation may not be the only or the best alternative to adversary
settlement. The comparison of alternative forms of custody dispute resolution is complicated further because there are many
competing perspectives on custody disputes. Judges, lawyers,
mental health professionals, parents, and children themselves
all have competing perspectives based on their different roles in
a dispute.
The present research strongly suggests one such competing
perspective. The contrasting experience of mothers and fathers
who mediate or litigate contested child custody was one of the
most ~lient findings in both the initial study and the replication. Fathers consistently preferred mediation to litigation, but
mothers were mixed in their satisfaction with the dispute resolution alternatives.
It is important, however, that this difference not be interpreted simply as meaning that mediation is good for fathers and
bad for mothers. Careful attention to the present findings reveals why such a conclusion is simplistic. Figure l portrays the
mean satisfaction ratings for mothers and fathers who mediated

or litigated on two items from the satisfaction ratings (derived
from data found in Tables l and 2). For the .. rights were pro, tected,. item, both mothers and fathers who mediated were
··quite satisfied. Substantial gender differences were found in the
litigation sample, however. Mothers were quite satisfied that
their rights were protected in the adversary process: fathers
were not. This latter difference is at least partially attributable
to the fact that mothers won approximately 90% of the litigated
custody battles. In fact, for most items fathers who litigated
formed an outlyh1g group with their consistently low ratings.
whereas mothers and fathers who mediated and mothers who
litigated were consistently satisfied.
There was one exception to this overall pattern. however.
Mothers who mediated were at least as satisfied as mothers who
litigated on items assessing effects on family members. but they
were somewhat less satisfied with the outcome of the dispute. In
particular, mothers who litigated custody were especially likely
to believe that they had won more and lost less of what they had
wanted in comparison with mothers who mediated. As can be
seen in Figure l, mothers and fathers who mediated rated themselves near the midpoint on the item .. won what you wanted.~
Men and women who litigated were at opposite extremes.
Perceptions of winning and losing are not only relevant to the
custody context. but they also are central to some important
theoretical assumptions about the dispute resolution alternatives. Mediation is hypothesized to be capable of producing
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-Mediation
-Litigation

VeryMuch

5

Quite a Bit

4

Somewhat

3

ALittle

2

NotatAll

1

FEEL

RIGHTS WERE PROTECTED

Women

Very Much

5

Quite a Bit

4

Somewhat

3

A Little

2

Not at All

1

Men

WON WHAT YOU WANTED

Women
Figure l.

Item

Men

for women and men following mediation and litigation

for two representative satisfaction ratings.

psychological
mediation and litigation is worth
cernibie differences in psychological adjius:tm1ent
the alternative dispute resolution procedures were l'le1tee·tert at
least in the short run. If the alternative means
custody disputes strongly influence postdivorce family relationships. perhaps differences in psychological
will be
found after more time has passed. We will
changes in psychological functioning in our •vuv,··u
gation of the combined sample.
Our success in replicating earlier
internal validity in a complex field
about the validity of the findings for the
~~,·~~·,~·
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however, about the generalizability of the
The most important limitation on external
present
validity
fact that only one mediation program
·and one court were evaluated. Quite different findings might
have emerged in a different court, in a different mediation program
that addressed property division and spousal support), or in a state with different custody laws and legal
precedents. The low socioeconomic status of the present subjects also may limit the study's external validity.
Finally, it must be remembered that the present sample was
limited to parents who disputed custody and who carried that
dispute to the point of filing for a custody hearing. The great
majority of parents negotiate child custody outside of court.
Thus, both
and mediators in court settings deal with a

to
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self-selected and atypical subset of divorcing parents. One dimension that surely distinguishes parents who dispute custody
is their unusually high degree of hostility. A desperate hope for
reconciliation on the part of one parent also may distinguish
manv parents who contest custody from those who do not This
is supported both by our clinical
(Emery et al., 1987) and by the finding that fathers were less
accepting of the end of the marriage. Perhaps men are more
likely contest custody when their wives, not they, have chosen
to end the marriage.
Despite possible questions about external validity, the present findings strongly indicate that custody mediation can reduce the need for court hearings, speed the process of dispute
and increase the satisfaction of fathers. The findings
raise caution about the outcome of mediation for mothers, however. This makes it essential that gender differences be carefully
examined in other investigations of custody mediation and litigation.
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is clearly carried
convictions which no mediator can or

the accusations, spe:cu:tanon.
reliable information.
In some ways, tbe appearance of Grillo's
of mandatory mediation by entering it into the arena
beyond the initial
of enthusiasm in which it was
every ill of the adversary process~ This debate should take
in an arena
that insists on rigorous standards of proof. Equally essential is the
ment on scholars and public policymakers to rely on
data
represents the prevalent experience rather than on erroneous ger1er<1lizatic:ms
from worst-case
of verbal
claims. Grillo's article does not meet those
research, or
dards and hence misleads readers.
Mediators should understand and
attention to """''"'""'"'
ances, and mediators in California take this criticism very seriously.
example, Grillo's article has been disseminated
all of the directors of
family court services and been used the basis discussion
as well as in individual
offices.
the same
there are new data
from clients themselves about
that not
only counter her
but
she presents.
The central claim of Grillo's article is that mediation (most
mandatory mediation) has
the
and patriarchy of the
adversarial process with an
of its own, more
insidious because the
on the
are subtle and unde~
dared beforehand; that mediators enforce rules of conduct required by them
without benefit of external check or
that mediation is a process
without overriding
because of the advent of no~ fault divorce and
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family systems theory; that mediation is a trading off of interests to reach a
compromise without a principled background; and that those most harmed
by these process dangers are those already disadvantaged: women and
minority groups. Finally, the assertion is made that mediation is particularly
harmful to women's interests because women have been described as being
more "relationally oriented" than men and are therefore more likely to make
concessions to maintain relationship rather than bargain in their own interests. 2
Grillo notes that "studies have shown that mediation clients are more
satisfied with their divorce outcomes than persons using the adversary
system" but dismisses the results because of small sample size or the focus
of the research on voluntary rather than mandatory mediation (please see note
4). While she acknowledges "the existence of substantial client satisfaction
with some models of mediation," she concluded nonetheless "that mandatory
mediation provides neither a more just nor a more humane alternative to the
adversarial system of adjudication of custody, and therefore does not fulflll
its promises." The primary data she cites to support the existence of these
process dangers are stories told to the author by unhappy mediation clients
and the verbal remarks of Don Saposnek at a roundtable discussion of
mediators on October 28, 1989. She does not provide actual examples but
derives "composites" of anecdotes, which she uses partially as a springboard
into discussion and partially as proof of her points.
One response to some of Grillo's concerns bas already been published/
addressing particularly those surrounding the influence of no-fault divorce
and family systems theory. It clarifies and separates the various potential
sources of client dissatisfaction that were confounded (or overlooked) in the
Grillo article-for example, distinguishing between client responses to the
bargaining arena in which the process may be operating- the loading of the
bargaining endowments4 for men and women in the form of legal presumptions and so on.
Rather than duplicate the points raised there, this response takes up the
issues from a different point: (a) summarizing current, available data from
mandatory mediation clients themselves that directly contradicts Grillo's
presentation; (b) outlining the errors of shaping a public policy debate around
the anecdotal information (in contrast to the research data on the actual
differences in women and men's assessment of mediation, for example); and
(c) anchoring the debate about mediation in the current realities of courts (in
contrast to theoretical notions and presumptions). While the data clearly
indicate that mandatory mediation works for a substantial majority of the
disputants, the service provided by Grillo's critique is limited to a relatively
small group of clients who do not feel trusting in the current mediation
process.
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to say what they really felt, and the mediator did not pressure them to go
along with things they did not want). Counselors also rated 76% of their
sessions as productive. Given the serious concerns that these families brought
to the process, these results are impressive, and the unusual comprehensiveness and very high representation of all sessions make the data trustworthy.
These results have also been replicated by two other studies of individual
courts. Results from one study (149 respondents) suggested a strong preference for mediation over litigation, and the women's responses were significantly more favorable than the men's on this particular issue. 13 Results from
another study (557 respondents) indicated that
clients are generally more satisfied with parenting arrangements they determine on their own in mediation, and that they are generally more dissatisfied
with court-imposed parenting plans. This observation appears to support one
of the key assumptions of the California legislation passed in 1980, requiring
disputing parents to attempt to mediate parenting issues amicably prior to
initiating litigation. 14

These findings go to the heart of Grillo's objection to mandatory mediation (that it represents the taking away of choices for litigants) and substantially refute it, showing mandatory mediation, rather, as an arena in which
parents may exercise choice in contrast to the courtroom.
CONFUSING PREVALENCE WITH WORST·CASE SCENARIO

Grillo's use of the "composite example" heightens awareness, nevertheless, of the other side of the coin of the California statewide study: Around
15% of parents felt rushed by the mediator, or felt too intimidated to say what
they really felt, or felt pressured to go along with things that they did not
want. This suggests a subgroup (who might share some characteristics in
common) who did not feel similarly protected within the process. It will be
important to learn more about those who found themselves in this situation
in order to provide additional protection or an alternative process to those
clients. Additional analyses of gender differences are planned that may
suggest further refinements of the mediation process.
If the process works for the large majority but 110t the significant minority,
to meet the needs of both. Most
then one
a way to
the
important, worst-case scenarios do 110t provide information about prevalence of occu"ence, as these data illustrate. 15

------------ - - -

PROBLEMS IN THE ANALYSiS OF PROCESS

Grillo suggests that mediators in court settings advocate the "suppression
of anger," a misunderstanding of a process that is far more complex than the

dispute and the focus on u•uuu:;rn
imagine that it was in their
other deeply felt emotion.

that tbe couple would revetlttousiv
their """'""'"''"' aa:onrlpltsnmg

mediation and .... ,&u••~ .. ex~~enenc:es.
opposite observation: that a nugailon ext>enenc:e
individual or interactional dy~;fuJnction
which people emerge healed or reiieved. 19
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All of these together have led some women's advocates to claim that
women would view mediation less favorably and would obtain less favorable
results because they would not be able to participate as powerfully as men
in the process. Because women have historically had less access to wealth,
positions of power, and other resources than men, the belief has been that
women would be less capable of advancing and protecting their own interests
in a negotiation and would defer appropriate settlements to relationship
considerations. Based on this, women have been presumed to be unable to
bring a sufficient sense of entitlement that would permit them to ask for all
of what they want, a factor distinct and separate from either the inclination
or the ability to negotiate.
This constitutes an appropriate research hypothesis. It is just as reasonable
to propose the opposite: that the greater relational focus in women causes
them to feel that mediation is a more comfortable and easy forum than
litigation, allows them to find their own voice in the process, and obviates
the problem of the relationship with the attorney recreating a role of dependency (i.e., a "passive recipient of a lawyer's advice and decision-making" 24).
Women would find themselves more adept at talking things out in a relational
medium and therefore feel more satisfied with the results. The question is:

Which hypothesis do the data support? What do women themselves say?
One study is particularly relevant to the issues raised here because it
compared women and men's views of mediation in both private, voluntary
respondents). 25 An important
mediation and mandatory court mediation
fmding was that no significant differences between the men and women were
In those insta,nces in
found along a number of dimensions in either
which there were differences, the women tended to be more favorable about
mediation than the men. Women were more
to feel that the mediator
was skillful and that he or she had
the process focused on the important
issues.

Most important, women in both
mediation and voluntary
mediation settings were significantly more
to report a greater confidence in their ability to stand up
themselves with their ex-spouses as a
result
mediation. The data also
that one of the major reasons
why women found mediation a
process was the opportunity to
express one's view a
in which to find a voice. Women not only found
a voice but
to feel
their voices were heard and legitimated
enough to
them with
or resolve in relation to their
former spouse. Given the concern raised that
mediation inherently
is significant that women in
disempowers people
both voluntary and
reported this increased
confidence.

USE AND MISUSE

CASE EXAMPLE

The use of the case "'"""It'''"
work. particularly in
experience, allowing a uruiic:io~lticm
empathy with the dilemma pre:selltelct

Grillo's article that "mediators insist on
tances and the objections of
or that "mediators never
historical information." Not only are there no data to ""''""""
26
most of the mediation literature refutes the
The second problem, of lviJtauunw.
issue of the source of the data for the case "'"""If''"'"·
is customary when att«;mt,tm
of the most problematic
couples is that it is common for spouses
what should happen and what has hap1per1ed.
views consulted? If so,
not, are we to trust that
reporter?
The end result is ll:lat the micle
and assertion of fact. If Grillo wishes
norm, then data to
assertion of fact are r~>.nnire'n
present the case scenarios as hypothetical ~"'"''·"''iW"
theoretical or political
then the
any real situation is
unnecessary but COitfusing.
sits firmly in neither camp.
Obviously, worst~case scenarios are valuable
guards so that such events
to no one;
scenario, by its nature of being a worst case
of the majority), makes a poor
for
brush used to paint mediation is too wide and
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CURRENT REALITIES IN FAMILY lAW
MEDIATION, FEMINISM. AND RACISM IN mE CONTEXT OF mE COURT

Grillo suggests that mediation has become a new avenue for the imposition of old problems- _sexism and racism. There are two pieces to this
problem: (a) Are mediators less or more inclined than judges to impose bias,
and (b) is mediation a less "protected" environment for the client (is it really
true that attorneys are able to provide protection to their clients from the
biases of judges but not in mediation?)? There is a suggestion that a woman
could expect a consistently better result from the courts. What women
themselves say about their preference in contradiction to these assumptions
has already been described earlier here. Several facts suggest that Grillo's
fears about this aspect of mediation are also not generally true.
It is absolutely true that mediation cannot be better than the people who
provide it. Ironically, the mediator world is much more balanced than the
judiciary in terms of representation of women and people of color. For
example, in one typical California
65% of the mediation staff is
female, compared to 15%
staff. In the same county, more than
of color, compared to only 12%
one third of the mediation staff are
of the judges.27
While mediation is not the
where bias may
exclusive of
all the other court arenas, or the
in which clients may experience
"transference" (or more
it .may be,
however, the only
where staff have received the appropriate training to
deal with those
As mental health
mediation staff
bas had extensive training211 in
bias and an understanding
in addition to a profestransference and countertransference
consultation to address
sional expectation that they
these issues. 29 Neither
training and hence are ------·J
or "countertransference" \""'""''"J;"
court as an
onto
are common, somewhat pre:du~taiJie,

enced

ROLE m· FAMILY LAWYERS

Some att•orr1eys, "''""''""''''"
notion that their clients
mediation. In
the
important as his or her

in family law, have the
enter the arena of
in the mediation process is as
it may not be the same).

Many
have formalized ex~>edtah1cms
the attorneys and the me,mamr,
between the
and the me4:llat,or

unwilling to advance funds from the ............,, ........,
result, women have the
burden of obtammg
until the tm1me1~
their attorneys must frequently await
settled, making women less desirable clients. All of this iu)l;'"m''"' SlJruJ:eslts
that adequate representation for women is not so much a orome1m
tion as it is for women in the
process.
CONCLUSION

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Whi1e there are many ObJied:Iorls
tained in Grillo's
this
deliberations about mana;uo1ry rrlea1auon.

opportunity to
future study and

more articulate about
It is clear that u!i:lllu<mJI

nr:~c1u-.e in mediation. The Judicial

Court-Connected Medi·
uu.:,,vu•= in 1990. Grillo did not cite

The recent coJmprel11en:si
is timely, ~md further
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particularly in the area of attending to those groups who do not feel adequately represented or protected within all parts of the process.
Finally, if one argues that certain practices or problems are common, it is
incumbent upon one to prove that. Not only has Grillo failed to do that,
reliable evidence exists to the contrary. Public policy should rest on information and data that have passed a rigorous standard, not on polemic, projection,
or fear.
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~unicial
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE

Elva Raish
Off ice of Senator Leroy G·reene
state capitol, Room 3082
sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Ms. Raish,

The California Statewide Office
submitting the following documents for
materials for senator Greene's legislative
custody, mediation, and gender bias,
1992:

1. A critical review of the
Wall St~eet JournAl's July 1991 article,
Loses Favor For Increasing Children's
Apart••: OUr review of pertinent
there is little empirical support
the article.
2. The response of the statewide
street Jqurnal article, published
Seen as Biased Against Women": The
extensive research, practice, and poli~y
currently in place to respond to poten
3. "Trends in the Characteristics of
of Juvenile and
Family courts: Child custody, Visitation, Family court
Services", prepared for the Commission on 2020 Vision: A
Plan for the Future of California courts:
part of
an onqoing initiative to identify and plan tor social trends
that affect the courts. I draw your attention to custody
statistics on paqe 6. Mother physical
joint
leqal custody is the most common agreement
in
. connected mediation across the state. Joint
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legal custOdy (16 percent of all families, 29 percent of

thoae who reached aqrea-.nt in mediation during the period

of the study) is slightly more common than that reported by
researchers studyint the general population of divorcing
families.

4. Report I - ()Verview of the california Family court
Services snapshot study: A representative study tbat
captured 82t of mediation sessions across the state of
California demonstrated widespread satisfaction among
mothers and fathers who used court-connected mediation.

s. Preliminary results from a report currently in
production: Also based on tbe results of the california
Fully Court services Snapshot study the table shows
averaqe scores fer men and women on each of the satisfaction
measures described 1n Report I (Item #4) • You will note
that these scores are favoral:)le and quite similar.
Subsidiary analyses ue currently underway to.isolate
conc:lit.ions (e. q. , client circumstances, components of the
mettiation service) that widen or narrow the gap between aen
and women.
I

If you have .any qbestions abOut this •terial please contact me
at (415) 396-9150 or the Statewide Coordinator of Family court
Services, Dr. Isolina Ricci, at (415) 396-9155.

Charlene :e:. Depner,. Ph.D.
coordinator for Research,
Evaluation and statistics
Statewide Office of Family
Court Services
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. . . . iD the blllt ~of the

cbiJd,~.W- ~
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''Ewll when both pumts nquest
joint custody, it Qft ........ big

haw a~ pmt cmtody.

None.~

with one dlllatis6ed

Pint custody eoo:p~e.

~to~y~

il ~ uot~U!tic. It is wbjlla to

incliftdual di~Ai. . . &ad vaittiuu
. . . the life~ of the flmily.~
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lessu~::cst that
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that the proportton of
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wh&ch ctuidren aHe!"nate
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Joint Custody Attracts Criticism
For Increasing Stress on Children
Ccmtinlled. From Page B t

I

d:lu£hter c:1n't ut. sleep or cet ncr work
done w~n she h:l.S to switeh homes." says :1
Anlt~ Br3.Zer. a 40-yellr-old homemaker
frcm 1..3ke Forest. Ill .• "bec:::usse she's so l
worried about whether everythlnr: Will be I
p:acked. wttether she'll remember to bring 1
the Ent:llsh p;per she's worktn: on. i
• whether she'll h:ave tbe rtght supplies for l
her art project... : •
.
· • · Joint dectstcn ma.ktnc h:a.s proved dlfft·
cult for the parentS. Says M.s. Br~er: "Wt
rlcht about every ILttle nitpicky l.hln:. from

ents to try jotnt custody- and even to tm~
pose tt on unwtlllnc couples.
Within o. lew yem. many of t.'1ese non·
..voluntary settlements co1b.psed. "The wtll·
lngnes.s to s~re h.un't struck a chord ln
Amertc:a." sa.ys Judith S. Wallerstein, a
psycholog'lst and director of the Center tor
.lfle F~IIY ln Tnnslt!on Ln Corte M:adeb..
Calif.
lmpesed Jcint custody Is common both
In ana out ot court. The Clmbr1dre Study
found tb:l.t jud~s re1ec:ted more Ul:111 cne·
thlrd of fattutrs' llld cne·flftb of momers'
request~ tor scte euJtody.ln IIJl thest e:ases
<wntcft lnellldc stt~t1ons wbere one p:r.rent
requested lotnt ucl Ule oUier dert'l~ded
sole:), Ule court m31ld.ue-d Jotnt custody.
tn ~ltomt:r.. wnere tno$l divorce c:a.:cs
are setUcd wtU\ mecll1tors out or eourt. the
St:mfom stuay Similarly -rouna- th:lt 30~
of the mothers :aM ll'• of the fat~ wl'lo
n:questCKt sole cu.stocl.y were dented lt. •
Even Whc:ll boUI ~ts a~ on wl'lo
stould. ho.vt sole custody, mtdta.tors
pusnc:d U\em Into Joint eustocl.y 1n· l'-."at
the c.s•. tht ..st1.1dy to~and.
"1,..:\wytrs aren't tntncd to· slt down
with pueni.S :a.nd ev:Uu:ue wtW will be
best ror 1 cfttld they've never seen." s:~ys
Ms. W:Uitnttln. '"They're more likely to
cllscuss economic and legal !$Sun. and
they wtU make rec:ommen<I:&Uons to their
ctlents based on what the amrt mieht la·
vor"-whscn ouen means lo~nt cutody.
Some ~tes. lJtcJuc:tlnc Ml.nna«>t.a a~~<l
MlS$0Uri. have recently pas;td laws ati>voc:~.unc joint custody. But seven.l stati!S
wtUI)otnt-<UStody upertenc:e are movmt
Ule oUJer way. Ma.ss;cbusttts. Uta.l1 and
C!Jifom~.a. a leader ltl tile )otnt·cu.stody
movement m the early l!!OS. I"Kefttly revoked sr.:.unes f:tvonng jotnt cu.stoc1Y.
Couru In Fionda and Soulh C.lrollna decided In 1959 mat jomt custody snoulcl onty
bt cons1dertd nnder excepUonaJ c1reum·
St:IJ\Cts bec:~.use 1t doesn't provtde a sucle
nome enV'Ironment.
Even when bot1'l J)3nnts r~uest lolnt
custOdy, it c:tn c:~.use big ~roblems. ··!'>ty

WT-66

I

WJ\etner Ch:l.d should go to sellool tor a ruu

«by or a b:Ul d:lY to whether £rtka. snould
be allowed to ehtw rum.'' .
.
The father, Skip Brnzer, arrees th:J.t the
current atnt~cement. 1ft wl\lcn !.he two
dllldren speru1 fcur-d:~.y weekends wtt.l'l

him every olher week plus dlnner onc:t'! or
twice a week. Is tou=:h on thtm: "It's hello.
ceodbye. heUo. COOdtlye IIJI the ume. ·• he
Sol)'S. A 'll·yeu-okl. sal~ In Ub!.!ny·
viUe. IU.. he h:as pto~ tUt Ule cblldren
spelld a.ltem:ne weeks wtth eo.dl p;n:nt
"'Wtth lonetr blockS of Ume. they wouw.n·i
bounce around so mueb. •• lie s:ays.
M.s. Br:s.ttr. however. w:a.n~: to Sl)end
mot'lfl tlmt WIU& her tl111drvn. not leu. The
couplf wtU CO to medi:a.Uon next month lrt
an attempt to mcdtfy the custody amnce·
lnlllt ror the th!rd time ln two year:;.
Some iotnt-custody arnJ'Ietmtnt:i sur·
vtve, but wttb much suus and str:Un. C3.rt
Bticlm'. a 43·yea.r-old enrtner lrom eokunbt:&. Md.. fO®¢ Jotnl eu.stocl.y worked

best when he and. his former ...Ue lpored
~ny-cntty deu.lls" oot.Und ln !teal doc:·
uments about 5Ueil thlnp u the exact
times eac:h parent would Pldc. up the diU·

dfen a.miwho would pa.y for dothtnt. "In·
swad.. we WOI'Xed bard. to m3.ke sure the
kids woukl.n't 5Ulfer." he says.
Mr. Belcher's JoUlt-euaody pact 1w

survtved 10 years. t;a.rrely bee:&!.!Se he a.na
hiS ex·wife Mve remamtd Dex.1ble about
"11SitlUon. His 111W(!\ter. now 18. h:LS h:ta
trouble atiiu.sUnr to tile joint t~mntUIC' and
atttn~ counseunr a.t the Children of Sepa·
rattan at~cl Divorce center In Cclumbt:a.

'Sut over:Ul. he says. the a.ml.llgement h:!.S
worled: ..1 woul¢ not have !tit tne mar·
n:a.=e under any other ctrcumsunces ...
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Letters to the E~itor
Wall Street Journal
200 Liberty Street
New York, Hew York

Jund.a Woo's
Women" (August 4
very seriously
It

eThe role of the

article. Ms. Woo
arbitration. Describing
nparties typically
their awn

cali:fornia mediator can "require"

residential arrangements. In
standards in California, the state
examples, direct the mediator to

states
and

professional
draws her case
between

the parties, not to compel them to accept a bindinq outcome that
is not of their own making.. :tn the event that an agreement
cannot be reached, mediators in some jurisdictions may,
consistent with local rules
to the
The judge may or aay not
•
•The article incorrectly asserts that
current
available showing the percentaqes of woman
mediation." A number of studies have shown
satisfied with court-based mediation and
dissatisfied women
fact.
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smaller than the'proportion of dissatisfied men. 1
Public
testimony, the basis for the task force reports oited by Ms. Woo,
is an accepted methoa of identifying important issues and
concerns; but results should be evaluated in liqht of riqorous
prevalence statistics. Two recently-pUblished empirical studies
of court-connected mediation put the task force reports in
perspeative:
·
•A statewide representative study of 2504 mothers and
fathers who used court-connected mediation in california
found hiqh rates of client satisfaction (satisfaction on 14
indicators ranged from 59-92t) 2 and comparable rates of
satisfaction between mothers and fathers (gender differences
on these items ranged from .1-6. at) • 3 The most common
scenario is for both iarties to be satisfied with the
results of mediation.
•A study completed in 1991 by california's Alameda Superior
Court5 revealed no significant qender differences in
satisfaction with the mediation process (half of the men and
two thirds ot the women were satisfied). In light of the
article's charge that "women in mediation have sharply less
barqaininq power than men" it is interestinq to note that
this study found no significant qender differences in
parents' views of their influence over the aqreeaent. "In
fact, women were more likely than men to say tba.t, as a
result of mediation, they were more confident in own ability
to stand up for themselves. 6

In addition, studies that compare custody determination processes
demonstrate that clients are generally more satisfied with
parenting arrangements they determine on their own in mediation
than those reached through litiqation. 7
•The concerns raised in MS. Woo's article are the focus of
concerted efforts by the mediation profession. Aaonq the
detailed provisions of the Uniform standards of Practice for
court-connected Child custody Mediation, 8 part of california's
Standards of Judicial Administration, are directives for written
descriptions of mediation procedures1 specifications for
attendinq to power imbalances in tbe parental relationship,
incluelinq gender-biased attributions, intimidation, and economic
advant.age1 and requirements for continuing education in such
areas as parent education, domestic violence, spousal abuse, the
possibility of danger in the mediation session. Since 1987,
california's curriculum of training and continuing education for
family court personnel has included nearly 30 courses in these
areas, attended ~y over 700 family court judqes and 2500 courtbased mediators.

Each year, the parents o:f over one million children face the task
WT-68
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of establishing good
custody arrangemen:ts. The
and weaknesses of different child custody aetermination
therefore warrant serious scrutiny$ Ms. Woo is to be
for raising important questions; but the full
ot relevant
evidence should be considered in formulating
Please
print the full text of this letter to aet. the
sincer~ly,

~~;~~:-;-~pner~ -~~ \...._ .

Coordinator tor Research, Evaluation
& Statistics
statewide Office of Family Court Services

cc:

Junda Woo
Steve Adler, News
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one notable exception shows that men prefer mediation when a
maternal preference prevails in the leqal jurisdiction
{Emery, R.E., Matthews, s.G., & Wyer, M.M. (1991). Journal
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1.

011 I'Dl:LY

FrOll\ 1987
a.
The
with

cmm-:r
Directed Mediation

*
*
2.

From 1988
a.
The Education
Them

*
*
*

c.

Ethnicity and Religion as Factors in the Mediation
Process

Court Services

Helen Mende~~£,

D.

The 1989 Statewide

a.

b.

Domestic
a.
Alice Oksman,

Robert Adler, Ph.D~
Nancy Lemon, J. D4

Holly Maqana,
Comm. Robert Schnider

Workinq With Difficult Clients

a.
b.

Janet Johnston,
Linda Campl:)ell, ·

D.

D.

19 8 9 Req ional Traininq

a.
b.

5.

M.s.w.

Client Use/Abuse
* Robert
*
Heidi

b.
c.
d.
e.

4•

Ph.D.

carol

b.

*

3.

Ph~D.

Ron Hulbert,
Arlene

Models of Intervention in cases Involvinq Domestic
Violence
Leqal Parameters of Mediation and Bvaluatio:ru The
Family Law Desk Reference

The 1990 Statewide conference
a.
Workinq With Violence in Family Relationships
*
Jack Katz, Ph.D.

*
*

b.

Michel Rouhlev, Ph.D.
Pietrina Termini, Ph.D

Developing Supervised Visitation Programs *
Gloria Chacon, MA
*
Mary Tall-Shattuck, Ph.D.
*
Mamie Walters, MA
*
Sandra Beckwith, MA
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Th• Role ot Parent Education in Reaching Parenting
Aqreaent.s
*
Richard cohen, J.o.
* Eric Olson, HA

d.

Dealing With Difficult Clients
•
Hugh Mcisaac, L.c.s.w
•
Maxine Baker~Jackaon, J.D.,
An In-Depth Look At Substance
Mary McNally, R.N.

*
tr

8.
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M.s.w.

Abuse

Robert Renard, M.F.C.C

The 1990 spring Intensive Trainings
a.
Examining Child Abuse and FCS Responsibilities
* lliana Gill, Ph.D.
•
Lynn Jordan, Ph. 0.
* Larry ~er, Ph.D.
b.

7.

89163276341

c.

a.

6.

TO

Working With CUltural Diversity in Family Court
services
a.
Helen Mendes, Ph.D.
b.
OeeDee Mascarenas, MA

Tha 1990 Fall statewide Institute

a.

Kiqh-Contlict and Violent Families: Diagnosing Profiles
of Violanca
* Janet Johnston, Ph.D.

b.

T.he Pharmacology of Drug Abuse and Implications for
Parenting
*
Janice Stopcup, Ph.D.

The 1991 spring Sta~awide Institute
a.
Differential ASsessment and Intervention
Conflict Families
*
Janet Johnston, Ph.D.

~ith

High

b.

Blending Families Without Creaming Kids
*
James Bray, Ph.D.

c.

Uses of Lanquaqe for Healing in the Mediation Process
*
Robert Beilin, Ph.D.

*

Judith Goldman, MA

d.

Mediation Standards: A Reflection of our
Professionalism
*
Robin Fielding, Ph.D.

e.

Building the "Family Friendly.. P'amily Court of the
FUture
*
Isolina Ricci, Ph.D.
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The Fall 1991 Statewide Institute
a.
Sexual Preference: Family Relationships,
and Implications for CUstody and Visitation
*
The Hon. Donna Hitchens
b.

Angeles Arrien,

Families and
*
Ann Metcalf,
d.

P.14

Issues

Change, Conflict and Resolution from a cross CUltural
Perspective

*

10.

89163276341

n

Diversity
D.

conflict Patterns as Diagnostic Tools
* Susan Beitler, Ph.D.

The 1992 statewide Institute
a. · Sexual Preferences and Legal Guidelines
*
The Hon. Donna Hitchens
b.

The Impact of Trauma on Children
*
Beverly James, LCSW

c.

Children Held Hostaga: Dealing With Proqrammad and
Brainwashed Children
* Stanley Clawar, Ph.D.
*
Brynne Rivlin 1 LCSW
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Trends mthe Characteristics of
Users of Juvenile and Family Courts:
Cilld Custody, Visitation. Family Court Services
by
.
Charlene E. Depner, PhD.1
Coordinator for ~ Evaluatio~ and Statistics

California Statewide Office of Family Court Services
Administrative Office of the Comu
Judicial Colmcil of california

Concept Paper Prepared for
Children, Families, and tbe Justice System in the 21st Century

Symposium Sponsoted by
Family and Juvenile Court Committee
Commission on 2020 Vision:
A Plan for the Future of the California Courts
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Thmds in the ~a of
Users of Juvemle Uld 'family Courts:
Child Custody, Visitation. 'family Court Scmcesl

A historical malysis of the course of change in American family structure and
functiomna suggests that a forecast of family court users in the year 2020 will require

monitoring agrepte·stadstical indicators. such u divorce rates., u wen as studying the
imelpJay of a:dt:u.ral, legal, and hiitorical forces that influence tn:nds in family cohesion. The
popular approach of tracking family ehan1e from a baseline of the 1950s leads to the
emme0111 conclusion that the contemporary proliferation of family forms is a deviation from
a normative family headed by two parents. In fact, a more extended retrospective view
meals that the American family has assumed a multiplicity of forms and the two·parent
nuclear family is just one of them.' What future trends should the courts anticipate?
Answering tbls question is more complicated than drawing trajectories from the status quo.
The cul'tUI1\I milieu-including the law and coun procedures-will play an influential role.
This paper reviews current trends, then presents a data system designed to aenerate
information about the parents who come to family court to work out custody and visitation

arrangements.
CURRENT TRENDS AND FUIURE PROJECI'IONS
A review of current trerads ud projections in family dem.ocraphics leads to the
prediction that a hip percentage of families will face decisions about child custody and
visitation. The proportion of children living with a single parent nearly doubled in the period
between 1940 and 1980.4 Projections for children iD rec:em birth cohorts are that almost half
of them will spend some time living with a sin&}e parent.' 1udicial system provisions for
c:ustody standards ud 00\U't procedures Will affect a hu&e segm.ent of the next generation.
Because Ca.Ufomia comprises such a hiah proportion of the American families. the
states decision-making wilt have serious implicatiom tor the nation as a whole. The most
populous state, California posted 10.4 million households in the 1990 census. The rate of
gmwth in California households in the past decade (20 pen:ent) outstripped that of the Dation
u a whole (14 percent). In the coming deeade. it is projeded that nearly one new household
in five will be formed in california. The 1990 census also teVealed that the proportion of
households with children is higher in California than for the nation as a whole.6
Family courts should mticipate increased diversity among users with respect to their
presenting circumstances, dispute resolution traditions, ud outcome prefereraces.1 More
aastody actions will involve children born outside marriage md children conceived using
biotechnological innovations. The increased proportion of dilldren who will experience
remarriage will introduce issues involving blended families and competing need! of "first" and
•subsequerat" families.
Potential Usn of &mfly Courts

DfmrdDI famjli;& ·
Marital dJssolution will eontinue to be the impetus for many cnstody and visitation
decisions. Chan 1 maps divorce rates for California and the Dation as a whole since 1960.'
Each follows a similar pattern, with sharp increments durin~ the "dNo:ree revolution" of the
197059 and recent stabilization at a relatively elevated level. An estimated half of all
marriages arad rwo-tbirds of recent ones· will end in diwrce. 10 Appl"'limately 60 percent of
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be a

of a ste1P..UimlltY.
changes
may re-enter the family
~to

atraD~emeDU.

cwmm1 V'lriatiom
California is the
population.:aa 1Wenty yean
the total state populatio.u.
By the year 2000,
u a whole
become a !&majority
transformation has already occurred msome of Califomia~ most populous rean'om.
Los Angeles and San Francisco counties.20 Within California, the w~..~~illll.
i>rma:doo rates are anticipated among Hispanics
Asia:os.21
Aw.ilable statistics indicate ethnic wrlatiom in patterns
dissolution that may have ra.:mifications for dedsion·makina about cm'totav
Comparisom of the marital
process
and AfricanAmericans
that the former arc more Iikly to diwR:e,
the
more Hkely to have
extended separatiom without a formalized divorce. 23 Birth& outside mamaae vary
mbstantiaDy
different ethnic subgroups. ID 1988, Omcasian
bore 18 per=nt
of their babies
of marriage. The figures for Afrielll·Ameriewl and Hispamc mothers
are 64 pen::eUt and 36 pen:ar.. ~ly.:a
Trends in Custody Decisjon..Maldng
Co~m with these striking changes
the potemial users of family courts, the last
:·20 years have witnened dramatic reform in custody suuu:lards and court procedures.
FoDowing irmCMltive custody re!orm in Callibrnia, 0\ler 40 stateS DDN ~ joint custody or
shared parentin.J pnwi.sions. A vigorous feminist mtique bas activated a re-ewluation of
custody sta!.tdards.34 There are no statewide statistics about the kinds of custody and
visitation ar.nmgements elected by the general populatio~
estimates vary widely by
region.~
.
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Custody deciSion-making does not umalJy occur iD the courtmom. Parents f¥pically
work out arn.ncements on their own or with the assistuce of attomeys or mediators.
Mectiatfon of child custody disputes has been mandatory in California since 1981. Courtbased mediation is a forum used by increasins numbers of califon:Ua parents, with an
.ttm•tod 65,.500 mediations in 1991 alone.•

Qmdusipm
The population of children wbo are the subject of custody ud visitation actions is
diverse, and in~ c:ontaim tammes that have not been the subject ofresearcb-c:bildren
bom out,side .marriage and members of a wide spectmm of etbuic backgrounds. A\lailable
data sugest that family dynamics and policy solutions will vary dramatically alona these
dh:neasfous. The family court of the future wiD face the cbalJeqe not only of forecasting
characteristics of Ule1'l but also laming more about the dispute resolution techniques and
custody resolutious that prove advisable b this divene diem base.

·.
MEETIN'G FUTURE INFORMATION NEEDS
The ideal family eoun of the future wW use iDformation systems for plamtina,
implementation. and ewluation. As courts enter the "information ap," the empirical basis
of family eoun policies and proeedmel wm be held to more sophisticated standards. Future
information systems will draw from a new generation of mean:h models, some of them
already underway. This section descnDel one such research modeL dewloped by Califormu
Statewide Office of Family Court Services.
The FCS MgdeJ

ltoeoJDhfna dramatic d:c&Dps in family demopaphic:s ad the potential impact of

legal bmcmuicms in custody md dispu.te resolution, the Califomia I.egWatu.re maudated the
Judicial Council of California to establish and implement a uniform statistical reponin&
system and to embark on ewluation of family laws and proJrBmS for me purpose of shaping
futt1l'e public policy. In 1987, these and other mandates were assiped to the Administrati~
Office of the Cou.m newly formed Statewide Of6.ee of Family Coun Services.:rr
1be dual thrusts of the Family Court Services (FCS) research pmaram were for
statistical mportiDg to descnae the pm-aillng cln:umltanee~ in c:omt.fmed mediation as wen
as for evaluation research to better understand the underlying d:yu.mics that lead to &ood
custody outcomes for children and their families. The FCS data system is ilnletured to link
a network of iD.terloddng studies ~t address these limes. The FCS system bas several
distinctive features that should be camidered the design of court Wformation systems of
the futt11'e.
.. mtrildplbuuy collabontioa:
A broad base of~ is needed to address issues fadna famDy courts and
their clients. Information systems of the future will need to t:.ra.DScend disciplinary
bolmdaria.
The FCS data system identified needs for imormation and feedback by drawing
from a wide nmae of sources, IDcluding a review of the literature mseveral disciplines,
eonsultation with a panel of researeh and legal poHcy scholars. and a statewide needs
assessment sWvey of court penolJ.llel, family p:actitioners, and family court services
dients.3
The syst.em design was further advised by eollaboration with the couns by
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forming au aavtsorv
the
.. Strategic plalum~g

Concerns

oos;t-eJttec:uv.mess

data
by different agetlaes
build a cumulative
capabilities to rapidly encoae
future may
coordinate
methods, ad objectives.
In order to address
oomts, and sc:ho)m.. the ~
the
series of studies,
desipd stand
wmwatively to an cwer-arcl:dng tMtt:em
methods and
in scope, but adopt a eool!Wmlted approw:ft
to build on or amplify tbe results of uo:the.t~D
statistical repordn& maudatc,30
DtDer i'U3rmatic:»n
31
""" ...,.,.,..,"" ia the stmstics.
1b.e
system also
on i>regomg
other agencies. Existing sourca statistical iDformation ~ ide:fttit1i~
research wu advised by court data for admimstratfve and
DU!'f)O!;es.
Comparability of findiuas from these disparate sources was often Jlll!l.II.II.JI ...., ...
differences design. such as
use of differem
of analysis (e.a., ~
cases ~ oountin&
visits) and timefrlma
of wrlformity in the period
specified). Working toward better coord.ination il a
future objective.
• Mteation to iaformaiiou utllbadoa:

on;oma

m

Brid&Wg the~ practi~
information systems of the future.34 .uec:aw1e
mterlodd.ng mandates Of service UfJI:tlelllella.tllO~ ttajJ:dn&,
possible to create an interactive
in which
another. Research is responsive to em~ needs
mthe cowu; but. at the same time, results from
advise mtwe court policies and~.

ImPJ~mttfns the

FCS Mod$1

Implementation of the FCS system faced several d'dllle:llges.

some of

them, this section describes the implementation one project
FCS data system,
statistical ~,.f't,flo system-me
designed to address the mandate to establish a
California Statewide Suapshot Study of Family Coon Senices.•
The Snapshot Study compiled data from 75 branch comu in 51 counties durin& a
specified period in June 1991. It covered 91 percent of all sessions conducted in the
panidpatina counties during the study period and 83 pen;:em of all ~~ across the state
(faaoring mCOW't.S that did not participate mthe study). ~Dfomwion WU ptheted about
~699 separate sessions conducted by FCS counselor~ du.1iDa that period.17 _
~r 400 data elements ere collected about each mediation.
from multiple
sources at diffenmt phases of the mediation process. '1?amily Promes•
by mothers
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ad fathers prior tO the mediation session yielded demoaraphlc profiles and iDformation
about parents' issues md concerns. PoUowiug each session, the counselor offered an
assessment of the ease and the events that trmspired in the mediation session, and also
reported aareements that were made. Mediation clients completed a "Parent Viewpoint•
imn at the coadusiou of the sasicm. 4Miiud.Dg the mediator, the proceu. ad its outcome.
AU imDS wre availabl~ in Spanish or BnaUsh
OWienm Pmed By the Model
Giwn budget limitatiOI'IIt the cost-e&diveness of the snapshot project wu of pat
concern. A cost/benefit appraisal ~d that ce:atral admimstration within the Statewide
Office would be more cost ~ than cont:ra.cting the data coUection to an iDdependent
agency. The method developed for the Snapshot Study--using self-administered
questimmafres distnbuted md filled out in the courts-resulted in an extremely hi&h data-tocost ratio. Because the Snapshot wiD also be the base for further studies, the ultimate cost
of the --.reh win be even lower.•
·
To idelitify the core ml.ormation that would be pn:M.ded by the study, we drew from
imerdfsc:ipHnvy collaborati've resotU'CIS (i.e.. the needs assessment SUJ'\ley. msea.rch coDduc:ted
in the courts and in aaldem' foc:us p:mps with mediators and parents~ aDd Rre advised
by fore;oiq data collection efforu. PiDa1 study content md procedures were reviewed in
meedup with 31 Family Court Service directors across the state.
1'be by cballenae was to design a standardized appmach for data colledion that could
be used for aU cases in an courts, that WDuld interfere as little as pou1'ble with the 'WOrk of
the offices, eDSW"e the integrity and c:oddentiality of the data, aDd safeguard the right of the
clients to choose not to participate in the research.40 Pamily court services in the S8
Califomia superior courts are matfvely dec:entnillzed md each has been accorded wide
latitude in its indMdwd mediation program development. Therefore, court-baled mediation
in Califom.ia\ S8 superior eourtl varies dramatically u to service models, procedures,
terminology, aDd resoun::es.41 In order to derise a pnera.Uzed appmac:h that would be wlid
aeross this wide range of court ~ we p.thered observational and JU1WY data about
different court practices..a An advisory panel, comprised of representatives of disparate
cowu ac::ross the state, pided the refinement of a stateWide standardized approach. Pilots
were conducted in six eomu with very different cue volumes aDd service models in order
to assess the feE*billty of the desip ad to evaluate the usefulness of the xesultiDg data.
To emme that the stan~ appmadl was followed in participating ccm.ns, the
research team conferred with representatives lD u.dl court to eoordinate any necessary
procedural adaptations with the standardized modeL Statewide Office staff personally
visited 37 com1S to brief mediators and other com personnel on the administration of the
Snapshot Study. Other cowu were briefed by telephone.
'
USERS OF COURT-BASED MEDIATION
The initial descriptive results of the Snapshot Study''1 reflect general trends
desc:n"bed a1::KJue but add unique information that should advise future family eoun policy.

Oient Pmftlcs
Ca.Ufornias etlmie diversity was reflected in diems of court·bued mediaticm. Parents

seen in mediation were predominantly Caucasian (62 percent). Three percent identified
themselves u American Indian, Eskimo or Aleut; 3 percent as Asian or Pacific: Islander; 6
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ethnic backgrolmds; but
families.

When compared
were }OUDICt; earned lt:JWer mc::Jmf!IS.
than half of the mothers were
the poverty line. This was
proportion of 1991
dients
apprcmmately half of that reported for Califol1lfans
In addition to disputes ~ autody or vw1:at1a·n,
which co~ are raised
serious family
physical abuse of the chil«t child
mbstanc:e
domestic V!OJtence..
activities. It u more common mr two or more issues to be raised by
all families) than for one issue to come up
(24 percent
observation is consistent with court-based research that documents
comple:dty.44

of
This
cue

Agreements About Cu&tody and Visitation

F'lfty-six percent of the families included the Snapshot Study reached custody terms
within the study period. (Others would continue mediation or move on to procedures
rollawing impasse.) Mother physical custody with jomt lepl custody. the most commoDly
elected custody optiou in the aeneral population, was also the most common outcome in
mediation (26 percent of all families and 48 pen:ent of those who
within
study
period). Joint physical ami lepl cus~ was slightly more common
fbxtinp drawn
from the general population {16 percent of an families and 29 percent of those who reached
agreement during the study period). Joint legal custody was common (48 percent of an
families and 87 pen::em those wbo reached qreements within me study period).
Eishty.tbur percent of those who reached custody and time sharing agreements also
reported the way iD which ovemigbt stays with the child would
allocated. The &dings
shaw that the label for physical custody is a sttong indicator of
time allocation
but that lepl custody is not strongly I.SIOCiated with overmpt stay~.
a hypothetical
28-day period. families that agreed to joint physical custody also aped to a more ewn time
distribution between mother and father (mean cwem.ighu with mother • 16; SD •6.0). If
physiall custody was assigned to one pa.rent, legal custody
oot have a st:n:m& impact on
the number of overnight sta:y&. For example, the mean cwemishts when mother had both
physical ud lepl custody was 'Z1 (SD==2.2), md 24 (SD•3.7) when :mother bad physical
custody ud lepl custody was joint.
FUroRE DIRECnONS
Court data systems should comider other fluitfW areu of development.
.. As we move toward ,.paperless couru• there is an opportunity to dovetail
administrative and information functions for on-line systems. This dh'ection poses
duillenges for confidentiality that am oot insurmountable.
'"Comprehensive service fn.tegration presents the pouibffity that informatiOD caD be
shared across qendes for purposes of practice and ~
•l..on&·term outcomes for family cowt services can omy be aacttes,sed
investment
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ill loJ21itudiDal research. The mapshot research is cummtly beiDg. extended by a one-)al follow-up of users.
• By p.therin& better information about serious fauu1y problems that emcrJe in
family court, it may be possible to foresee aud miti&ate trends iD. serious family
drcumstuces.
• Data systems must be designed to accommodate ccmstant chanie iD court systems
and services. In the area of court·based mediation, there is extensive
experimentation with hmcwatiw programs that address emerging dient needs.

"
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Evaluation of Mediation Process
Percent of Mothers and Fathers Responding Positively and
Mean Responses Among Mother& and Fathers

Numb« of

*f)Ondent83

Mohra

Fathm

Mothers

Fathers

The mediator had aome good idns
for us to think about for the sake of

1,908

94'1(,

Sl3'J(,

3.33

3.%7

1.1il05

Sl3

~1

3.33

3.25

1,92:2

93

03

3.30

3.24

~

90

3.23

3.22

1,881

86

85

3.17

3.15

1,858

86

83

3.17

3.11

wiU take

1,712

83

81

3.00

2.94

I felt too intimidated in the meeting
to say what I really/ felt

1,893

81

ae

3.07

3.1lil

Mediation helpe/me..- ~
ways to work together as parents

1,895

n

78

2.93

2.94

Satisfaction with the reeulte of the
mediation ses;lon

1,832

75

76

2.89

2.90

1,833

e3

64

2.72

2.73

the children
The mediator listened to my

concerns
Medlatlon procedures were

ciMctibed to me c::feiU1y
Mediation i$ a good w~ to come
up with a parenting plan
TM mtdiator pressured me to go
along with things that I did not went
I felt rushed by the mediator

1-

Satisfaction with the next ~~ you

Mediation made me aware of help

in 1he oommunity tor my family

1 Positive response percenta reflect retpOndente who answered *very positive• or "positive" and are oalculttld on the

item non-mi$$lng base.
2 Means based on a 1-4 scale where 1•very negative.

2·ne~tive. 3•politive,

3 Maximum number of respondents it 1,948 (979 mothem and •

4=very positive.

fathers).

Source: 1991 Snapshot Study eot~ducted by Statewide Office of Family Court Set~~ices
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November 30, 1992

Honorable Leroy F. Greene
Room 3082
state Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
b~sention:

Ms. Elva Raish

Dear senator Greene:
Prior to
the Work
November
Angeles,

the Hearings of the Senate Select Committee on Women in
Force Hearing on Child Custody that was held on Monday 1
9, 1992, at the Museum of Science and Industry in Los
California, I asked if I might participate.

I was told by Ms. Elva Raish that there would be no time available
to schedule my testimony, but that I should write to you as
Chairman of the Committee and my statement would be distributed to
the other members of the Committee and would be considered part of
the Hearing testimony.
Although I have enclosed my Curriculum Vitae for your review, I
would like to briefly state my qualifications in the area of child
custody and visitation
I am the Senior Consultant (i.e., the
chief psychiatrist) for the Psychiatric Office of the Los Angeles
county
superior Court, Family Law Department.
The Psychiatric
Office is staffed by a number of psychiatrists and psychologists
who have proven expertise in the area of custody and visitation.
'rhe panel is used as a resource by the Court to perform
psychiatric/psychological evaluations as the Court deems advisable.
I am an Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the
University of Southern California School of Medicine.
I also
served for 15 years as Medical Director of a charitable clinic for
children and families.
A special program within that clinic was
for the treatment of the psychiatric problems of children and
families resulting from marital dissolutions.
I had the opportunity to listen to the testimony giyen to the
Select Committee on November 9, 1992, in Los Angeles
As a result
of what I heard on November 9th, and from my experience in
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performing hundreds of evaluations as an expert appointed by the
Court, I feel it is important to discuss with you my opinion
regarding the "primary caretaker presumption" and the role of
mandatory mediation in custody and visitation litigation.
I am in total agreement with Senator Greene's emphasis that the
goal of any parenting plan should be the best interests of the
child and not be predicated on the best interests of either of the
parents. Unfortunately, the vast majority of the testimony during
the formal presentations was either given by advocates for mothers
or advocates for fathers.
The only two experts who provided a
thoughtful, objective point of view were Dr. Janet Johnston, from
the Center for Family in Transition, and Mr. Hugh Mcisaac, Director
of Family Court Services for the Los Angeles county Conciliation
Court.
Dr. Johnson pointed out that, from her research, the two constants
regarding future emotional problems in children of divorce had to
do with conflict between the parents and the emotional disturbance
in parents.
She also pointed out that although joint physical
custody in high conflict families appeared contraindicated, she had
no outcome studies of over three years.
Conclusion:
the mental health of a parent far outweighs any
presumption of either a joint custody or a primary caretaking
presumption when considering the best interest of the child.
Mr. Hugh Mcisaac pointed out that in the County of Los Angeles,
where mediation is confidential and the role of the mediator is
never confused with the role of the evaluator (i.e., the mediator
does not communicate with the Court regarding any recommendations
for a parenting plan).
Parents in mediation have found it to be
a very useful tool for the resolution of conflict arising out of
custody and visitation disputes.
Conclusion: it has been proven that mediation is extremely useful
when it is confidential, there is no communication by the mediators
with the Court, and the functions of mediation and evaluation
remain totally separated.
I have discussed the primary caretaker presumption with my
colleagues, both men and women.
These colleagues not only do
custody evaluations, but frequently are involved with the treatment
of children and adults before,
during,
and after marital
dissolutions. The almost universal reaction to a change in the law
to a primary caretaking presumption was one of chagrin and dismay.
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I would like to share with you my concerns, which I
held by the majority of my colleagues.
1.

ieve are

Joint legal custody not only implies joint decision making,
but it also implies that someone is the 11
"
parent
the
child.
Almost without exception,
are called
because a parent will not allow a scheduled
itation, if
that parent has sole legal custody the pol
not care
what the court order states, in their minds legal custody
gives the parent care and control of the child.
Therefore,
a parent who is given sole legal custody has the capacity to
prevent an ongoing relationship of the other parent with
child.
I have seen this happen, not only
regard to
visitation, but I have also seen parents, because the other
parent had sole legal custody, excluded from schools,
hospitals, and other institutions, places where almost any
parent should have the right to have communication regarding
their child.
It has been described by one expert that doing away with joint
legal custody in the manner suggested by The Family Equity
Coalition will be an
"institutionalization of parental
alienation." For a discussion of parent alienation, please
see Richard A. Gardner, M.D., Family Evaluation and Child
custody, Mediation, Arbitration. and Litigation. Creative
Therapeutics, 155 County Road, cresskill, New Jersey, 076260317, Chapter Six The Parental Alienation Syndrome.

2.

At the current time, custody evaluators give significant
weight to the primary caretaking parent when making a
recommendation to the Court. However, it would be ludicrous
to make that the primary presumption, over and above emotional
stability, primary psychological parent, desires of older
children, stage of development, sex of child, etc.

3.

One of the primary goals, from what I could understand at the
Hearings, for eliminating joint legal custody is to make it
easier for mothers to move with their children when it is
necessary because of a new marriage, a job, or some other
overriding event.
Certainly, the needs of mothers must be
taken into account when making a recommendation to the Court.
However, anyone experienced in doing custody evaluations will
readily point out that a large number of parents who move
move for the expressed purpose of interfering with the
relationship of the child with the other parent and/or because
of acute anxiety and depression as a result of a divorce.
This anxiety and depression frequently dissipates within a
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year or so, so that an impulsive move is not in anyone's best
interest.
4.

The Committee should be aware of the high number of cases
referred by the Court for evaluation that have allegations of
physical and sexual abuse.
Unlike the general population,
when such allegations are usually accurate and the child must
be protected, in Family Law the opposite is true, a
significant number of the allegations are false and solely for
the purpose of interfering with visitation.

5.

The Committee should be aware that the parent who most often
wants "sole custody" is the one wishing to disrupt the
visitation of the other parent. That parent, frequently, is
the more disturbed parent and is the cause of the parental
conflict. Therefore, that parent is more likely to be the one
who should not be the custodial parent, primary caretaker or
not, according to Dr. Johnson's findings.

6.

To prematurely make decisions as to a sole legal parent at the
time of the divorce, does not take into consideration the
healing process between parents,
the age and future
development of the child, or the evolution and understanding
of psychopathology in either parent.

7.

Contrary to the testimony at the Hearing, the "frequency" of
visitation is of primary importance in young children, if the
child is to make an attachment to the non-custodial parent
(see Interventions for Children of Divorce, Second Edition,
William F. Hodges, Wyle Series on Personality Processes}.
Therefore, recommendations to the Court must take into
consideration, the age of the child; i.e., the child's
developmental stage.

8.

I have treated a number of adults in intensive psychotherapy
who grew up at a time when fathers were easily prevented from
visiting with their children; i.e., mothers usually received
legal custody. All of these men, most of whom were successful
and functioned well in the community, talked extensively about
the aching longing that they had because they never had a
father. They felt that they lacked a masculine sense of self.
Some of them sought out their fathers,
although they
themselves were already in middle age, because of their need
to know about their fathers.
I have also had a case of a
woman who was prevented from seeing her father by an angry
mother who, in her middle forties, reunited with her father
and discovered for the first time how her mother had
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purposefully moved to prevent her from having a relationship
with him.
Preventing children from having two parents should not be
taken lightly. The structuring of a law that will allow for
"parent alienation" to be easily accomplished
early not
advisable given the vast experience the Courts currently have
with the vindictive behavior of many parents
the
feelings of disillusionment and abandonment
the
time of the divorce.
conclusion:
there should be no presumption, either for a
primary caretaker or of a joint custody arrangement when
making a parenting plan for a child.
The parenting plan
should be solely based upon what would be in
best interest
of the child.

RECOMMENDATION

1.

I recommend to the Committee that there be no presumption with
regard to custody of children, except the presumption of the
best interest of the child. To this end, the words, "custody
and visitation" should be supplanted by the words, "Parenting
Plan. 11 In such a plan, issues of parental cooperation or lack
of cooperation can be addressed.
Parents would not
necessarily have to agree upon schools, doctors, etc.
The
parent to make such a decision would be designated in the
Parenting Plan (at the current time, the Court in Los Angeles
at times will specify joint legal custody, but will also
specify one or the other parent as having specific
jurisdiction in a special area of the child's life, such as
education) . The use of a "Parenting Plan" as a substitute for
"custody" gives preeminence to the needs of the child and,
perhaps, will, once and for all, stop the lobbying of women's
and men's special interest groups.
Further, it will remove
children from being a financial commodity.
Not withstanding the above, even if the present nomenclature
is not rescinded "joint legal custody" orders can be tailored
for each child's best interests.

2.

I recommend to the Committee that mandatory mediation
continue, but that it be confidential and not be used as a
basis for recommendation to the Court.
No one should know
about what happened in the mediation, except the parents,
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their attorneys, and the mediator.
not be available.

A written record should

Thank you for allowing me to provide my opinions regarding the
issues raised at the Hearing in Los Angeles by your Committee. It
would be unfortunate, indeed, if new laws were written that caused
increased litigation, alienation of children from parents, and the
destruction of mediation, a process that helps thousands of parents
resolve their difficulties through alternative conflict resolution,
because of the lobbying of special interest groups.
Sincerely,

/~

~-/

7

~

Lionel Margolin, M.D., Ph.D.
Senior Psychiatric Consultant
LM:mc
Enc.
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SUMMARY OF SEcriON I

Psycholcqical .Adjustment of Children in P.igh-conflict
arrl Violent Divorcing Families
'Ihis research was designed as a relatively small, prelimi.na.ry study of the
psycholcqical adjustment of 75 children (36 boys ani 39 girls) in 60 highconflict ani violent divorcing families litigating cust.ody'. Forty-five
divorcing families with 51 children between the ages of 3 and. 12 years, where
there had been significant violence ani the parents were .involved in custody
and. visitation disputes, were referred to the project by the
Court
Services of Marin County and San Mateo County, california. 'It'J.s group was
compared with 15 families from these counties with 24 child:L"'en
the same age
range who were subjects of parental disputes aver cust.c:rly and visitation, but
where there were no reports of violence.
'Ihe ethnic COI!lp:)Sition of the families was 80% caucasian,
AfricanAlrerican, 8.3% Hispanic, 3.3% Asian, ani 5% other. Occupational status and
educational level of the parents were extremely diverse. Parents had been
separated an average of 3 years 3 l'I"'O1ths after a marriage duration of 8 years.
Fifteen percent of the couples had never married. On the average, the families
had had a two-year .involvement in custody litigation, ani they were evenly
divided between prerlivorce and postdivorce status. Al:out one thini had
con:q;>leted full custody evaluations. AlnDst two thirds reported that their
children's visitation ani custody schedule was court ordered; the remai.rrler
said it was a mutually agreed upon a.rrarY9'ement, reached in :marrlated mediation.
In retu.n1 for their participation in the study, the families were offered
a brief, free, confidential counseling servic.e (average 30 hours) , separate
from court proceedings, to help their children cope with the divorce situation,
including the parental conflict ani the custo:iy ani visitation arran;Jemants.
Prior to the intervention, separate inte:rviews were corrluctErl with both parents
ani their children ani standardized psychological adjust::trent measures were
administered. Teachers ani clinicians also provided data. 'Ihe assessment
included descriptions of the violence (type, frequ.erx:y, duration,
consequences) , the psychological state of parents, qualit-y of coparental
cooperation, the parent-ch.ild relationships, children's adjustment (eroc>tional,
behavioral, ani social), ani the custo:iy an:1 visitation arrangements.

Limitations of the Study
Although this study constitutes a relatively detailed empirical analysis
of the family relationships in high-conflict ani violent divorcing families, it
is preliminary an:1 exploratory. First, the sample size is quite small,
especially when we consider the number of important variables that need to be
taken into account. Secon:i, the sample was obtained from referrals of parents
currently .involved with the court in attenpting to resolve custo:iy disputes.
'Ihis population may differ systematically from other populations of violent ani
high-conflict, nonviolent separated ani divorced parents. 'Ihi.rd, participants
may not have been representative of the wider pcp.l.].ation of litigious families
who were involved with court-a:mnect:ed family services. Fourth, because this
is a concurrent s'b:Jdy of family violence, custody ~ts, ani drlld
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adjustment, causal directions cannot be determined. 'lhe present study can only
describe patterns of function.in;J as they exist at a specific point in time; it
cannot reveal the dynamics of family violence in tenns of its precipitatin;}
causes or its consequences for child arrl family function.in;J. Finally, the
child arrl parent characteristics, as well as family relationship factors,
explained only one fifth to two fifths of the variation in children 1 s
function.in;J in this study. '!his rem.i.OOs us that each child arrl family is
uniquely car.rplex, arrl the range of adaptation is very broad. For this reason,
these finiings should not be used to info:rm .individual decisions a00ut
families, without great caution, good clinical judgment, arrl wise judicial
discretion.
Frequency arrl Extent of Ve:rbal ani Rlysical Aggression
A histo:ry of violence between parents was fourx:l in three fourths of these
families, arrl this fact, or the extent of the violence, was not always revealed
to the court mediators, who referred the families to this project. Although
there was a small but significant tren:1 for ve:rbal arrl physical aggression to
diminish with tin-e since the separation, incidents of physical aggression had
occurred on the average 11 times arrl ve:rbal aggression had occurred. 75 times
durin;} the past year, in this sample of parents who had been separated on the
average nore than three years. '!his .indicates that minor an:i noderate physical
aggression occurred. four to six times nore frequently in this population of
divorc:eQ. arrl disputin;} parents compared to a nomal sample of married spouses,
where the same measures were used. Severe abuse occurred. even 100re frequently
in the divorced an:i disputin;J sample compared to married spouses. Interview
data from parents .indicate. that ltD.lch of this overt aggression cx::x:=urs durir'q the
times the child is bein;J transferred from one parent to the other.

Whereas minor physical aggression was perceived by parents to be
relatively ltD.ltual excl'lan;Jes, in general, the responsibility for the violence
was attributed by each parent to the other. Higher levels of aggression were
not seen by parents to be reciprocal. Men, in particular, were likely to deny
that they had perpetrated the 100re severe acts of aggression. Unfortunately,
the Straus COnflict Tactics 8cale, which was used to measure the extent of the
violence in this study, is lackir.q in that it does not discriminate who is 100re
likely to initiate physical aggression arrl for wham aggression is a responsive
or a defensive act.
SUbstance Use arrl Violence

'nle use of drugs arrl alcohol in this sample was quite ~le to that
of a larger community sample arrl there were few .indications that drinking arrl
substance use was associated with the extent of ve:rbal arrl physical aggression
between the parents. In this study, there was a ten:iency for fathers to report
100re frequent use of alcohol arrl m::rt:hers to perceive themselves as havin;} 100re
drink.in:;J problems where there was violence between parents, compared to those
from nonviolent situations. Clinical data, obtained from interviewin:J these
parents, suggest that drink.in:;J arrl substance use did irxieed result in 100re
intense, unpredictable, arrl d.argeraus fonns of aggression among a su:t::group of
parents, whereas violence occurred in the car.rplete absence of air1 drink.in:;J or
drug t:ak:i.n;J in another su:t::group.
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I.eggl an::i Medical Assistance
Arrong the violent couples, almost two thirds of
'lriClmen sought
protection of restraining orders an::i among
who had them, almost all had
called the p:::>lice, often repeatedly, to enforce the order. Although one fourth
of these women (an::i half as many men) had filed assault
against the exsp:JUSe, clinical accounts show that no person in t.ills
been convicted
of criminal assault against their ex-partner, ani
two men had been
involved in a treatment prcgram. for the violence.
t.'rree ~had used
the services of a battered wamen 1 s shelter. Women we.:te :rrore
to sustain
injuries from the dam::stic violence CCl!t'par9d to men, and
Irore severe. Only about one fourth of these women had ever =-.A..._..,,.., """""'"'"..'-""'-'for the injuries sustained.

CUstcx;y and Visitation Arra.mem:mts
In the entire sample of :h..igh-conflict and violent families, despite the
fact that 90% of the parents had joint legal custody, they rarely exchanged
infonnation or made decisions together with respect to their ~'llldren. In
fact, making major decisions together over the child's health,
or
extracurricular activities was usually extremely difficult; it involved intense
power struggles ani often a retu.-'l"'!l to court for mediation or arbitration. Many
of these separated parents were unremittingly arqry, blaming, fearful,
assiduously avoidant, and. highly distrustful
one another. Hence their brief
exchanges with each other, on the telephone, or at the time
the t.ransfer of
the child, were usually cryptic andjor mutually abusive.

'Ihe fact that these parents "Were seen i.."l intensive
counseling
(approximately 12 hours) following the initial data gathering gave experienced
clinicians the opportunity to help repair their copare:nting skills. At the errl
of the counseling, these clinicians concluded that few of these parents "Were
able to develop the capacity for c::x:;,operative decision making ani coparenting,
at least in the short tenn of three to six rocm.ths. Rather, relative success in
counseling was gauged by the extent to which parents ca.lld be persuaded or
given freedom to pursue separate lives an::i to un:iertake parallel parenting of
their children. It was, however, p:::>ssible via these counseling sessions to
diminish the overt verbal ani physical aggression, an::i to encourage parents to
give their children, at least overtly, greater psychological permission to have
a relationship with the other parent. With younger childr-en (un:ier five years)
ani those with special needs, requiring Irore coo:rdination between parents, a
therapist-consultant often needed to be in place on a long-tenn basis to help
these parents with their mutual child-rearing responsibilities.
All children in this study had continuing contact with both parents: One
third "Were in joint physical custody arrl had access to their fathers on the
average half the nonth. 'nlree fifths "Were in sole Irother physical custcdy with
six days/m:mth average contact with their fathers (usually alternate~
plus one midweek visit in alternate weeks) • '!he remainin:] five children -were
in sole father physical custody and had access to their Irother on the average
nine days each nonth. Chlldren in joint custody ani those in Irother sole
custcdy averaged two transitions per week between parental hcmes; children in
father custody averaged one t.ransition per week. Parents with a history of
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violence had COIIq?arable custody and visit.i..n;J arra.n::;rements to those who had no
history of violence. More frequent access to both parents was associated with
m:>re concurrent physical aggression between parents. '!his in:iicates that
frequent access arra.n::;rements may i.rxieed expose children to further violence
between parents as well as placirq wanen, especially 1 at higher risk for
continuing abuse.
Eroc>tional Dysfunction of Parents
With respect to the extent of eootional di.stw:bance in these parents, in
general, this sample falls midway between a normal pop.l.lation and a psychiatric
population on stan::lardized measures, and there is some in:iication that these
ex-couples mirrored each other in the relative extent of their eootional
disturbance. HCY.V"eVer, this study cannot confinn whether the eootional distress
was a precursor or a consequence of the highly conflictual divorce situation,
the violence, an:i the stressful litigation.
In agreement with our clinical observations, both parents in violent
families were m:>re eootionally dysfunctional compared to nonviolent families.
Fathers from abusive relationships were m::>re likely to have higher levels of
general enotional disturbance, to be m::>re interpersonally sensitive, phobically
anxious, paranoid, and to have m::>re psychoticism compared to fathers from
nonviolent relationships. Mothers from abusive relationships were also m::>re
disturbed. on the same dimensions, except that they were also m::>re likely to be
depressed, an:i just as likely to have syirptans of psychoticism, compared to
m::>thers from nonviolent situations. It was not possible to detennine to what
extent the erotional distur.bance was cause or effect of these abusive
relationships. Whereas some have argued that in acutely severe or chronic
cases of physical abuse, wanen in particular are often brainwashed into a
fearful, helpless, submissive, and deperrlent stance, others have proposed that
these m:m an:i wcmen have prior psycholCXJical difficulties that predispose them
to violent relationships.

Parent-<hlld Relationships
Parent-child relationships are significantly impaired in families
characterized by parental violence 1 compared to nonviolent families. Mothers,
in particular, perceive themselves as havirq m::>re difficulties in relationships
with their children, especially their boys, where they have experienced. m::>re
physical arrl veJ:bal aggression with their ex-mates. By self-rep:>rt, m::>thers
are less wann, Irore coercive and punitive, and m::>re possessive or protective of
their children. On the other han:i, fathers fran violent spousal relationships
perceive themselves as havirq better relationships with their children, be.i.rq
less coercive arrl hav.i.rq m::>re wa.nnth and reasonir.g ac::canpanyirq their
discipline, compared to nonviolent families in this sample. Fathers in violent
families also report themselves as havirq m::>re personal or peer-like
relationships with their children.
'Ihese fin:iings are partly confirmed by clinical observations. Fathers, in
general, had fewer child-rearirq responsibilities and less time with their
children compared to IOOthers, so that child management was less an issue for
them. In particular, m:m who had been violent with their mates were likely to
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have less overtly conflictual ani either distant or
their sons. 'Ihese boys were
anxiously atita<::hed
identified with their fathers.
t.~ir nvthers,
difficult am often physically aggressive, espec:ially as
approached
adolescence. 'Ihere was a wide rarqe of responses ~girls to
violent
fathers, ran;i.rg from bei.rg very frightened. am avoidant (overly identified
with an::i unable to separate from their IOCithers) , to anxious-se::lu.ctive
attachments with their fathers, who, in turn, seemed to o::lUl':t
'Ihe clinical impressions obtained from the intensive
that followed the initial data gathering for this stuCty
had perpetrated. violence were likely to be :more

~ vJho
neglectful, or
inconsistent with their children o:::mpared to nonviolent ~. In general,
however, fathers' loss of control in a violent incident aP!De.CrrEd to be :more
frightening to children compared to m:Y--Jlers' loss of control,
because
in those cases where the mothers initiated violence, fathers
to
constrain them or to remain relatively calm am in control. In
where the violent father had major c.lrildcare responsibilities,
tolerance for stress, need to assert ~ an::i control, an::i nur-.c.,..~.,.,a
slights resulted in episodic deterioration of the father-child ""'""'"~._. .......__..
arrl abuse was possible. OVerall, there were wide variations in the quality of
parent-child relationships depen:ling ut:On the history and type of violence in
the family.

Children IS AdjtlSt:ment
Children in the total sanple of high-conflict an:l violent
disputi.rg custody were significantly :more dist:u:rbed
a normal population on
standardized~.
Mothers rated their sons as partic.U.arly dist:u:ri:Jed,
with one fourth of these boys having scores in the top 2% of e.t'OCltional an:i
behavioral problems. Fathers, though seeing their sons as
dist:u:rbed than
their ex-mates, rated. one sixth of these boys in
top 2%
behavioral
problems compared to the nonn. Teachers agreed that boys
san:ple were
two to three times :more likely to have behavioral, learning,
social
problems compared to the nonn. In general, fat."'lers an:l mothers rated their
girls' emotional arrl behavioral problems similarly,
daughters 1 scores
were elevated. compared to the nann. Teachers did not rate these girls
differently from a normal comparison group.
In general, children were mre e.Jrotionally distur.bed if their parents were
mre eroc>tionally dysfunctional, even after controll.:i.n; for possible biases in
parents' perceptions. Children frau violent :parental relationships were m::>re
somatic, aggressive, ani had mre externaliz.:i.n; ani total behavioral problems,
compared to children from nonviolent families, with boys be.:i.n; m::>re negatively
affected than girls. 'Ihese fin:i.i.rqs were evident in m::rt:hers reports of their
children arrl were, in general, confir.merl by clinicians • ratings.

Boys arrl girls a~ to differ in their adjustment to the custcdy ani
access arrar:ge!le"lts, where both high-conflict ani violent divorcir'q families
were combined. Girls in joint :physical compared to sole IilYsical custcdy were
rated by their ltVthers as mre e.n'Otionally and behaviorally disturbed.
were rated
both parents, ani by clinicians, as hav:in:; more behavioral
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difficulties if they had oore access to their fathers. Teachers, ho:Never, did
nat rate girls in the different custody ani access a.:r:ra!X3'ements differently.
Fathers perceived their sons to be oore E!l'I:Otionally ani behaviorally
disturbed if the boys were in the sole physical custcx:iy of their ll'Others
compared to joint custcx:iy, ani teachers' rat~ of the boys confinned this
fin:iing. On the ot..~er hand, although fathers viewed their boys as functiollinq
more poorly W'hen the fathers had less access to their sons, neither ll'Others',
teachers', nor clinicians' rat~ of the boys could confirm this result.
In summary, the overall results appear to in:::licate that girls are
functioning better when in the primary care of their IrOthers, in these highconflict ani violent families. Boys, however, appear to do better when they
have oore access to their fathers, although the increased parental conflict to
which boys are ~ may partially offset this positive effect.

Clinical observations in the counseling sessions that followed the data
gathering for this study suggest some explanations for these fin::iings. OUr
clinicians noted that girls had oore conflictual ani ambivalent relationships
with both ll'Others ani fathers when they shared oore access to both parents in
these high-conflict families. Girls see:mecl both oore competitive with their
nothers ani mre fearful of the mther' s rejection or retaliation for their
having a close relationship with the father. Girls also see:mecl anxious arrl
threatened by the potential seductiveness of a close relationship with their
fathers, especially as they approached adolescence. Boys, on the other hand,
mre openly lon:Je::i for a close, continuing relationship with their fathers arrl
seemed. to be searching for male figures of identification. At the same time,
boys were often troubled by and often disappointed in their contacts with a
mre E!l'I:Otionally disturbed or abusive father, and they often blamed themselves
or were extremely confused about these difficulties.
Predictors of Orild Mjustlnent in High-conflict and Violent Divorc@ Families
From. multivariate analyses which examined the joint ani relative effects
of int.erparental violence, parental E!l'I:Otional functioning, access a.:r:ra!X3'eiOOl1ts,
and age and gerrler of the child on the child's adjustlnent in families
litigating custody, the following fin::iings are clear:
A history of physical violence in the family is stron:Jly ani consistently
associated with E!l'I:Otional, behavioral, ani social problems in children. It is
nat only directly predictive of more child distur.bance, it is also associated
with ll'Others' diminished parenting, in that IrOthers f:ram violent relationships
are less wa:rm and mre cc:>ercive with their children. '!his means that children
whose parents have been violent with one another are more likely to be
d.i.sb..l:tDed compared to those in high-conflict but nonviolent families, where
both groups are disputing custody and visitation. In addition, the degree of
both ll'Others' ani fathers 1 E?.10C7tional dysfunction Wepen:iently predicts child
disturba.nce, both directly arrl in:::lirectly, as it is associated with a
diminished quality of parenting by :rrol::hers ani fathers who are less wa:rm ani
mre par.rer assertive or cc:>ercive.
In multivariate analyses, where boys ani girls are grouped together, mre
access to the father is directly predictive of more behavioral difficulties in
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the children as :perceivoo by
IOClthers, though
teachers, or clinicians. In nrr,,;;;,r
f
IOClre access to
slightly positive
that
with IOClre access to
are likely to
them,
conditions, a..-re
and 1::e rv-.:::."1"!"~,

c."lildren.

YOLLI!Jer ones because

their
Conclusion
'This study, t.oget.lJ.er
families with severe onc;oing
arrl access
history of domestic violence and there
t:O

occur.

in
~>;..1"'-

Inte.....~tal aqt~!SSJ.OI

are r-elated arrl probably reciprocally
each
predicts
s
emotional, and
1
after divorce 1 and each in::tirectly contributes to children 1 s
e.rcding the quality of t."J.e parent-child relationship, though va•~u.
has not, as yet, been det:e::t:nli.'100.. Older children compared. to
compared to girls, are more
to :be
distu:rbed in
In addition, access
that
to
children's contact
with both parents in these
to be associatoo. with more
boys.

S'U.MMARY OF SECriON II

Profiles of J:X.:mestic Violence in Divorcing
Disputing CU.Stcdy and Pat+"...e:rns in Parent-au.ld
A Qualitative
'This section reports qualitative data on allegations of dCJIOOStic violence
in child custcdy disputes and delineates profiles of violence aJl10ng divorcing
couples and corresponding patte.ms in parent-child relationships. 'lWo studies
of high-conflict divorcing families were urrlertaken: 80 families with 100
children were seen between 1982-84 and again in a 2-3 year follow-up, and 60
families with 75 children were seen between 1989-90. '!he families were of
diverse socioec:onamic and ethnic status. A history of violence was reported.
for three fourths of roth samples. Five basic types of interparental violence
were identifioo:
(1) ongoing or episodic male battering, (2) female-initiatoo.
violence, (3) male-controlling interactive violence, (4) separation-en;eniered
and postdivorce trauma, and ( 5) psychotic and paranoid :t"eactions. 'Ihe
incidence of each type of violence is reported together with its dist..ir:qui.sh
clinical features. 'Ihe findings should be viewed. as preli.mi.nary explorato:cy
hypoth.eses to be evaluatoo. in future research. '!hey sugg'est that oot only
parent-child relationships have distinctively different patterns among
these different profiles, but also that child ad.just"lnent
~these
categories.
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PRIMARY CARETAKER?
Hearings testimony on child custody for
Nove!Tiber 1992

Calif. Senate Select Committee on Women in the Wol'kforoe
November 9, 1992
los Angeles (Museum of Science & Industry)
Calif. Senator leroy F. Greene, Chairman
In advance, the Committee Indicated the hearings were
being held because of women's advocates contention that
joint custody adversely impacts women and that joint custody
arrangements are not In the best Interests of children. The
contention Is the need for a remedy In the form of a primary
caretaker presumption.

evaluate the adult
Is It equal? After
pronouncements about "'"''""'""n
making? Does adult
a hoax that Invites
Individual over ,..,..,th"'r?
f"t.ill.rf""'""

CHILD'S

CARETAKER?
by James A. Cook
JOINT CUSTODY ASSOCIATION
let's

see~

Bugging the chlldren? ••.or the other parent?

COMETH

clinical psychologist of my acquaintance tested that
phrase, "primary caretaker". The psychologist's doctorate
thesis had examined custody arrangements as a function of
mental health for children of divorce. Ultimately she raised
three children In scrupulously equal )oint physical custody
throughout twelve years of their childhood ..(Both parents
assumed their own child care costs, except special
expenditures which they allocated by each parent's abiDty to
In an unbiased question, after the "primary caretaker" topic
had achieved some public notoriety, and without innuendo,
she tested their reaction by asking each child, 'Who Is your
primary caretaker; where is your principle residence?"
The first reaction of each was a puzzled, ·Huh!. And then
defensive skepticism, "Is this some sort of trick; Is this
opposing our dad?· When assured it wasn't, they then went
on to explain that both parents were equal, both parents
important .. neither were primary ... , both homes were theirs,
and there was no necessity of ranking one over the other.

START-UP WARFARE
·Primary cartetaker" is often regarded as starting the warlare
all over again, an intent to upstage one parent by the other,
to discount the value of one parent while minimizing the
intent of joint custody.

CHilD'S lESSON OF JUSTICE
Small children know, innately, that In an adult world they are
powerless. Hence, one of their first lessons of coping with
society is that equality is the most likely defense against

So-called "primary caretaker, or
Into the law through a backdoor
after joint custody was
during the 70's, Aid For nQrw:~nt1~
for a single recipient parent
In part, was the
Interpretation that led many poor households to conclude
that their eftgibility for aid was to have the falher
during
around,
the day, and sUp back in at night. No evident
was what the govemment seemed to want In
aid
eligibilty.
Hence, upon the
of the first of the
custody
statutes, the simplsltc
was a fear that
rather than one parent, would
both joint custody
assert eDgibllity as recipient of
aid.
WASHINGTON SCAMPERS

CLARIFY

The result was a
of correspondence, meetings and
of Health & Human Services
assurances at the
Pr~,e:irt.~ntiJi!il administrations at the
departments during
start of the 1980's to reassure
in fact, the Department
was favorably disposed toward
custody and did not want
their policy lmp&ed as favoring
custody instead.
This led to an unfortunately switched placement of wording
about welfare eligibility within a few joint custody statutes.
Some states commence the sentance about welfare
eligibility by declaring that "a primary parent may be
designated for ... "etc.
too many readers are
captivated by the
buzzword of "primary parent"
withoUI absorbing the Intent of the remaining sentance. The
Intent Is that weHare
could be available for the parent
designated as primary parent. This Inspired a race to ~

JOINT CUSTODIAN. News and commentary fiom the JOINT CUSTODY ASSOCIATION.

a nan-profit assoc1o11on concerned with the jOint custoov of ch11dren
and related ISSues of diVorce. includ1ng research. inforrna11on

dissemnatlon and legal and counseling practJces
.James A Cook Pres,dent
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designated as "primary parent" with the carrot and stick
expectation of welfare aid. That wording Is not the
environment to encourage cooperation in joint parenrting.

#1 In a listing of a child's several ·best interersts".
Furthermore, It is also extremely rare that a single father
appears on the welfare rolls, as compared with mothers who
do so.

PREFERABLE WORDING
Tbe preferable wording, palatable to both Department aides
and joint custody advocates, Is a substitution we'd prefer In
the California statute and elsewhere thai need not use the
terminology of •primary parent". Instead, "Either joint
custody parent may be designated as the welfare recipient in
situations wherein welfare aid becomes necessary." This
wording underscores the Intent of such a designation and
does not usurp welfare department determinations of need
by estab6shing either the certainty of receipt of AFDC aid nor
establishing the ·ne~ qualfication for such ald.

FATHERS AS VIABLE 'PRIMARY CARETAKERS":
A BUDGETARY ADVANTAGE
Is a "primary caretaker" status for fathers a viable goal to cope
with budget austerity and of coping with complaint by
taxpayers about taxpayer support of some else's child? Both
major political parties have adopted the necessity of cutting
back on public welfare support.
SINGLE FATHERS AS PRIMARY CUSTODIANS
What Is the situation of single fathers as a resource?

"PRIMARY PARENT": FATHERS

OR

MOTHERS

How did the evolution of a single, primary parent transpire?

There are 1.2 million single dads nationwide. (The Current
Population Survey had reported, as of 1989, there are 1.4
million father-only fami&es.)

The legislative debates of 1969 eliminated fault as a basis for
divorce.

California Is the Nation's leading single dad state.

By 1973 the tender years doctrine, which favored mothers,
was set aside. Fathers became equally eligible in an era of
exclusive sole custody.
"Best interest• of the child, rather than a sex preference,
became the standard for assessing eligibility for custody.
Generally, thirteen criteria have been established, largely by
appellate case decision, as amounting to a child's best
intererst. Meanwhile, so-called "fitness• of a parent
di$8Ppeared from the criteria as did fault.

252,000 single California men are serving as •primary
caretakers• of their children.
Now, here are some important comparisons:
california has merely a tenth of the entire U.S.
population. However, California has 1/5th of all the
Nation's single dads.
Furthermore, between 1980 and 1990 there was a
117% Increase in the number of single father
primary caretakers In California. It is the largest single
increasing percentage statistic in the broad scope
of California's divorce and custody statistics. (In the
same time period, 1980 to 1990, there was a 34.5%
lncease In single mothers.)

DECIDING BETWEEN GOOD·ENOUGH PARENTS
Prior to joint custody availability, decisions of custodianship
were being predicated on hair-splitting evaluations of
competence about each parent's "best Interest•
qualification. Such hair-splitting comparative decisions were
so narrowly based that there would have been an absolute
outrage if similar judgments were made about respective
parents' capabilities in conventional, still-married,
households.

WHO ARE PRIMARY CARETAKER FATHERS?

EQUALITY FOR WOMEN:

What Is known about father "primary caretakers· nationwide?

DITTO MEN

With widespread acceptance of equality for women, In the
workplace and elsewhere. there was increasing assumption
that fathers could fight for, and win, designation as the
primary caretaker sole custodian. This led to the high-water
mark fof sole custody litigation warfare in the 1974 to 1979
time-period and the creation of such refuge organizations as
·Mothers Without Custody".
WELFARE OF CHILDREN SHIFTS EMPHASIS TO
FATHER'S SUPPORT CAPABILITY
There is increasing acceptance and endorsement of the
primary importance of economic security and support for
children. There is a continuing worry about the numbers of
children in sub-standard economic conditions.
Simultaneously, there is Increasing complaint by the taxpaying public about support of welfare systems. The
assurance of economic support is rapidly becoming number

Nationally, father-only families have been growing at a faster
rate than conventional two-parent families, as well as faster
than mother-only families.

Wealth, or lack of It: single fathers. Financially-poor
fathers qualify. Relatively few single fathers are wealthy.
However, comparatively few resort to, or appear on, the
welfare rolls. Single fathers do not necessarily have the
higher income, as between the two parents.
18% of all father-only families are poor. Almost half have
incomes that are less than 50% of the poverty line. (In 1989
the poverty line for a family of three was $9,435.)
Another 21% have incomes that are no more than twice the
poverty Une.
H has not been necessary for a father to prove substantial
weaHh to demonstrate their capability and competence to
qualify as a single primary caretaker.
Nevertheless, (and this is likely to be to a child's best interest)
in 1989 single fathers earned, on average, $24,178
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annually, whereas the average for single mothers was
$12,959.
Across the board, divorced fathers earn 1.5 as much as
divorced mothers.
Never-married fathers earn 2.3 times as much as nevermarried mothers, ... a significant statistic when considering
safe-harbor economic security for children of never-married
situations.
Both statistics (immediately above) are Important to public
policy makers who consider the budgetqary squeeze on
welfare aid and the dissatisfaction of tax-paying constituents.
STABILITY
Stability (either way you may define it) tends to favor the
fathers.

of

and rthe necessity
direct remedial action to rebalance
inequitable situations. There is an uneasy recognition for
reapplication of an adopted public policy. That policy is
•affirmative action". If •primary caretaker" Is to be embraced,
then the implementation mechanism will be, could be, may
need to be an assurance within the law that as many solecustody -to-father decisons are made as are sol('t-custody-tomother decisons. (As of 1990 father-only families comprise
15% of all one-parent families) Consequently, given the
ability and performance of sole custody fathers, the
Imbalance begs for •affirmative action".
BUT, WHOSE EQUALITY IS THAT?
•Primary caretaker" presumption - allocations - could be
promoted as equality for the sexes; but It certainly doesn't
sound like equality for the children nor equality of access by
the children to an equal time with both parents.
LEGACY OF LEE SALK

Most custodial fathers are not currently married and have not
experienced the burning deprivation of a mate in such
intensity as to urge them toward new liaisons prematurely.
However, If married households are preferred, the
percentage of custodial fathers who have remarried Is
substantially higher (41%) than the percentage of custodial
mothers who have done so (23%).
MARRIED OR NOT,

THEY'RE INCREASING

Nationwide, the number of never-married father§ who are
now serving as sole custodians has increased dramatically
from 32,000 in 1970 to 488,000 in 1990.
'
From 1987 to 1990 there was a 65% increase In the number
of never-married single fathers living alone, with their
children, as primary caretakers of those children.
Furthermore, never-marrieds are a significant percentage:
24.5% of children living with fathers are in households
headed by never-married fathers.
The number of children living solely with djyorced fathers. in
the same time period, has increased from 168,000 to over 1
million.
VERY YOUNG CHILDREN WITH FATHERS
Infants: in father-headed sole households, nationwide,
17.5% of those children are younger than 3 years of age.
About 1/3rd of the father-only families contain a preschooler.
FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS
Significantly, 44% of all the children in father-only
households are girls.
Both "young age· and •tather/daughter" demonstrate that
fathers do not merely receive sole custody of older children,
nor only of their sons.

Uncharacteristically, for me, my comments thus far have been
sounding more and more like Lee Salk, the deceased former
child psychiatrist who, in the mid and early 1970's, forcefully
and effectively demonstrated by example that a father could
win a sole custody fight by demonstrating that he is the
fittest, best qualified parent to assure the children's best
interests. Subsequently, for many years thereafter hfs
former wife and mother of the children periodicially faded In
and out of the women's movement as an activilst. Not
unanticipated.
LEVEL HEADED ON

LEVELLED PLAYING FIELD

I do not unquestioningly accept the premise of sole custody
for either parent and certainly not based on a former
circumstance of merely having been a primary caretaker. My
preference is a rebuttable presumption for joint custody for
both parents before, secondarily, a fallback recourse to sole
custody If it is demonstrated clearty as more in the child's best
interest.
Therefore, you can surmise how unpopular and traitorous I
appeared to the fathers' organizations striving for sole
custody when, instead, I proposed a preference for joint
custody, during the mid and late 1970's. In effect, I asked
that they give-up half of the fight they assumed they were
slowly winning, numerically.
WEANING
In conventionally married, on-going families weaning is often
a push and tug affair of nudge and encounter. 1 am not
referring merely to breast feeding. But, colloquially, weaning
is the more widespread concept of easing an infant and child
into the wider circle of experience, encounters, new people
and challening drcumstances of the •real worlcr
Many .of us wince upon encountering the over-protected,
excluSively-sheltered child who is being infantltized ... virtually
vacuum insulated from maturing in the wider world of
experience and encounter.

PRIMARY CARETAKER AND EQUALITY
If there is to be a new, or increased emphasis on primary

caretaker criteria, another issue arises. We've all lived
through a significant political era of concern aboutr equality
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Joint custody is a mechanism for assuring continuance of the
w~anlng process _that conventional families practice, but of
bemg able to contmue the process in the post divorce family.
The Joint Custody Association. Page Three

Deliberate attempts to exclude the other parent from a child's
young life are fikely to boomerang. A child Is almost certain,
later in life, to build doubt, skepticism, and then resentment
about, and toward, a parent who claims dominance over the
opposite parent during the child's life.

.

the decisions needed to carry out her responsibilities to the
child.· And, •forced joint custody, like forced sterilization
and forced pregnancy, Is a denial of women"s right to control
their lives.·
I believe these portray the reasons for my concern that
dominance Is the goal of the "primary caretaker" concept
rather than, necessarily, the children's best interests.

IDEALLY • WHOM Will YOUR CHilD MARRY?
More vividly, we recognize the underlying qualms when we
encounter the prejudice-laden question: Do you want your
daughter marrying a boy raised only by a mother (or father)?
Or, do you want your son marrying a girl raised only by a
mother (or father)? Since those are such prejudice-loaded
value judgments, I have to temper them with the single
question, "Would you rather your child married someone
who was raised by both parents or by a single parent?"

WORlD Of GIVE & TAKE, ADJUST TO SURVIVE
The childhood pattern of life is a constant series of everwidening circles. Reaching out to new experiences arnd new
acquaintances while circling back for the momentary security
of both parents and each home, thence to circle out again.
Joint custody preserves the avallablklity of securtty with both
parents white the child circles and reaches out during growth.
Parents need to acknowledge that maturation is a sertes of
changes and outlooks. An Item we distribute to those in
touch with us Is a charting of life's major developmental tasks
and at what stage changes are fikely to occur. The chart Is an
important reminder that each parent is not likely to be the
exclusive, controlling and dominant force to restrict a child.
Instead, parents provide a launching platform and safe
havens for the child's experiences with others.
There are charts of greater detail describing the changes of
infants and the very young. An Important recognition comes
from such studies: Uttte children (as well as older) need both
parenrts.

DOMINANCE, SElf·AUTONOMY
One of the three main causes of divorce, and a cause that
eventually drives a couple to divorce, is the aspiration of
dominance and/or self-autonomy. The aspiration of
dominance, or the escape from dominance by the opposite
party, as well as the self-expression of self autonomy, or the
escape from restraints on ones self autonomy, becomes an
engine of divorce.
Revealingly, explanations
the "primary caretaker" theory
by thoughts of dominance and self
portray a concept
autonomy. Explanations of the theory often appeal to such
desires.
Previously I remarked that the first instance of "primary
caretaker" grew out of a garbled interpretation of welfare aid.
Personally, 1 consider the second most influential portrayal of
"primary caretaker" is that authored by Joanne Schulman in
her article. Second Thoughts on Joint Custody: Analysis of
legislation and its Implications for Women and Children (in
the Golden Gate University law Review). In two separate
sentances she writes, • ...forced legal joint custody only
serves to interfere with the primary caretaker's ablrlty to make
Page Four. The Joint Custody Association
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THE lEGISlATURE & "BOTH SIDES"
We constantly caution legislators, and the legislature, to be
on guard that they are not exploited as another battle ground
to circumvent the Judiciary, In an attempt by a resentful
parent to continue the divorce battle.
The Judiciary is one of the very few entities that has the
opportunity to see, and hear, both parties within the same
time-frame. Conversely, the legislature usually ·hears• only
one or the other of the parties In terms of the party's seH
Interest lobbying effort to hobble the judiciary.
Joint custody Is a major decision tool that the judiciary has to
protect a child's best Interest by assuring that the
dominance-seeking parent does not eliminate the child's
equitable access to, and parenting by, the opposite parent.
However, If the fight for dominant sole custody is pursued by
both parties, or one of the parties, the court does have the
recourse to select as custodian the parent most likely to
facilitate contact by the child with the oppposite parent.

IN COMPARISON WITH "PRIMARY CARETAKER",
WHAT ARE PUBLIC POLICY RESUlTS Of
JOINT CUSTODY?
Nationwide Availability. Joint custody legislation and
decrees have been the fastest moving (in brevity Of time),
most widespread (in numbers of states adoptingf within that
time) of any major family law improvement In the entire 20th
Century. The concept Is now near-universal.
Voluntary adoption. Although most parties enter the
divorce process with high antagonism toward each other. we
find that before they arrive at the final moment of decree,
over 6~k of the parents have voluntarily concluded that the
logical and preferred solutioin will be joint custody.
Litigation diminishing. 01 all the family divorce cases in
Califomia, only 5% of the cases wind-up litigating before a
judge. 01 that 5%, only half of those are concerned with
custody issues; instead, the remainder are dealing with
issues of property and finances.
Furthermore. the percentage of litigated cases, in this joint
custody era, are dropping. For instance, between 1987-88
and 1986-87 there was a 25% increase in family law
dispositions or stipulations rather than Htigated trials.
In comparing the close of the former sole custody era (197778) with the recent status in the newer joint custody era
(1987-88) there is now 19% less litigation before a judge
than In the former sole custody era.
Relltlgatlon? It's less often In joint custody situations, as
compared with sole custody wherein retitigation seerms as
the only recourse for an excluded parent who does not want
to "drop out" altogther. Relitigation of a joint custody decree

··--

risks the J>osslbllity that the decision will, as a consauence.
exclude one of the joint custodians. That risk Is too high for
many parents to pursue relltlgatlon.
Appeals? They most often occur in the initial years
following Implementation of a major change in the law. The
goal Is usually definition and elaboration. The resulting
deDberation can be helpful to subsequent divorcing parents.
Specificity as solution. More specificity of details In
joint custody decrees is likely to reduce the necessity of
refitigation for definition purposes. However, since our goal
should be to allow divorcing parents as much flexibility as
possible, I advocate minutely detailed specificity mlb!,.lf one,
or both of the parents seeks such specificity at time of trial.
Homicide and kidnapping. Whenever there Is a murder
of a judge, or an aHomey, or a parent, I have Inquired about
the motivating circumstances. Almost invariably I have found
that one parent had threatened the other parent that they
were going to take the child away (usually said in connection
with threatening to divorce). The parent performing the
murder or kidnapping has most often been unaware that, in
fact, as long as the current California law is decreed, the court
is more likely to decree joint custody for both parents rather
than provide an individual parent with an absolute right to
disappear with the child. An emphais on California's joint
custody law will reassure parents that an individual parent
may threaten but can not assuredly assert that they will ,ake
away the child." We need more widespread recognition that
the law is not likley to decree exclusive sole custody to an
individual parent. This would help to dissolve the reac tion of
violent passion that responds to such a threat.
Child support. Payment of child support is a major public
policy concern. We know that In sole custody situations child
support delinquency ranges from 45% to 72%. Repeatedly,
however, academic studies and Census Bureau reports
indicate child support is most likely to be paid, more 6kely to
be paid on-time, and will usually result in payment of •extras•
tor children If the decree is one of joint custody. Child
support delinquency in joint custody arrangements Is
reported at between 6% and 10%. On the basis of child
supporrt alone. ... given the costs of bookeeping, wage
assignment, enforcement and collection, ... a public policy of
endorsing, preferably, joint custody is a prudent financial
solution.
Chldren's emotional health. Throughout the 1970's
numerous studies about the effects of sole custody on
children became the single largest source of the drive for
joint custody. The observation: sole custody was likely to be
emotionally damaging to children. Now, a decade and a half
later. upon comparing joint custody children with those of
sole custody, repeatedly most studies demonstrate joint
custody is preferable. A handful of studies declare that joint
custody is no worse than sole custody. And, only studies of
the fewest examples in some of the most antaaonistic
situations conclude that, for a few, sole custody may be an
appropriate refuge.

-
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Abuse reduction. Frustrations often breed abuse. The
exhaustion of entrapped sole parenting exacerbates the
likelihood of child abuse. Overburdened sole custody
mothers comprise the largest number of child abuse reports.
Fathers isolated from their biological children are often
enraged Into abuse of former mates. Joint custody provides
a mechanism to reduce the frustrations that foment abuse,
allowing an opportunity for some freedom for mothers, and
assurance of access for fathers.
Children's mental health Is often Improved, or assured,
simultaneously with each parent's self-satisfaction.
Working mothers. If divorced American women are to
develop skills and experience that are remunerative, for
them, from the job market, they need part-time freedom from
confining child custody obligations. Joint custody provides
that part-time freedom while sharing custody with the
opposite parent.
If we don't aid women in the job market now, through joint
custody, and Instead we entrap them Into exclusive
caretaking until after the children have arrived at the
children's majority, there will be older, less experienced and
thereby less employable woman when the cushion of child
support has ended.
Income and adaptation. Fortuitously, joint custody
provides an opportunity to seek remunerative employment
while still enjoying recognition as a joint custodian.
Generally,lt has been observed that women over 40 years of
age at time of divorce are less likely to adapt emotionally.
psychologically and financially than those under 40 years at
time of divorce. Since women under 40, with younger
children, are now substantially within the joint custody era, It
will be lnstrucrtive to compare their survival with that of older
women who divorced within, or near the end of the sole
custody era.
THE OVERVIEW
Chldren survive best when assured of both parents.
If divorce is inevitable. joint custody is a preferable 1st option.

Women can pursue the goal of sole •primary caretaker".
BUT, fathers demonstrate abilities as "primary caretakers·.
Competition between the sexes for caretaker status foments
litigation.
Such competition is likelv to damaae children.
Consequently, logic encourages joint custody, instead.
For pubUc policy priority, joint custody is best to:
Reduce economic problems of child support,
Decrease the recourse to litigation.
Increase two-parent serurity for children.
Assist adaptation of mothers to the workforce.
Provide employment, now, developing remunerative
skills that assure economc security when
these women are older and child support
has ceased.
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How does the wording of a statute induce, or reduce, litigation?
Effectiveness of joint custody at reducing judicial burden.
Several states are grappling with the economic problem of sufficient funds to support county
superior courts if divorce/custody trials increase in duration time.

Does joint custody reduce custody litigation, or is it at least no more demanding
than sole custody?
What is the litigation/cooperation impetus when joint custody is first in an order of preference, or a
rebuttable presumption, or if there is no preference for sole custody (as the 1988 modification in
California law added)?

Volume

(in California):

Currently, about 185,000 family law civil filings annually.
(about 27% of total civil filings.)

1987-1988 (joint custody era) Family law civil filings in Calif: 179,252,
(27% of total civil filings.)
Ten years ago, '77-'78 (sole custody era) family law civil filings; 175,160,
(33% of total civil filings.)

Dispositions:
1987-~~·- Bef9r~ trial family law dispositions or stipulations: 95,567

__ {Increase of 2?% ove·r '86-'87)
,
·· : ·
·1986-87. Before trial family law dispOsitions or stipulations: 75,552
1985-86. Before trial family law dispositions or stipulations: 67,163

Contested dispositions:
1987-88 (joint custody era) Contested family law dispositions: 9.478
(a drop of 24% over '86-87)
and, 19% less than sole custody litigation era of 1977·78.
Ten yrs ago, '77-'78 (sole custody era) contested dispositions: 11,961

Who gets joint custody in decree?
Most recent, numerically largest survey reveals almost 80% of all
custody/divorce decrees result in joint custody.
In-so-far as time allocation for a child with both parents:
(and considering as many as 35 different ways of dividing the "time" with each parent,)
20% of all custody/divorce cases result in nearly equal split of time.
.
By "nearly equal split of time" we mean:
Child has between 5 and 9 overnights with each parent in average two~ week period.

JOINT CUSTODIAN. News ana commentary from the JOINT CUSTODY ASSOCIATION.
a non-orof1t assooot1on concerned Wtth ttle jOint custody of Children
and related 1ssues of diVorce 1nCIUd1ng research 1nformonon
dlssemnat,on and lega! and counseling orac11ces
Jarnes A r_CJCJi' Pres,de"'

10606 Wilk1ns Avenue Los Angeles Cal,forn,a
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Perception of joint custody by Utigating parents based on their
reading of the law's Intent, or prefer.ence, and the parents'
awareness of recent court decrees.
62% of the cases, the parents transform~d from qflt~gonism at the time of diyor:c~-filing irto
cooperationlagreemenVstipulation for joint custody by time of actual t.riC~.I.
fi2% of joint custody C~J$eS (Jre cl.eclclerl bY tile P~Jrfmts.
24% of the cases, and parents, decided in favor of joint custody with the aid .ot thoughtful,
conciliatory attorneys.
24% were "brought abo1.1t" to jplnt CL/$tocly by attorneys.
5.8% of the CCJS~s facili~ated into joint custody agreement by public tax-S4PPort~d concili~tion.
50,000, or 28%, of Caljfomia's 179.252 family ICJW civil filings in 1988 went through, puQ.Iip

tax -supported conciliation.
We don1 know how many cases "went through" privately purchasep n)ediation.

Litigation?
Of all joint custody decrees. only 5% required JJJigatlon before a judse for decree of
joint custody.
(Originally ...prior to 1979... Ca1Homia judges and their ass.ociation oppos~d jpint custody
on expectation of litigation.Following implementation of joint custody, judges and
their association have never opposed joint custody, n0r supported
legislation that would curtail joint custpdy, primarily because their original
expectations of increased litigation did not occur.)

How does statute wording affEtct parent's performance (or
propen$itY to litigate)?
When the law indicates'!. staJ~ policy of favorjng joint custody,
there's "first in the order oJ prf:lf.erenc~· for joint custoqy,
when there's an implied rebuJtable presumption for joint custody,
wh~fl there's favoritism in sole cusJody for the parent .most willing to allow the child
. frequent l;lnd continuing ~act wjJ[l ·the opposite p~rent,
and when previous deprees foretell th~ likelihOod th~t jupicli;ll ruUng will be Joint custody.
it behooves each parent to cooperate in anticip[!!,tion of joint custody lest one of them
lose custody altogether for lack of cooperation.
wh~n

Sidebar observation:
During the "no fault divorce· ~r' (191.>~ and earlier)
l;lnd during the sole custody era (1979 & pr~ViOJJsly):
lniliP.tion and filing for divorce, whether by wc::>~n pr py men, was i;lboJJt evenly divid~d.

50% women, 50% m~n.

Today. in California, about 85% of all divorce filings are by women, regardless of the
probability of joint custody.
Hence, this might imply wider acceptance of th~ tik~lihood of joint custody than is
cocularly believed, .and it certainly implies that joint ~stody is not a sufficient
threat to· deter women from fiiing for divorce.. .
.. .
Joint custody is so liklety to resutt in a ealifomil;l divorce,
but in 85% of the cases women nevertheless file for divorce.
This does not demonstrate a categoriCI;lfly firm dislike of,or opposition to,
joint custody by most divorcing women.
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